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Abstract

ABSTRACT
The demandsof the continually changing and developing workplace require individuals to be
adaptable, multi-disciplined and with the ability to work collaboratively, often in virtual
environments.Professionalengineersof today must meet these demandsand have appropriate
business and communication skills to operate in today's competitive, fast-moving, global
environment. Yet these engineersstill need to remain productive and routinely keep abreastof
technological advancesfor their day-to-day working requirements.Thus, a range of continually
renewablecompetenciesis essential,which in turn puts pressureon both industry and academia
to consider alternative ways to inform and educatetheir engineersand students.To help address
theserequirements,electronic learning (e-leaming) has been researchedas a possible solution to
facilitate a more flexible, distributed, collaborative, self-directed, virtual learning environment
for both work-basedprofessionalengineersand engineeringstudents.
This researchrevealedgaps in both the existing literature and working practicesregardingthe elearning needs of engineersand in current approachesto meet these needs. Consequently,the
main objective of the researchwas to develop a mechanismto assist providers of e-leaming to
construct effective e-leaming activities in engineering development environments. In this
context, 'development' environmentsrefer to the engineer's product-developmentenvironment
and the engineering student's study environment, with the increasing responsibility for selfdevelopmentin an engineeringcareer.The researchidentified and investigatedfactors that affect
learning in these engineering environments, and examined current Web-basedtechnologies to
support and enhancelearning experiences.A framework was developed as the mechanismto
group the different and non-comparable learning factors together into philosophy, delivery,
managementand technology categories.These learning factors can be connectedand sequenced
differently in the categories,dependingon the learning requirements.Hence, the main research
innovation has been the creation of this framework to structure, link and order key learning
factors,which offers guidanceto e-leaming providers developinge-leaming environments.
A predominant action researchmethodology was adopted for the research,as the author was
involved with engineeringenvironmentsand their e-leaming practices, decisions,developments
and implementationsin varying degrees.The main areasinvestigatedfor the researchwere:
1) Exploring learning methods & preferred learning styles in the engineering environment.
Important findings here identified that engineershave a strong visual learning style preference
and practiseexperiential learning in their engineeringenvironments.
2) Examining technologies to support and enhance learning. This provided an understanding
of 'hard' computer and Web capabilities, and 'soft' non-tangible technologies. Web
technologieswere of particular interestto this researchdue to their wide reachand interactive
impact on the modem working and learning environments.
3) Investigating marketing considerations from the Web-based learning (WBL) providers'
viewpoint. Marketing issues,productsand servicesof WBL providers were investigated.This
comparedwhat and how the market offered and identified the businessaspectsof WBL.
4) Developing an e-learning framework. The research was consolidated to create a novel
framework that groupeddisparatelearning factors for effective e-leaming development.
5) Studying practical engineering e-learning applications. Areas of the proposedframework
were validated and refined from the casestudy data and experiences.Critical successfactors
(CSF) were derived to provide a businessperspectivefor e-leaming developments,and these
complementedthe framework's learning factors.
The above areas have been addressed in detail and documented in separate Engineering
Doctorate submissions.This Executive Summary outlines and consolidates these areas, and
describes,exemplifies and verifies the various factors within the e-leaming framework and the
CSFs.The rationale, applicationsand guidelines for the e-leaming framework are also discussed.
The framework provides a toolkit for building effective e-leaming activities in engineering
developmentenvironments.Thus, the researchshows that e-leaming can provide the solution to
facilitate a flexible, continuouslearning environmentfor engineers.
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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1.0 Introduction

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The demands of the changing and developing workplace require a wide range of up-to-date
Consequently,
individuals.
from
this requires them to constantly renew and expand
competencies
their knowledge and skills to keep themselves up-to-date and maintain their value to the
becoming
learning
is
integral
this,
To
an
part of the workplace and
accommodate
organisation.
distinctions
between
learning
the
just
so
academia,
and
the
of
and working
responsibility
not
bluffed.
Reay
brings
increasingly
(1994)
becoming
these aspects together by
activities are
defining learning in an organisation as "a collection of actions which enables the organisation to
developing
itsfullest,
to
the potential of the
and
its
empowering
through
enabling,
achieve goals
individuals within that organisation".

Whilst this is a standard definition of learning in an

for
development.
The
believes
it
or
continual
change
author
provision
no
organisation, makes
that Pedler et al (1997) provides a fuller description to incorporate these aspects in a learning
facilitates
learning
"an
the
being
which
of all its members and
organisation,
environment, as
This
definition
its
itself
contents".
emphasisesthat an organisation
and
consciously transforms
intentionally adaptsitself by recognising the need to keep abreastof change. Change, not only in
the organisation and the individuals, but also in the learning content required to keep it updated.
Additionally, learning in an organisation needs to provide a collaborative as well as supportive
learn
individuals
to
are
encouraged
and share what they have learrit with
that
environment so
Senge
1992).
1994,
All of these aspectslead to what is known as
Garratt,
1998;
(Dixon,
others
the 'learning organisation', which is considered to be a key requirement in the development of
1992).
However,
(Senge,
Senge
(1992) also states that there needs to
world class organisations
be an effective learning environment in place for individuals, in order for learning in the
Learning
to
encompassesa range of activities that is more than assimilation
occur.
organisation
involve
but
information,
achieving new understandingor developing a skill by practising.
can
of
Learning is further discussedin section 1.1.2.
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1.0Introduction
The combination of learning and working activities can help achieve the necessarycompetencies
On
individual
daily
basis,
individuals
the
for
organisation.
the
and
a
often shift
required
seamlessly from performing computer-based work tasks to accessing online help or search
facilities to gather information on selectedtopics to complete their tasks. Support, guidance and/
from
interests.
be
longIn
community
a
networked
the
with
similar
sought
can
also
or advice
lead
individuals
learning
in industry attending
to
can
activities
term, combining working and
Similarly,
be
their
involved
to
skills.
academics
renew
can
courses
with
short
or
part-time
industrial consultancy activities as well as their traditional lecturing and research work at the
for
industrial
included
have
Students
six
months
placements
or
a
year
as part of
can
university.
blended
has
learning
these
The
all
degree
of
experienced
working
and
author
their
course.
her
during
engineeringcareer.
situations

0

Continuous professional development for engineers combines the development of theoretical
knowledge with practical work functions, or as Fink & Holifield (2004) puts this - "a
"
Thishas
education
along
productive
with
engineering.
engineering
combination of continuing
Ie
been a key motivation for the research, and the areas investigated haV been the factors that
industrial
development
in
learning
and
engineering
academic
environments.
support and enhance

1.1 Rationale for the Research
From the evidence of increasingglobalisation, technological advances,demographicand
lifestyle changes,as well as the resulting emergenceof the knowledge-basedeconomy in
developed countries, industrial and academic organisationsare being forced to consider
inform
to
and educate their employeesand students. The engineering
alternative ways
recognisedthis, and so haveplannedand begunto adoptaccordinglya
organisationsresearched
learning
flexible,
technology-enabled
approachin their current training, informing and
more
teachingpractices.In a knowledge-based
economy,skills becomeoutdatedat an accelerating
rate. One study conductedby Lynch (1999) estimatedthat "over 50% of all employees'skills
k ManufacturingGroup
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1.0 Introduction
becomeoutdatedwithin three to five years of induction". Tbus, to keep engineerscompetentand
become
learning
to
their
training
continuous
the
and
need
necessary skills,
updated with
processesrather than one-time activities.

To provide clarity on what an engineer is or does, in the context of this research,the definitions
described
learning
next.
are
the
environments
engineering
working and
of an engineerand

1.1.1 The Engineer & Engineering
In the UK, the term 'engineer'has broad application.Therefore,to ensurethat there is no
'engineer'
defines
to referto
term
the
Summary,
Executive
the
throughout
this
author
ambiguity
environments:
eitherprofessionalor studentengineersin development
0

Professional engineers in this context are those involved with all aspects of
'product-development',working in the EngineeringDepartmentof a company.Here,
the work activities consist of research,design,prototype build and testing, as well as
departments,
team
customersand suppliers.
other
members,
collaboration with

0

Student engineers in this context are those studying at university in the School of
Engineering on post-graduate masters (MSc) degrees who initially share the
responsibility for their own 'self-development' with tutors. Eventually when the
for
fully
become
leave
they
to
responsible
need
academia,
post-graduatestudents
their own continuouslife-long learning.

Engineeringrepresentsa key area of adult education,and though there are various branchesof
engineering,suchas mechanical,civil, chemical,aeronauticaland electrical,the fundamentalnature
of engineering is similar across all disciplines (Kemper & Sanders,2001). Certain cognitive
important
in all engineeringtasks, such as problem-solving,analytical
are
particularly
processes
reasoningand critical thinking. Often engineeringinvolves product innovation or invention, and so
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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important
describe
(2004)
&
King
discovery
Tenopir
an
skills are necessary.
exploratory
characteristic of the iterative product-developmentprocess as 'finding' as well as 'solving'
problems.This is similar to Schon's(1983) commentsaboutreflection on problems,with the ability
to 'problem-set' as well as 'problem-solve'. Additionally, Schonexplainsthat through a feedback
loop of experience,learning and practice,an individual can continually improve his or her work
(academicor not) and becomea 'reflective practitioner' (Schon, 1983).The work of Schonfits in
do,
(PDSA)
improvement
(1993)
Deming's
of
plan,
study,
act
and aspectsof
cycle
with
continuous
Kolb's (1984) model of experiential learning. Kolb, a professor in organisational behaviour,
is
his
learning
the
and
work
process,
the
of
adult
most useful, and cited, models
provides one of
4.1.3.
in
4.1.1.2
document,
this
and
throughout
sections
particularly
referenced

Engineering has undergone considerable transformation over the last decade, with electronic
business (e-business) technologies and the concept of the extended global organisation
increasingly being implemented. Non-core activities are frequently outsourced to external
organisations,which then become part of the supply chain, consisting not only of component
suppliersbut service suppliers.They form an integrated,global, co-operativenetwork to provide
2002).
(Thoben
&
Schwesig,
to
the
market
world
services
manufacturedgoodsand support

Professional engineers provide the engineering competences in such extended global
have
knowledge
Therefore,
to
the
technical
they
of
are
required
necessary
organisations.
processesand technologiesfor effective working as well as understandand communicatewith
different engineeringand manufacturing systems.Modem engineeringactivities are increasingly
becomingmore collaborativeand multi-disciplined, as engineerswork with dispersedcolleagues
and suppliers,and adapt accordingly to different situationsas they arise (Tenopir & King, 2004;
Kemper & Sanders,2001). In addition to being competentin engineeringfundamentals,Denning
(1992) statesthat engineersmust be preparedfor continuouslifelong learningto remain current in
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their field, and be skilled listenersfor dealing with suppliersand customers,as well as rigorous in
managementfunctions.

Therefore, courses for engineering students need to be constantly extended and updated with
relevant knowledge (Hoheisel et al, 2001). However, Thoben & Schwesig(2002) among other
educationalistsbelieve that the presenteducationsystemhas not been able to completely reflect
the 'real' needsof industry, as modem engineeringfunctions increasinglyrequire:
0

Global multi-cultural environments.
Multi-disciplined, multi-skilled teams.

0

Sharedactivities globally, 24 hours a day.

0

Electronic tools for communicationand collaboration.

0

Virtual developmentenvironments.

Hence, the above requirementsneed to be consideredwhen developing content for engineering
students,not only to provide experiencewith the enabling tools and technologiesfor addressing
thesemodem engineeringfunctions, but also to provide an understandingof the affects thesewill
have on them as professional engineers.For example, workplace trends place greater demands
on professional engineers,but provide them with little or no extra time to adapt to changes.
Consequently,this often extendsthe number of working hours, resulting in lesstime available to
keep updatedwith new information and to learn (Peam et al, 1995; Landen, 1997; Pedler et al,
1997). Globalisation increasesbusinesstravel needs for individuals, which further reducesthe
time available for keeping informed, trained or educated, and so continuous professional
developmentcan be limiting for today's working engineers(Fink & Holifield, 2004). Web-based
communication technologies, such as video conferencing can help to reduce businesstravel,
althoughnot eliminate it completely.

Warwick Manufacturing Group
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Companies can also be reluctant to provide continuous professional development or training
coursesto all but their core staff. There is a tendencyfor larger companiesto retain a core set of
employeesand employ contractorson a short-term basis to smooth out resourcedemand. From
the author's own experiences,observationsand research,an engineer performing the samejob
function or even remaining with one organisation for his or her entire career is increasingly
unusual. The engineer's mobility can be between teams, departments, sister companies,
suppliers, customersor competitors. Many contracting engineersestablish themselvesas either
self-employed sole traders after several years of experience,or as consultants if they have a
finite
being
element analysis (FEA) software, or
proficient with
specialised skill, such as
specialised knowledge, such as in press-tool design. If modem engineers are to meet the
if
they
to
take
need
some,
not all of the
organisations,
requirements of global engineering
knowledge
keep
for
leaming
their
their
engineering
and
with
up-to-date
own
and
responsibility
develop
flexible
learning
leaming
for
facilitate
it
is
important
to
In
to
this,
providers
skills. order
learn,
individuals
to
to
continuously
where and when
environments encourageand maintain
necessary,and to satisfy the various leaming requirementsfor engineers.

1.1.2 E-learning Introduction
Electronic-leaming (e-learning) presentsa solution to addressthe engineering requirementsby
be
individual
learning
that
self-directed
and
also
a
can
guided,
providing
environment
and also
collaborative, global and also local, and standardand also customised.Further investigationsinto
e-leaming revealed the opportunity for universities and business-to-consumer(132C)training
providers to develop and deliver their own learning content to individuals at their place of study,
work or home, at anytime. E-learning covers a wide range of applications and processes(Urdan
& Weggen; 2000), which can enhance and support information-bases,knowledge-basesand
skills-basesfor individuals and organisations.The author also identifies e-learningto encompass
any electronic technology that is used to assist or increaseunderstanding.For example, using a
computer-aided design (CAD) system to become competent at engineering design and
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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1.0 Introduction
development,or using a Web searchengineto retrieve information and then apply it in context to
a task. The author brings together the main descriptions of e-learning encountered in the
literature to encompasslearning or training that is prepared, enabled, delivered, supported,
managedand/ or enhancedusing a variety of electronic technologies. The Oxford Dictionary
(Hornsby, 1974) defines learning as "to gain knowledgeofor skill in, by study,practice or being
taught", and defines training as "to give teaching and practice to, in order to bring about a
desired standard of behaviour, efficiency or physical condition ". In the initial stagesof training
demonstrated
learning
instruction
is
to the students.This is similar
teaching,
the
and
presented
or
to 'learning as acquisition' for the 'push' of information, which tends to follow the objectivism
learning theory, as learners are given the information controlled by the instructor. Whereas
'learning as participation' for the 'pull' of information follows the constructivism theory, as
learnersinterpret information and learning evolves under their control. Both the objectivism and
development
for
learning
important
the
theories
and are discussed
engineer's
are
constructivism
further in section4.1.1.3.

The researchpredominantly refers to learning (and e-learning), as the outcome from training or
teaching (electronic-enabledor not) is that the individual normally learns something.However,
Jarvis (1995) statesthat "learning may, and often does,occur without teaching, hut the extent to
which teaching can occur without learners and learning is much more debatable". Therefore, a
more appropriatedescription is that training or teaching has the intention to bring about learning
rather than stating learning explicitly occursas a consequenceof training or teaching.

Kolb (1984) provides a more embracing definition of learning as being "the process whereby
knowledge is created through the transformation of experience". This identifies the learning
processfrom an experiential viewpoint by emphasisingknowledge as a transformation process
which is continually created, adapted and re-created. This definition relates to 'learning by
doing' and the continuous improvement processes
required for work-based engineers and
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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engineering students. In undertaking the research, the author learnt experientially and this
underpins the action research methodology adopted. The involvement with e-learning
applications and their development helped to provide experience and understanding of the
practical capabilities of e-learning and its relationship with individuals and engineering
organisations.

The effects of deploying e-learning solutions have been well documented in much of the elearning literature reviewed (Khan 2001; Urdan & Weggen; 2000; Harris & Shepherd, 1999;
Steed, 1999; French et al, 1999; Hall, 1997), and these were reinforced by the e-learning
applications casestudied.The main effects of e-learning that were identified by the researchare
as follows:
1)

Cost-effective learning: After the initial development set-up costs, e-learning can
inexpensive
local, i.e. organisation-based,as well as global distribution of
provide
content delivered via networked computersto a large number of individuals. Also,
there are no expenses incurred for an individual's travel, subsistence or
accommodation as with off-site instructor-led courses. E-leaming activities and
lessonscan be delivered and re-used again and, as Urdan & Weggen (2000) point
out, can incur less re-development costs than with traditional training methods.
However, if an area of the learning content is not reusabledue to its high speciality,
complexity or short life-span, then e-leaming in that areamay not be a cost-effective
solution.

2)

Efficient learning time: There can be minimal work time lost when requestingthe
required content to learnj ust-in-time (JIT). This is becauseafter JIT, also referred to
as on-demand or 'immediate' learning and training, individuals can directly apply
what they havejust learnt to the required task or problem. If individuals are allowed
to learn at their own convenienceand are self-directed,they are able to managetheir
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own learning time as well as the paceand amount of learning. However, there can be
technology problems with e-learning that frustrate learners and cause inefficient
learning time. For example, Steed (1999) identifies that with bandwidth limitation
problems, i.e. the data communication transmission rate, learners can experience
long waiting and responsetimes as well as slow media performance.
3)

Improved self-development & management: The self-managedleamer can be a
useful resourceto the organisation,given the right training and guidance (Pedler et
al, 1997).Nevertheless,an organisationstill needsto keep their employeesinformed
of any changesin its businessstrategy,so that they can seekand requestappropriate
training for any competenciesrequired. Empowered individuals can often arrange
their own training and learning activities to fit aroundtheir workplace tasks, and this
was illustrated in the industrial case studies. The investigations identified that in
academia and industry senior management need to continually support and
encouragelearning throughout the organisation. Obtaining managementsupport &
commitment for an e-learning development is an important critical successfactor
(CSF) from a business perspective, and this is discussed further in point (1) of
section 5.1.

4)

Customisation of content to suit requirements: E-leaming courses can be
customised to meet specific training or learning needs for an organisation, a
department,a product-developmentteam or an individual. Yet initial development
resources,such as time and people, can be considerable for authoring customised
content and integrating its delivery, compared to an 'off-the-shelf, solution. Ismail
(2002) comments that even if part of an e-learning development is out-sourced,a
dedicated in-house team still needs to supervise and
manage this as well as its
deployment. Also, a rigorous selection and evaluation the
of
potential external elearning providers that supply developmentservices
needsto be conducted.Point (5)

Warwick Manufacturing Group
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in section 5.1 discussesthis aspectfurther within the Warwick Manufacturing Group
(WMG) case study, where WMG is part of the School of Engineering at the
University of Warwick.
5)

Knowledge exchange and sharing: An e-learning environment can facilitate an
opennessto sharenew information, knowledge and skills with other peers(French et
al, 1999; Dixon, 1998). Yet, this depends on individuals' characteristics, their
willingness to share,and the type of learning environment. If information has a value
to individuals they may not be comfortablewith sharingthis, especially if they are to
be assessedon the content, such as with a post module assignment(PMA) after
attending a MSc module at WMG. The industrial case studies identified that core
team membersmore readily share information and their experienceswith peers, as
they often have a common goal such as the joint responsibility in a product's
development. The author has experiencedthis when giving assistanceto a fellow
engineer at work, whether to explain a design calculation, lessons learnt, or to
demonstratea piece of CAD functionality, the engineer knows that the favour will
normally be returned.This trust-basedsharing of experiencescan be consideredas a
favour exchangeof knowledge. Steed (1999) remarks that the comprehensionand
confidence of individuals increasesby sharing information with peers. In industry
this can be between other team members, departments,sister-sites, suppliers and
customers.However, organisationshave a vast amount of knowledge, information
and lessons learnt in a wide variety of processes,procedures,company standards,
databasesand, as Gupta et al (2000) point out, in individuals' heads.Therefore, this
diverse and diffused knowledge needsto be madeavailable, and properly sharedand
managed. If it is able to be written down and recorded in some way, then the
information can be organisedand computerised
where appropriate,and be accessible
to novice usersthroughout the organisation.However, the author appreciatesthat not

all knowledge can be written down easily and so an interactive virtual learning
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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environment (VLE) may be required to present demonstrations. This can also
encompass adopting virtual reality (VR) and simulation techniques, or online
streamedvideo demonstrations.
6)

Access to current and consistent learning content and revisions: After the
original implementation of an e-learning lesson or a complete programme, further
lesson changes,additions, enhancementsor developmentscan be made with little
effort. The content residing on a server, is updated once and everyone in the
organisation, even globally if authorised, can accessthe latest version of the elearning activity, lesson or programme. This functionality makes e-learning an
efficient learning solution. The immediate distribution of the latest information,
allows an organisationto adapt quicker to its operating environment, due to betterinformed employees(Rosenfeld& Wilson, 1999).

7)

Accepting changes in learning methods: Individuals need support as well as time
to adapt to new methods of learning. This was observedat WMG during the pilot
runs of the e-learning activities, as decreasing instructor-led contact made some
studentsanxious. To overcomethis, e-learning needsto be gradually introduced into
an organisation.Also, all individuals being affected, i. e. the stakeholders,need to be
involved at the start of an e-leaming development, so that they are more likely to
acceptany changesmade(Steed,1999;Frenchet al, 1999).

8)

Utilisation of existing resources: Existing technical infrastructures
and networked
computers in organisations can be utilised to run e-learning activities. The Web
browser provides the interface to the Internet or Intranet for

accessingthe e-learning

environment on any platform such as Windows, UNIX, LINUX, Mac or OS/2. An
interoperablee-learning solution is able to be delivered to
any networked computer
without authoring a different solution for each platform. This was an important
aspectfor the WMG casestudy, becausestudentsaway from the classroomoften had
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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their own computers on various platforms, and it would be impractical and time
consumingif Instructional Developersprovided different solutions for eachstudent.
9)

Interactive and engaging learning environment: E-leaming can facilitate a rich
interactive environment for both individual and collaborative learning by using
appropriatemultimedia to suit the environment.This can be mademore engagingby
custornising the environment by providing appropriate leamer-specific content and
accounting for preferred learning styles. Yet, care needsto be taken not to overexert
the multimedia aspect as this can distract the learners from the necessarylearning
(Spool et al, 1999).The speedof interactive responsescan be slow if there are large
learner.
frustrate
files
download
the
this
to
can
also
and
or refresh,
multimedia
Gaining and maintaining learner's attention is describedin section4.1.2.

10) Concurrent

assessment tools: E-learning content can incorporate online

assessmentsand tests for instructors to monitor the students' progress.Self-directed
learners can also record and track their own work as well as test their knowledge.
From this, future content can be custornisedto suit the capability and progressof the
learners.Leamer assessments
are further discussedin section4.3.5.

1.1.3 ResearchQuestion
In theory, e-leaming can lead to providing an 'effective' learning environment for professional
and studentengineers,in order to meet the demandsof the changing workplace and study place
respectively, as well as accommodate changing lifestyles. The author has used the word
'effective' when describing learning in this context, as it has many desirableattributes, such as flexible, accessible, beneficial, customisable, efficient, enhanced, as well as improved. Elearning not only assists in effectively fulfilling an engineer's product-developmenttasks and
self-developmentneeds,but subsequentlycan lead to effective collective organisationallearning.
Mason (2002) statesthat "it is not the electronic nature of
e-learning which captures its true
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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lifestyle
This
but
learning
integrate
the
to
value,
rather
working,
and community".
opportunity
integration has been a key consideration for the author when reviewing the literature and
planning the case studies, and thus has been emphasisedthroughout the author's submissions.
Consequently,the main researchquestionaddressedhas been...
"How can e-learning provide effective learningfor engineers in developmentenvironments?"
This questionputs the emphasison 'how' becausethe researchneededto investigatethe various
ways e-learning contributes to providing improved learning activities for engineers, beyond
further
The
This
just
the
technological
raised
sub-questions.
next
need
capabilities.
providing
sectionidentifies the main researchobjective and the underlying sub-questions.

1.2 ResearchObjective & AssociatedQuestions
The researchrevealedgapsboth in the existing literature and working practices,regardingthe elearning needsof engineersand in current approachesto provide an holistic e-learning solution
that can integratedifferent factors to meet these needs.Consequently,the main objective of the
researchwas to develop a mechanismto assist learning providers combine different factors to
framework
in
development
A
environments.
engineering
e-learning
activities
produce effective
was developedfor this mechanismbecauseit was found to be more flexible than a methodology
or model, as it enables disparate learning factors to be grouped together and sequenced
differently dependingon the learning requirements.A more detailed discussionon the rationale
for adopting a framework is presentedin section 3.1. However, to help understandand achieve
the main objective, further sub-questionsneededto be raised and answered:
Ql)

What is the existing status of learning in engineering development environments
within industry? Addressing this question provided an understandingof present
training and learning methodsthat are available in Engineering Departmentswithin
industry. This provided the starting point for the research.Consequently,this helped

to identify areaswhere e-learning is able to replace or complementexisting learning
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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methodsin engineeringenvironments.An important aspectof this was to establishif
presenttraining and learning methodswere aligned to engineers'preferred style(s) of
learning.
Q2) Do professional engineers, predominantly in design and development, learn
differently from other professionals and more senior engineers? Answering this
questionhelped to determineengineers' learning style preferences,in order to match
appropriatetechnologiesto thesepreferences.A key finding was that engineershave
a strong visual learning style preference and section 4.1.3 discussesthis further.
Catering for engineers' learning preferencesat the start of developing e-learning
learning
help
their
to
activities
and
make
custornised
content can
provide
learning
different
After
the
preferences,
establishing
environment more engaging.
tools and techniquesto facilitate thesepreferenceswere researched.
Q3) What technologies are available to provide more effective ways of learning? This
question followed on from question (Q2), as the current capabilities of available
technologies, especially those influencing e-leaming such as Web-basedtools and
techniques needed to be understood. The author determined and grouped the
different enabling technologies for delivering, supporting and enhancing learning
activities, with the focus on engineeringenvironments.Following on from this, what
Web-basedlearning providers actually offered was investigated.
Q4) What products, services and technologies do Web-based learning providers
offer? This question focused on what Web-based learning (WBL) providers
currently supply, from the enabling Web technologiesto bespokee-learning lessons.
This identified a fragmented marketplace of the WBL products, services and
technologiesavailable. WBL is a sub-setof e-learning (Steed, 1999; Ravet & Layte,
1997). Understanding the e-learning providers' perspective helped the author to
appreciatethe e-learning marketing considerations,such as external environmental
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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forces and the different e-learning audience.Next, the researchthen brought this and

the former questions(Ql), (Q2) and (Q3) togetherto groupand connectthe main
learning factors investigated.
Q5) What are the main e-learning development issues to consider and how can
different learning factors be related? Addressingthesequestionshelpedto propose
an e-learning framework that identifies and categorises the important factors
affecting e-learning development.Synthesisingsuch a framework addressesthe key
researchquestion by providing a mechanismto guide e-learning providers produce
identifying
different
for
Also,
the
e-learning
engineers.
effective e-learning content
stakeholdershelped to recognisetheir various roles and responsibilities, as well as
the different relationshipsthey have with each other and with the framework. CSFs
issues
incorporate
business
to
to
organisational
perspective
provide
a
were produced
into an e-learning plan of action. The framework and CSFs were developed as a
helped
different
The
to test
the
environments
engineering
of
research.
consequence
verify and refine the factors in the framework, and the CSFs were applied to the
WMG casestudy. Theseare explained in chapters4.0 and 5.0 respectively.
Q6) How do these learning factors compare in academic and industrial engineering
organisations? This investigation helped to understand,review and refine the elearning framework from different academicand industrial considerationsin current
engineering learning practices. For example, academia may teach engineering
students 'general' database knowledge, whilst industry may specialise to train
4specific' Oracle database skills. However, the research showed that there is a
necessityto combine both types of learning in engineering.This is discussedfurther
in section 3.3 and the case studies are drawn on to verify this. Section 3.4 presents
guidelines for utilising the framework to selectand order appropriatelearning factors
within the framework's categories.
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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The following section 1.3 introduces the main project work undertakento addressthese subquestions (Ql) to (Q6) and the issues they raised, and these been reported in the respective
Engineering Doctorate (EngD) submissions. How these sub-projects have contributed to the
scopeand structureof the researchare also explained.

1.3

Research Scope & Structure

This Executive Summary presentsan overview of the researchconducted during a four-year
being
in
five
draws
as
submissions,
each
partial
written
up
and
upon
main
projects
period
fulfilment for the EngD. This section explains the systematicactions undertakento accomplish
these projects and addressesthe sub-questionsraised in the previous section 1.2. The project
findings are introduced where appropriate, particularly if they have influenced succeeding
led
development
has
These
to
the
to
the
the
which
contribute
scope
of
research,
projects.
projects
in
document.
framework
discussed
The respective
this
the
presentedand
of
novel e-learning
Engl) submissionsand the structureof the Executive Summaryare outlined next:
0

Submission 1- The Relevance of Technology-based Learning in Engineering Design
(James-Gordon, 2001): The investigations for this submission identified areas that
addressedquestions(Ql) and (Q2) of section 1.2, to help establishwhy technology-based
learning (TBL) is important for engineeringdevelopmentenvironments.The areasof study
were as follows:
Current training and learning methods in Engineering Departments were
investigated,in order to gain an understandingof current training and learning
practices, and thus answer question (Ql) in section 1.2. Two different, but
representative,engineering environments in automotive companies provided
the case studies for this investigation. Their current practices were found to
combine standardand customised,in-house and off-site instructor-led training
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with self-directed learning. The author wanted to establish to what extent
individuals were responsiblefor choosing their own methods and direction of
learning, and so self-directed learning was of particular interestto this research.
The industrial casestudiesdid support self-directed learning, as after attending
instructor-led training courses,engineerswere encouragedto use their newly
'learn
job'.
When uncertaintiesarose,
the
and
on
away
skills
straight
acquired
they applied other self-directed learning methodssuch as referencingmanuals,
help
facilities.
Self-directed
online
and
utilising
with
peers
collaborating
learning in the academia case study was mainly experienced in student
describes
learning
Section
4.1
self-directed
work.
assignmentsand project
further within different aspectsof the philosophy category of the framework.
Section3.3 discussesthe different training and learning practicesexperienced.
0

Next, two surveys were conducted to identify engineers' preferred learning
learning
if
to
the
to
these
current
methods and
aligned
were
styles, ascertain
technologies, and thus answer question (Q2) in section 1.2. Two established
based
for
Honey
&
Mumford's
this,
one
on
work
used
were
questionnaires
(1992) and the other on Felder's work (1996). The reasonsfor selecting these
questionnairesare discussedin section 2.2.3. The first survey found that there
was an even distribution of engineersand senior engineers,againstthe activist,
reflector, theorist and pragmatist learning styles tested. This finding was not
unexpected,as engineersin industry adopt different learning styles, depending
on where they are in their exploratory processor product-developmentcycle, in
order to optimise a solution. The main findings from Felder's questionnaire
found that engineers, including more senior engineers,have a strong visual
learning preferencecomparedto the rest of the professionalpopulation. Thus,
visual techniquesare particularly important when developing learning activities

for engineers.The CAD training that was observedand practised in the case
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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studies did incorporate visual functionality. For example, CAD presentations
and demonstrationswere linked to the CAD workstations; graphical icons were
used to select commands; and the CAD parts were sketched, designed,
assembledand analysed using coloured graphics. Learning styles are further
discussedin section 4.1.3. Appendix AI presentsa paper titled Tearning Style
Preferences of Engineers in Automotive Design', where the analysis and
findings from the questionnaireswere published.
0

After determining learning methods and styles of engineers, the effects of
investigated.
in
learning
technology
to
an
organisation
were
support
utilising
The initial investigationspresentedTBL as a possible solution to incorporatea
self-directed and customisable environment to accommodate engineer's
learning style preferences.TBL was also shown to provide a collaborative and
distributed learning environment for engineers.Section 1.1.2 discussedthese
aspectswithin the introduction of e-leaming, where e-learning is shown to be a
investigations
detailed
into the
TBL.
The
next submissionprovided
sub-setof
TBL tools and techniques.

Submission 2-

Technology-based Learning Tools & Techniques (James-Gordon,

2002a): This submission investigated what TBL tools and techniques were available to
provide a part or complete solution for enabling a more effective way of learning for
engineers.The current technologies studied provided the support or enhancementto the
learning environment and accommodated the learning style preferences. This was
consideredas the main literature review to the research,and addressedquestion (Q3) of
section 1.2. The reason why this study was done after the first submission was because
current practicesfirst neededto be establishedbefore investigating how improvementscan
be madeby the different factors that affect learning. The areasof study were as follows:
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0

Physical supportingtechnologieswere researchedand classified as 'hard'
learningtechnologiesto distinguishthesefrom softertechnologiesexplainedin
the next point. The 'hard' technologiesencompassWeb-basedtechnologies,
been
interest
in
have
this researchdue to their wide reach
of
particular
which
impact
learning
interactive
the
on
modem
working
and
environments.
and
Various e-leaming software products were also identified and classified
dependingon their capabilitiesand limitations.The researchestablishedthat elearningproductshad predominantlybeendevelopedfor Web-basedacademic
distancelearningcourses,but Urdan & Weggen(2000) commentthere is an
increasing need to

develop effective company-oriented e-leaming

fast
The
evolutionof many of theseproductsmadeclassifying
environments.
difficult.
Therefore,different e-leaming
to
their
purpose
main
them according
from
(Khan
2001;
Urdan
examined
many
sources
and
selected
were
products
& Weggen;2000; Harris & Shepherd,1999;Steed,1999;Young et al, 1999;
Ravet & Layet, 1997;Hall, 1997),basedon their commercialpopularity or
These
WMG.
from
basic
products
were
at
categorised
availability
current
learning
to
tools
sophisticated
managementsystems(LMS).
more
authoring
The main collated comparisonsare shown in table 4-1 of section4.4. This
second submission provided an understandingof the functionality and
flexibility of theseproducts,andto what extentthey can develop,deliver and/
learning
the
content and activities, and integrate with other
manage
or
question(Q3) in section1.2.
products.Therefore,this addressed
0

The

research also examined non-tangible enhancing 'soft'

learning

technologies to illustrate the different facets of technology in the learning
environment. The 'soft' technologies encompassinstructional principles, which
influence the philosophical side of learning, and are described further in section
4.1. Yet, other 'soft' learning technologies examined were found to be more
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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controversial,such as subliminal learning influences,and smart drugs and
nutrients.However,the authorwantedto investigatethesein orderto providea
balanced approach to studying all technological aspects of the project.
Consequently,the author felt that the scopeof TBL was too broad, as the
tools to the
technologiesresearched
rangedfrom the physicalcomputer-based
biological
drugs.
technologies
Therefore'esuch
as
smart
controversial
more
learning' narrowedthis areadown to electronictechnologiesinvestigated.In
WBL as well as stand-alonecomputerthis research,e-learningencompasses
based learning (CBL) (Steed, 1999; Ravet & Layte, 1997). To further
divided
WBL
the
the
the
market,
next
submission
e-learning
understand
into
WBL
by
the
contentand service,as well as
providers
offered
products
technology.
Submission 3- Marketing Considerations for Web-based Learning Providers (JamesGordon, 2002b): This submission explored marketing considerations for WBL providers
industrial
to
academic
or
technology
organisations. These
services
and
supplying content,
WBL
tailored
to
their students, employees or
their
solutions
then
provided
organisations
for
WMG
as
an
education
provider
was
viewed
engineering students.
other organisations.
This submission addressedquestion (Q4) of section 1.2, by establishing how and what
these providers offered. Determining marketing considerations from the VML providers'
perspective gave the author an appreciation of what can be achieved within the
fragmented
the
and
e-learning market. Appendix A4 presentsa
environmental constraints
Forces
Environmental
Affecting
E-learning Providers', where the
'External
titled
paper
findings of the marketing considerations were published. This third submission also
introduced the author to the business side of e-leaming, which subsequently helped with
devising the e-leaming CSFs for the fourth submission. The first three submissions
provided the analysis part of the research as illustrated in figure 1-1, and the core
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The
researchthen consolidated this understanding gained to
of
e-learning.
understanding

developan e-leamingframework,andthe work wasreportedin next submission.
Submission 4-

Proposed Framework for Designing E-learning Content (in an

Engineering Environment) (James-Gordon, 2003): This submission addressedquestion
(Q5) of section 1.2 by reviewing, developing and integrating various issues from the first
three submissions. The consolidation of this previous work and findings, together with
developing
framework.
in
the
Chapter
3.0 discusses
e-learning
assisted
additional research
is
framework
to
how
develop
the
assist
adopted
e-learning
providers
eand
why, when
learning activities. Chapter 4.0 describes and reviews the main learning factors that have
in
draws
The
the
its
upon
examples
and
case
to
composition,
studies.
contributed
framework groups learning factors into philosophy, delivery, technology or management
in
function.
factors
The
these categories are not necessarily
depending
their
on
categories
in
for
the
applied
same
altogether
or
sequence
employed
other,
each
ewith
comparable
learning applications. Section 3.4 provides the guidelines for using the e-learning
framework and shows the integration with the framework categories. The fourth
CSFs
investigated
associatedwith change relating to an e-learning
submission additionally
implementation, and dealt with organisational and human factors, as well as technological
issues.The CSFs provided a businessviewpoint for developing an e-learning envirom-nent
framework.
Following
this, the author verified areas of
the
e-learning
which complements
the developed framework in different engineering situations, which led to the work for the
next submission.
Submission 5- Applications of Engineering E-learning Environments (James-Gordon,
2004a): This submission examined e-learning operations in different engineering
development environments, as well as compared their learning requirements and effects,
and so addressedquestion (Q6) in section 1.2. This helped verify and reinforce areasof the
e-leaming framework developed from the fourth submission, and was achieved by using
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three different engineering case studies: two industrial and one academic. These case
be
intended
to
conclusive, but illustrated the diversity of engineering estudies were not
learning environments.The areasof study were as follows:
0

The industrial case study work were with Cisco Systems and Company X.
(Company X is an automotive company wishing to remain anonymous for the
purpose of this researchwhich is explained in section 2.2.2.) WMG provided
the academic case study. Cisco Systems provided the benchmark for the other
case studies, as this organisation was one of the pioneers of integrating elearning into their workplace (Lee, 2003). Company X was chosen as the
because
its
industrial
of
organisation
need to advance from a basic
second
information-base, despite having adopted other modem working practices.
WMG was selected because it was at the start of introducing e-leaming
its
MSc
into
post-graduate
programmes.Table B- I in appendix
one
of
activities
B comparesthe different learning factors againstthe engineering applications of
the case studies. Reasonsfor selecting these organisations are further explained
in section 2.2.2 together with profiles of these organisations.

0

Next the authorappliedthe CSFs,establishedfrom the researchandwritten up
in the fourth submission,to WMG's e-leaming environment.Chapter 5.0
discussesand exemplifieseachCSF. WMG was casestudiedbecauseCisco
Systems'e-leamingenvironmentwas alreadydevelopedand CompanyX had
yet to obtain full managementsupportto further its e-leamingenvironment.
Comparisons made between the academic and industrial engineering
have
helped
to validateandrefinethe framework.
applications

Executive Summary - An E-learning Framework

for Engineering DeveIopment

Environments: This report summarises and reflects on the research,
and brings together
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the main aspectsfrom all the projects undertaken by the author over the four years of the
Engl) Programme. The structure of this Executive Summary is as follows:
Chapter 1.0 explains the rationale for the research.This identifies the need to
integrate learning and working activities to meet the demandsof the workplace
and keep engineerscompetent. E-learning is introduced as a possible solution
to provide a more flexible learning environment for both professional engineers
and student engineers. Explanations of the main research question and
associatedsub-questions,research objective, research scope incorporating the
projects, and key findings are respectively provided in this chapter.
0

Chapter 2.0 describes the complete research methodology under individual
identifies
the different project approaches
which
sections
methodology
for
Justification
using a predominantly qualitative approach is
undertaken.
for
data
for
this research. The
collecting
searching,
and
analysing
provided
illustrated
diverse
the
not
only
engineering environments but they
studies
case
helped to provide more detailed surveys and investigations to be carried out.

0

Chapter 3.0 discussesthe context in which the e-learningframework can
operatewith emphasison why, when and how to utilise it. The overall
framework guidelines are provided which identify the sequencesthrough its

how
framework
the
address
which
canbe used.
structure
0

Chapter 4.0 describesthe developmentof the e-learningframework,which
contains the framework's philosophy, delivery, management and technology
categories and the learning factors housed within these. This provides the
framework's scope. The main learning factors were identified through
a
combination of primary and secondarydata collections, information researched
and reviewed, and the author's knowledge of engineering. Detailed accounts
of physical 'hard' and the more controversial 'soft' technologies investigated,
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learning
influences
drugs
'smart'
and
subliminal
are not presented in
as
such
this document,as they are beyond the scopeof the e-learning framework.
Chapter 5.0 discusses CSFs that have been devised to provide a business
These
CSFs
learning
for
to
programme.
relate
certain
e-learning
an
viewpoint
factors in the framework as well as additional organisational issues.
0

Chapter 6.0 describesthe main research innovation and contributing areas of
knowledge. The creation of the e-learning framework is identified as the main
innovation.

0

Chapter 7.0 concludes the research and sums up the key areas of study.
Recommendationsfor further related work are also suggestedin this chapter.

0

Appendix A provides a copy of each of the author's published papers, as this
is a requirement for the EngD Executive Summary. Four of these papers were
in refereed journals and two were presented at the World Conference of
Educational Multimedia, Hypermedia & Telecommunications (ED-MEDIA).
These papers provide supporting data for this Executive Summary and have
been referencedwhere needed.

0

Appendix B provides two examplesof academiclessons,which illustrates how
the e-learning framework can be utilised. Table B-I presents a selection of
learning factors from the e-learning framework. These factors were considered
for different engineering e-learning environments that were case studied. The
figure
flow
framework
through the framework are also
and
path
complete
presentedhere to provide stand-aloneguidelines for referring to.

Throughoutthis ExecutiveSummary,referenceshavebeenmadeto the EngD
submissions,and
so for simplicity, the submissionnumberhas beenusedto representits correspondingtitle and
entrydateinto the Engl) portfolio. For example,'submissionI' hasbeenwritten to representthe
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first submission, titled 'The Relevance of Technology-based Learning in Engineering Design',

in
2001.
into
the
portfolio
submitted
author's

Figure 1-1 illustrates how these submissions contribute to the research's structure, its sequence
The
for
is
the
these
suggested
reading
the
research.
order
of
submissions
order, and
overall scope
been
into
have
EngD
in
the
they
entered
author's
portfolio, as
the
essentially
sequence which
includes
in
in
1.2
figure
the
This
in
figure
1-1.
sub-question
numbers
of
section
also
red,
shown
in.
been
Submissions
have
1,2
3
they
addressed
and
provided
to
order show which submission
the analysis stage to the research, and assisted in tackling questions (Ql) to (Q4). These first
investigations
help
background
to
have
the
understand and
three submissions
main
provided
independent
be
Hence,
these
(Q5).
of
each
other
and
can
are
read
submissions
addressquestion
in isolation. Submission 4 combined the former investigations and findings to develop the elearning framework for use in engineering development environments, and so submission 4
Submission
5
built
then
three
applied
and
be
the
submissions.
on
previous
to
needs
read after
framework
the
by
4,
evaluating
proposed
from
and
within
comparing
areas
submission
(Q6).
Thus
5
submission
question
needs to be read
engineering applications, and so addressed
between
been
have
the submissions to exemplify and
4.
References
made
after submission
framework.
Finally,
this Executive Summary
in
developing
the
e-learning
reinforce the work
from
discusses
all the projects undertaken.This process
the
areas
main research
consolidatesand
has essentially followed the analysis, design, develop, implement, evaluate (ADDIE) model
(Harris & Shepherd, 1999) for an actual instructional development process. The ADDIE model
has been used here to illustrate the function and relationship between the submissions and their
inter-dependencies, as shown in figure 1-1. The next chapter discusses the research
methodology, which identifies and groups together the various work undertaken within the
projects under the respective methodologies.
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1 (Ql, Q2)
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Learningin Engineering
Design

SUBMISSION
2 (Q3)

3 (Q4)
SUBMISSION

Technology-based
LearningTools &
Techniques

Marketing
Considerationsfor
Web-basedLearning
Providers

4 (Q5)
SUBMISSION
ProposedFrameworkfor DesigningE-learningContent
(for the EngineeringEnvironment)

ANALYSIS

DESIGN&
DEVELOPMENT

SUBMISSION
5 (Q6)
Applicationsof
Engineering
E-LearningEnvironments

A Frameworkto FacilitateEffective E-Learning
in EngineeringDevelopmentEnvironments
Figure 1-1: Research Scope, Structure & Submission Order
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2.0 ResearchMethodology

2.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
2.1

Rationale for the Research Methodology

The objective of the researchand the associatedquestions identified in section 1.2 drove the way
in which the researchwas conducted.This provided the researchmethodology, which shapedthe
approach the author took through the research activities and project work to address the
questions raised. A predominantly qualitative approach to the research methodology was
undertaken.The author was an integral part of the data gathering and analysis process as well as
an advisory part of the subsequentdevelopment and implementation of e-learning activities.
Hussey & Hussey (1997) use the term 'phenomenological' to describe the qualitative research
philosophy, which is concerned with understanding human behaviour and encompassesthe
author's own perspective. Also, Van Maanen (1983) points out that researchmethods under the
qualitative approach consist of interpretative techniques to describe, translate, and deal with the
meaning.

Although a more qualitative approachwas employed for the research,quantitative methods were
also incorporated in analysing the results of the questionnaire surveys. Hussey & Hussey (1997)
use the term 'positivistic' to describe the quantitative research philosophy, which is related to
measurementand seeksto understandof causeand effect. The quantitative researchphilosophy
is at the opposite end of a continuum to the qualitative research philosophy, but the
author
discovered considerable blurring between the two, where a positivistic approach
can produce
qualitative data and visa versa. For example, the qualitative questionnaires from submission 1,
which established engineers' preferred learning styles, used quantifiable statistical tests to
analyse the answers collected. This was then accompanied by in-depth interviews to provide
qualitative understanding of the questionnaire surveys. Therefore, combining qualitative and
quantitative methodologies has been beneficial to strengthenthis research.
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Figure 2-1 illustrates the qualitative and quantitative approachesemployed in the research.The
respective project submission number is shown in red in brackets against the main research
methodology employed. (The methodologies adopted are presented also on table 2-1 overleaf,
but in submission date order). The sub-sectionswithin section 2.2 describe each methodology
fully, and examples are given to illustrate where particular methodologies have been
implemented in the various projects. Consequently, these project methodologies have
EngD.
Each separate project
the
of
contributed to the complete research methodology
Section
identified
1.3
in
its
fully
the
described
has
been
submission.
respective
methodology also
scope for each project and introduced what was achieved. The next section collates the projects
in the respective methodology and discussesthe complete researchmethodology.
RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY

Quanthative
Approach

Qualitative
Approach
Interviews
(1,5)

(1,2,4,5)

CaseStudies
(1,4,5)
Descriptive +
(1)
Exploratory
(4)

Questionnaire
Surveys
(1)

& Review
Research
Literature
(2,3,4)

Illustrative
(5)
Experimental
(5)

PH

Figure 2-1: Qualitative & Quantitative Approaches in the Research Methodology

2.2

Research Methodology for the Projects

The predominantly qualitative approach adopted for this research took the form
of action
research,case studies and interviews. This was becauseof the subjective nature of the research
which focused on understanding the various factors of e-learning and how these factors were
7ýWarwick-M-and-ufacturing
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applied. Nevertheless, a quantitative approach was utilised in the questionnaire surveys, in order

to identify current learning methods and learning style preferencesin engineering, and this is
further discussed in section 2.2.3. Interviews and discussions with key stakeholders were
important to evaluate more subjective issuesand emotional attitudes, such as those raised with
the questionnaire surveys. Interviews are discussed further in section 2.2.4. Throughout the
EngD research, the author constantly reviewed the literature in order to keep abreast of any

advancesin e-learning, especially with the enabling technologies and the emerging e-leaming
providers. The literature researchand review is discussedin section 2.2.5. Combining various
research methodologies helped to provide the author with an understanding of e-learning from
different angles, as well as strengthen or clarify learning issues from different stakeholders.

Table 2-1 presentsa surnmarisedlist of the various researchmethodologies for each project
submission,which illustrateswhere and when they were adopted.

Table 2-1: Research Methodologies within each Project Submission

ProjectSubmission
(DateSubmitted)
_
ActionResearch
CD
.2
0

Submission Submission Submission Submission Submission
1
2
3
4
5
(Jan2001) (Feb2002) (Jun2002)
(Apr2003) (Jul2004)
x

CaseStudies

x

M

Questionnaire
Surveys

x

cc
(D

Interviews

x

ratureResearch&
Review

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

KEY: X= Research Methodology adopted

The next sub-section begins with discussing 'action research',
which has been the primary
research methodology implemented throughout this research and employed in the projects.
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2.2.1 Action Research
The main methodology adopted has been based on the 'action research' approach, which
assumesthat the social world is changing, and the author and research are part of this change.
This was demonstratedby the author's involvement with engineering environments and their elearning practices, decisions, developments and implementations in varying degrees. Lewin
(1951) coined the term action research' as he perceived the process of enquiry as forming a
cycle of planning, acting, observing and reflecting. This process can be compared to Kolb's
experimental learning cycle (1984), which has been referred to many times in the researchand is
discussed in section 4.1.3. The author experienced these comparable cycles and adopted their
different styles at different stagesof each project.

Participating in 'real' engineering applications and maintaining industrial links has been
necessaryfor the author to continually observe, record, consider, analyse, develop, apply, test,
evaluate, verify and refine the issuesin the evolving e-learning framework. For example, regular
contact with industry allowed the author to develop, apply and refine the sequence of the
learning modes activities during the delivery of the author's CAD training. Learning modes
are
important to the learning process, as individuals progress through presentation, demonstration,
guided and self-directed activities to problem-solving exercisesas they gain experience,and this is
discussedfurther in section 4.2.1. The main researchwork was consolidated and written
up in
submission 4 with emphasis on the engineering development environment. Then, submission 5
applied, verified and refined various e-learning issues from the industrial and academic case
studies, and where appropriate, recommendations and designs were made for the e-learning
environments investigated.This helped to reinforce and refine areas of the framework. 'Me case
studiesformed a major part of the action researchmethodology.They provided timely snap-shotsof
e-leaming situations within the environments studied, which were part of the continuous action
research.The involvement with the e-learning applicationsceasedin September2004, but detail
of
the casestudieswork and reasonsfor using them are discussed
next.
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2.2.2 Case Studies
Case studies were used to explore parts of the research where there was limited information
available, as well as provide a better understanding of current practices. Figure 2-1, at the
beginning of this chapter, illustrates the different types of case studies adopted and this section
discussedthese.

Two different, but representative, automotive engineering companies provided the initial case
studies: One is an original equipment manufacturer (OEM), medium sized (>50 employees
'<250) British company with an organic organisational structure. This company practisesmodem,
i. e. lean, working processesand has a flat managementstructure. The other is a tier-one supplier,
large (>250 employees) international company with a mechanistic organisational.structure. This
company is a traditional engineering company with a multi-layered bureaucratic management
structure. As this Executive Summary will be in the public domain, these two main automotive
companies studied have expressed a wish to remain anonymous, and have therefore been
referred to as 'Company X' and 'Company Y' respectively throughout this report.

The initial CompanyX and CompanyY casestudieswere 'descriptive' as they provided indepth knowledge of existing training and leaming practices in two different automotive
companies.CompanyX was then studied further to investigatepreferred leaming styles of
engineers,which is discussedin section4.1.3. This involved conductingstructuredinterviews,
informal discussions,observationsand questionnairesurveysto supportand provide practical
reinforcementfor this casestudy.The author'sexperiences
of the companiesprovidedadditional
working knowledgeof their practices.The peopleinterviewed,observedand surveyedfor the
casestudiesconsistedof the HumanResource(HR) Managers,EngineeringManagers,Training
Supervisors,TeamLeaders,ProjectEngineersandDesignEngineersin both
companies.
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The case studies helped to develop the framework and the CSFs. These can be described as
6explanatory' case studies as they provided the understanding and explanation of how
engineering applications at different levels of their e-learning development required assistance.
Then, the subsequent review of the e-learning framework and further refinement to its
development can be described as 'illustrative' case studies, as they demonstratedacademic and
industrial variations in engineering e-leaming environments. The case studies were of Cisco
Systems,Company X and WMG.

Cisco Systems provided the benchmark for the other case studies, as this organisation has been
one of the pioneers of integrating e-learning into their workplace (Lee, 2003). Additionally,
Cisco Systems has combined 'structured' learning activities for their employee's self.
development as well as planned work tasks, and 'emergency' learning for immediate workplace
tasks. Company X was chosen as the second industrial organisation because the author has
worked with their self-directed engineersfor over 10 years, and thus has extensive experience of
their operational processes and company culture. This provided the author with first-hand
working knowledge of the company and, as their engineers and managersknew and trusted the
author, they were more willing to offer up information in discussions.Hence, the experiencethe
author has with Company X helped to interpret the researchfindings better. However, the author
was aware that biases and formed views can influence findings, and so to minimise this,
structured questionnaires and follow-up interviews were carried out. Consequently, the author
shared the research work with Company X's Engineering Department to help design their
required engineering e-learning content, as they had only developed a basic information-based
system. Hence, an improved portal design for accessingthe engineering information and training
material is Company X's next e-learning development phase, once full management support is
obtained.
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The academic application focus was on the post-graduate electronic Engineering Business
Management (E2BM) MSc degree within WMG in the School of Engineering at the University
industry,
has
Warwick.
WMG
with
as well as providing post-graduate degree
partnerships
of
programmes. WMG was selected as the academic application as the e-learning lessons were
being introduced into their E2BM MSc programme. Hence, the author had the opportunity to
work

closely with

the e-learning development team at WMG

to

observe, make

during
WMG's
2000
2004.
the
the
to
approaches
years
review
recommendations,assistand

The 'illustrative' case studies investigated helped describe their newly adopted or proposed elearning practices of such organisations developing e-learning content. Then WMG provided an
6experimental' casestudy by implementing e-leaming techniqueswithin their E2BM programme
that were developed from piloting various learning factors and involving different external
because
CSFs
developed
from
the
of
problems
encountered
The
providers.
subsequently
author
these pilots as well as other case studies, in order to provide business guideline for further elearning implementations.

The threemain applicationsstudiedwerewritten up in submission5. The authorparticipatedin
two of them closely and so obtainedprimary data. However, when researchingthe Cisco
Systemscase study only secondarydata was available.Consequently,the case studieshave
helped examine,testýverify, clarify, refine and reinforce areasin the framework and CSFs,
for
in
engineers
academicandindustrialdevelopment
which encompass
the variousrequirements
different
in
illustrated
the
roles
The
engineeringand eventhoughthe
environments. casestudies
the diversityof the engineeringenvironment.
casestudieswerenot conclusive,they represented

The researchfocushasbeenon engineeringdevelopmentenvironmentsbecauseof the continual
need for engineersto keep updatedwith the latest engineeringinformation, knowledgeand
techniques.For example, for new design simulation tools, new prototype techniques,new
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materials and new manufacturing processes.Periodically, design skills or techniques require
learning or renewing, such as with CAD or FEA. Thus, the Engineering Department in the
companies studied have the most expensive and intensive training compared to the other
departments within the organisation. This was discovered during the initial investigations into
the existing training and learning practices of the two different automotive companies for
submission 1. Then, the preferred learning styles of engineers were investigated and
is
discussednext.
this
approach
qualitative
questionnaire surveys were used,and

2.2.3 Questionnaire Surveys
in
X,
Detailedsurveyswereconducted
Company
orderto gainanunderstanding
at
of engineers'
learningstylepreferences
for
andwhethertailorede-learningsolutionsneededto be developed
differentgroupsof engineers.
Thus,the authorwantedto establishwhich techniques
were
availableto make their learningmore effective,and whetherDesignEngineers,Project
learning
Engineers
different
Professionals,
have
to
Leaders
Team
style
preferences
other
as
and
well asto eachother.To examinetheseissues,primarydatawascollectedusingquestionnaires
Two
leaming
to determine
preferences.
provenquestionnaires
style
the engineers'
various
were
WMG.
One
discussion
investigation
staff
academic
at
selected
with
wasanestablished
and
after
fromKolb's learningcycle
devisedby Honey& Mumford(1992)thatwasadapted
questionnaire
(1984),andtheotherwasdeveloped
fromthelatterby Felder(1996).

The reasonwhy two questionnaires
because
the authorbelievedthat Honey&
was
selected
were
Mumford's questionnairewas limiting, as it categorises
peopleby havinga high, averageor low
activist, reflector,theoristand pragmatistlearningstyle preference.Yet engineers,due to their
nature and requirementsin developmentenvironments,will adopt each of these different
learning styles and their characteristics,as discoveredfrom the surveys.However, Felder's
questionnaireprovided a more balancedapproachwith its learning styles as they are paired:
active& reflective;sensing& intuitive; visual & verbal;and sequential& global. For example,
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a high preferencefor an 'active' learning style indicates a low preferencefor its corresponding
pair, which in this case is 'reflective'. The author was interested in these learning style pairs
offered in Felder's questionnaire,as it did not neglect any learning style. The characteristicsof
each learning style examinedare presentedin appendix Al. The author left both questionnaires
with each engineer for a period of two weeks, in order to give them adequatetime to fit filling
them in around their workloads, before returning to Company X to collect this data. Statistical
analysismethodswere performed on this data.Appendix Al presentsa paperwhere the analysis
and findings were published, which was in a peer-reviewedjournal titled 'Journal of Workplace
Learning', and this helpedtest the acceptability of the results.

From Honey & Mumford's questionnairethere was no significant learning style shown as the
results were evenly distributed. From Felder's questionnaire, the analysis showed that all
engineersat CompanyX do have a significant visual learning style preferencecomparedto other
professionals,but not to eachother. Therefore,the evidencesuggestedthat there is not a needto
having different learning and training methods for design engineers and for more senior
engineers,such as team leaders. Other than the visual preferred style of learning, the analysis
showed that there is not a significant difference betweenthe other learning styles of engineers
and the rest of the professional population. This project work was written up in submission 1.
The surveyswere repeateda year later on a similar set of engineersat Company Y
and again at
CompanyX to check the consistencyof the results,and the both setsof
results were comparable
to the initial findings. Section 4.1.3 discusseslearning styles within the framework and the
importanceof incorporating visual techniqueswhen developing learning
and training content for
engineers.

2.2.4 Interviews
Interviewing key stakeholders provided the benefit
of gathering richer primary data that
Supportedthe questionnairesurveysand casestudies.Furthen-nore,interviewing helped
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explanations of the purpose and requirements of the questionnaire surveys to the relevant
personnel and answered their queries immediately. Follow-up telephone conversations and
emails clarified any outstandingor overlooked issuesfor the author from the initial face-to-face
interviews or from the questionnairesurveys.For example, during the period the questionnaires
were left at company X many engineerscontactedthe author and complained that there were a
few ambiguous sentencesthat they could not answer. The author reassuredthe engineersthat
there was no right or wrong answersto either of the questionnaires,and that they only neededto
have a slight preferencewith one choice over the other to select it. Also assurancewas given to
the engineersthat their results were for researchpurposesonly and would not be used for any
kind of companyassessmentof them.

Combining quantitative surveyswith qualitative interviews provided an increasedunderstanding
for the author and so strengthenedthe investigations.The investigationsreportedin submission5
involved collaborating with e-learning stakeholdersin both Company X and WMG, in order to
discussdesign and developmentissueswith key people. Section 3.2 identifies the roles of the
key stakeholdersinterviewed and their responsibilities in developing an e-learning activity or
completeprogramme.

2.2.5 Literature Research& Review
Although relevant literature was examined and reviewed for all of the submissions,the main
literature research and reviews were documented in submission 2, where the investigations
identified TBL tools and techniques. The reason why this was done after submission I was
becausethe author first neededto understandcurrent engineeringtraining methodsand learning
style preferencesbefore investigatingthe enablingtechnologiesto support and enhancethese.

The secondarydata collected for the literature researchand reviews came from library books,
academicpapers,professionaljournals, conferenceproceedings,relevant websites,searchengine
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links and threadeddiscussionsin subscribedWBL forums. The initial background information
came primarily from books or academic papers for studying well-established learning factors
such as instructional principles. This was the main research activity for submission 2 and
provided the main structure for the philosophy side of the e-learning framework. Then,
subsequentliterature researchand reviews came from professionaljournals, such as the Institute
of Engineering& Technology(IET) Journal as well as from technical and educationaljournals,
for investigating current issuessuch as the enabling technologiesand the progressof e-learning
in industry. Supporting or specific information additionally came from conferenceand journal
papers, as well as from discussion forums. However, threaded discussionsare often people's
do
journals,
but
in
books,
information
they
provide
or
papers
opinions and not as rigorous as
Web
links.
impressions
the
give
useful
as
well
as
current e-learning products available
of
good
To keep the author abreastof new e-learning developmentsand emerging technologies,further
literature researchand reviews were conductedon a continual monthly basis and incorporatedin
the submissionsand in this Executive Summary. For example,new e-learning technologiesthat
in
described
2
time
the
section4.4. Additionally,
are
of writing submission
were not available at
Committee)
Systems
E-learning
(Joint
Information
6.0
discusses
JISC
the
current
chapter
Programmeand its associatedprojects,which have areasof similarity to the author's research.

Whilst researchingthe e-learning literature, the author found that areasof information required
filtering to ascertainthe most current and appropriatematerial, as there were often overlaps and
contradictions within the literature. This was particularly apparent when reading technical
information that was over two years old, especially from books where Web capabilities were
described,such as bandwidths and standards,but this illustrates how fast this area of research
advances.Thus, the majority of the literature researchedon current technologies, came from
journals and papers as these are generally published faster than books. Peer reviews and
feedbackcame from academiaand industry on the author's own published papers,submissions
and presentationsat conferences.Collaborative discussionsalso provided feedbackto the author
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whilst attending relevant workshops, seminars and trade shows, as well as networking at
conferences.Much of the literature review and feedback reinforced the author's own findings,
identified
that existing e-learning research was fragmented and emanated from
which
predominantly the educationalists' or technologists' perspectives. For instance, e-learning
technologistsare interestedin physical Web-basedtools, whereaseducationalistsare concerned
with humanistic and theoretical sides of learning, and there is little evidence of bringing these
together. This was typified by the presenceof these types of delegateat the ED-MEDIA 2003
conference, where the author was one of the minority discussing e-learning applications.
However, the limited number of e-learning applications that were presentedfocused mainly on
general academic environments and not on engineering environments. Additionally, and most
importantly, there was little indication on how the different factors in e-learning integrated or
complementedeach other, and so this and the latter statementidentified the areasthat needed
further investigations by the author. Thus, through researching the published literature,
reinforced by attendingthe ED-MEDIA conference,it was apparentto the author that there were
limited integrationsbetweene-learning factors and specific e-learningapplications for engineers.
Hence, the author concluded that there were gaps in the existing research.After attending the
EDMEDIA conference, the investigations continued into exploring factors that provided
effective means to facilitate, support and enhance e-learning in engineering development
environments.

The various learning factors investigatedwere grouped into philosopy, delivery, managementor
technology areasdependingon their functionality. Theseareassubsequentlymade up categories
within the e-learning framework. Chapter 4.0 describesthe learning factors investigatedwithin
the framework's categories,and draws upon examplesfrom the case studies.First, Chapter 3.0
discussesthe context in which the e-learning framework operatesto assist e-learning providers
develope-learningactivities.
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3.0

E-LEARNING

FRAMEWORK

CONTEXT

This chapter discussesthe rationale for adopting a framework to assist in the developmentand
deployment of various activities that contribute to providing effective e-leaming content. First
the questionof 'why' a framework has been employedas the e-learning mechanismis explained
in section 3.1. The main e-learning stakeholdersaddressedby the framework are identified in
section 3.2, and section 3.3 elaborateson 'what' is the application context of the framework.
Finally 'how' the framework is utilised with guidelines is presentedin section 3.4. Chapter 4.0
then details important areas of the framework's development and the learning factors
incorporatedwithin its categories.

3.1 Framework Rationale
The case studies and the literature review identified that the majority of e-learning content has
lacked coherent integration with

various factors affecting e-learning environments.

Consequently, particular learning activities can be harmonised but there has been little
integrates
different
factors
in
holistic
that
solution
e-learning
consistency providing an effective,
within learning philosophies, delivery mechanisms, management facilities and enabling
technologies.This was reinforced by the ED-MEDIA 2003 conferenceas discussedin section
2.2.5, where delegatesfocusedon their areasof expertisewith little evidenceof how theseareas
were incorporatedas part of a wider solution. The literature also identified that technology-led
solutions have often controlled e-learning developments,which invariably fail to deliver fully
(Ravet & Layte, 1997). This was typified by the experience of the WMG case study. Often
different technologies are imposed on the developments instead of the technologies being
selectedand designedto support factors within the e-learning activities. Ismail (2002) points outs
that this can lead to e-learning developmentsending up as technical projects virtually untouched
by the stakeholders.Thus, technology needsto be selectedto fit the e-learning activities being
developed, by considering the initial learning content with factors from
appropriate learning
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philosophies,delivery mechanismsand managementfacilities. Therefore, the author concluded
that what was required is a way, i.e. an e-learningmechanism,to help combine different learning
factors and guide e-learning providers through these factors to generate effective e-learning
activities. Developing a methodology, model or framework emergedas the answer for being the
e-learning mechanism to assist group, guide and appropriately integrate the various learning
factors for developingthe required e-learningcontent.This developmentand the guidancecan be
complex becauseof the changing and varied learning content and the difficulty in categorising
and then prioritising disparate learning factors, as well as keeping up-to-date with constant
advancesin technology. Assessing these concerns led the author to adopt a framework. The
investigationsinto a framework's characteristicsfound it to be more flexible than a methodology
or model, because different learning factors can be selected to satisfy different learning
requirements. Also, not all learning factors need to be selected with a framework. A
methodology generally works within set boundariesand a model gives repeatablesequencesfor
a simple scenario,whereasa framework can have many dissimilar sequencesand map a variety
of methodologiesand models (Avison & Fitzgerald, 1995; Mingers & Gill, 1997). This chapter
discusses the context and functionality in which the e-learning framework operates, and
describes the linking and ordering of factors that have contributed to its composition and
architecture. Although the factors investigated are ones that affect engineering development
environments, they are not necessarily exclusive to these environments, but have provided
practical case study applications to validate areas of the framework. Therefore, utilising a
framework as the e-learningmechanismprovides:
A wrapper to group dissimilar factors together: The framework groups various
factors that impact on the e-leaming environment into different categories,
according
to their function, whilst relating to the necessaryleaming content. These categories
are illustrated in figure 3-1 and the factors within these are detailed in chapter 4.0.
Essentially, factors are attributes within each
of the categories, and features are
attributes of a factor. For example, 'delivery' is a category and Ileaming mode' is a
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factor within the delivery category, and 'self-directed' is a feature of the 'learning
mode' factor. The factors can consist of different principles, theories,methodologies,
processes,models and techniques,and the framework groups these unrelatedfactors
under the respectivecategory.Avison & Fitzgerald (1995) describe a framework as
consisting of these typical types of factors. Also a framework does not need to be
fully defined in its construction becauseit can evolve by improving or changing
(Avison & Fitzgerald, 1995), nor do all the learning factors need to be considered.
The factors may not be directly comparableor even applied in the samesequencefor
different applications. This is because there can be many paths through the
framework depending on the particular learning requirements and the learning
activity being developed.Section3.4 describesthe main pathsthrough the developed
framework. This provides generic guidelines for e-learning providers to assistthem
develop effective e-learning content, which takes into account different factors
within learning philosophies,delivery methodsand managementfacilities, as well as
the technological capabilities.
Multi-dimensional models: Different models within the framework can be used to
representdifferent e-leaming scenariosthat lead to the desiredleaming outcomesfor
engineers.The models are dependenton the leaming requirements,and are discussed
further in section 3.3. There are different combinations of features within the
leaming factors in the philosophy, delivery, managementand technology categories
of the framework, in order to develop appropriate e-leaming content to satisfy the
leaming requirements.Mingers & Gill (1997) refer to the term 'multi-methodology'
"to describe linking together parts of methodologies from different categories.The
framework factors can be selectedto create customised
activities to meet different
engineering requirements, and these are illustrated in table B-1 in appendix B
Chapter 4.0 describes the leaming factors incorporated
within the framework's
categories.
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Bottom-up architecture: The framework's layout and structure supportsand links
its categories.The initial learning content and requirementsprovide the 'foundation
block' for the framework. The philosophy, delivery and managementcategories
represent 'supporting pillars' connecting the foundation block to the roof The elearning environment and the stakeholdersare representedby the roof, which is the
4upper supporting cover' that connects to the outside world and interacts with
external influences. Technology provides the linked capabilities between the
philosophy and delivery categories, and between the management and delivery
categories, and this is representedas 'connecting ties' between the pillars. The
architectureis illustrated in figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1 identifies the main learning factors in the framework's categoriesfor designing and
developing an e-leaming activity or a complete e-learning programme, and these factors are
described in chapter 4.0. This framework has been updated from earlier submissions to
incorporate directional flow arrows to assist in guiding the e-learning provider through the
framework's architectureand categoriesmore effectively. The categorieshave beennumberedto
clarify the paths through the framework as described in section 3.4. The framework colours
provide a visual aid when referring to its different areasand categoriesin this chapter and in
chapter4.0. The colour key is shown below:
ORAT14GII-I
GREEN
PUMPLE
CYAN
GREY,
17lZLT, OV, I

Learning Content & Requirements
Philosophy Category
Delivery Category
ManagementCategory
Technology Category
Stakeholders

The construction of the e-learning framework builds from, adds to
and consolidatesthe various
factors investigatedin this research.In summary,the purpose the framework is to help
of
guide
and facilitate the decisionsof e-learning providers, with regard to the choice and design of each
feature within a learning factor for an e-learning
activity. In this context, e-learning providers
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comprise, not only of Instructional Developers, tutors or trainers, but service, technology and
content providers. The next section discussesthese different e-learning providers and their roles
and responsibility within the e-learning development.
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j
3.2

Different Stakeholders in E-learning
-"

This section discussesthe context in which different e-learning stakeholders operate within the
organisationsstudied, in order to identify and appraisethe various responsibilities they have with
an e-learning development. The stakeholdersinvestigated were divided into two categories: lelearning consumers' those who require and use e-learning content, and *e-learning providers'
those who make e-learning possible. The consumers of e-learning are basically the 'learners'
seeking knowledge or requiring skills, whether they are engineering students in a learning
establishment such as WMG, or professional engineers in an organisation such as Company X.
The e-learning providers investigated were:
0

Content providers who are subject matter experts that produce the initial content
learners.
At
WMG,
deliver
to
the
the
instructors
the
content
who
material, and
Module Tutor is normally both the subject matter expert and the instructor. Content
providers need to liaise with technology providers, to assist them with the electronic
delivery and managementof their content.

0

Technology providers who are either hardware or software providers. Hardware
but
document
in
they
'off-the-shelf
detailed
can
this
provide
not
providers are
Developers
Instructional
come under software
technology or add to existing systems.
designers
Web-developers,
graphic
and programmers.
providers, which are
Instructional Developers are responsible for the electronic representation and
delivery of the content via an appropriate user interface. The WMG case study
is
between
Instructional
presently
shared
their
this
that
responsibility
revealed
Developers and E-Lab, a subsetof University of Warwick's IT Servicesdepartment.

0

Service providers who consist of hosting providers, but can also be technology
department
IT
in
the
organisations. At WMG, this is now
that
under
work
providers
the responsibility of E-Lab.
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0

Administrators

who are responsible for organising learning or training schedules,

instructors,
equipment, sessiontimes and pricing.
classrooms,
as
and resourcessuch
WMG has administrators dedicatedto the post-graduateMSc programmes.Presently,
Company X relies on the Systems Administrator to arrange any training done via
Project
Management
Microsoft
FEA
CAD,
training.
and
computers, such as
Managers who are responsible for promoting, guiding and co-ordinating the
development of learning programmes.In industry, these managersare generally from
is
X
in
Company
but
this
departments,
again presently the Systems
HR or training
Administrator's responsibility. In academia,these managersare headsof department
is
MSc's
Course
Head
in
WMG
this
the
heads,
case,
and
and
or course programme
full-time
E213M
MSc.
focused
the
on
WMG
the
casestudy predominately

The main connections between the e-learning stakeholders are illustrated in figure 3-2. The
involvement of the stakeholders is important at all stagesof the design and development of elearning content, not only becausethey can contribute to their part of the development, but they
French
1999;
(Steed;
et al, 1999). Stakeholder
are more readily accepting of any changes made
involvement is an important CSF, as point (1) in section 5.2 identifies. Table B-1 in appendix B
illustrates different stakeholder involvement within

the various engineering e-learning

applications studied.
Administrators

Organisation
Requirements

Department/
Management
Requirements

ContentProvide
SubjectMatterExp;
Tutors/ Trainers
Instructors:

Technology Provider
Instructional/
TrainingDevelopers

Other
Technology
Providers

Consumers
Learners

Service
Providers

Figure 3-2: Connections between E-learning Stakeholders
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Senior e-learning decision makers, i. e. the management team, are more likely to have
commitment and participation from their providers, i.e. instructors and developers, if the
providers are actively involved with the initial as well as on-going discussions for an e-learning
programme development (Gupta et al, 2000; Steed; 1999). However, this can depend on the
organisation's culture and its attitude to learning.

The industrial casestudiesrevealedthat most managersdid encouragelearningand viewed it,
not only as a requirementfor thejob, but alsoaspart of their employee'spersonaldevelopment.
However,a problemencountered
at CompanyY wasthat a few managersfound it hardto accept
learningat work, exceptfor dedicatedtraining coursesnecessaryto do thejob, suchas for CAD,
and left the responsibilityfor their employees'training entirelyto the HR department.Company
Y's HR Managerknew this attitudeexistedwith a few of their managersand was investigating
Management& Leadershipseminars.According to Rosenfeld& Wilson (1999), i(an ongoing
both
from
initiatives
the managementas well asfrom the
development
is
when
career
possible
".
Thus,
brought
into
herselfare
the responsibilityfor learningneeds
himself
action
employee
or
to be equallysharedby engineeringmanagersandemployees.

Company X recognised that their engineersare more motivated in training and self-development
learning
in
their
if
process. Additionally, within an industrial
own
plans, they are stakeholders
instructors
X,
Company
the
and Systems Administrator often take into
environment such as
identifies
knowledge
existing
the
which
profile,
account
skills
and prior experiences,
engineers'
be
developed
to
tend
learning
customised and thus leamer-oriented. Also,
and so the
activities
the instructor acts more like a coach or advisor to the engineer and the SystemsAdministrator
can advise on technical issues. The learning content developed at Company X, not only is
custornisedto the engineer's requirements, but can also be tailored to the work team's needs by
incorporating specific project related content. The proposed e-learning environment
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X will have sharedresponsibility betweentheir engineers,instructorsand SystemsAdministrator
for its future e-learningcontent development,once managementapproval hasbeenobtained.

In academia,the developmentof traditional course content as well as e-leaming content, has
rarely involved the students' inputs or desires,as experiencedwith the WMG casestudy. This is
becausestudentsare often initially less informed about what is available, what is expectedof
them, and what they need to know. Thus, the leaming experiencesfor studentsat WMG have
tended to be predominantly tutor-centric. Knowles (1984) associatesthis to pedagogy, which
assumesthat learnershave little or no prior knowledge, and this is further discussedin section
4.1.1.1. However, Module Tutors at WMG do retrospectivelymodify their content for their next
instructor-led sessionsbasedon reactive evaluation from students'feedbackrecordedon Module
Review forms. This representsthe first level of the Kirkpatrick's evaluation model (Kirkpatrick,
1996) and is describedfurther in section4.3.6.

Once an organisation understandsits learning consumers,the providers can begin to identify
what type of contentneedsto be createdto satisfy the learning requirements.The complexity and
functionality of e-learning will be determined by the type of content, whether its use is for
retrieving engineeringinformation as with CompanyX, or instructional exercisesas with WMG,
or a combination of both.

Through the use of the e-leaming framework, e-learning providers can work together to
effectively select and sequencethe required learning factors to create activities for developing
the e-learning content. The next section discussesthe various engineering e-learning activities
basedon different learning content and requirementsthat are necessary.This provides the initial
starting point for developing e-leaming content, and so provides the foundation block for the
framework.
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Engineering E-learning Scenarios

This section discusses'what' context the framework can be utilised in, and explains areaswhere
the case studied engineering applications have helped to develop and test the e-learning
framework. The applications were not conclusive but representedthe diversity of engineering
environments that have planned, developed and implemented e-learning in varying degrees.
Different learning content and requirementsare neededfor suchenvironments,and theseare first
discussedin sub-section3.3.1. Then sub-section 3.3.2 explains instructional objectives which
provide the detail to the learning requirements.The developmentof e-learning content is made
up of e-learning activities which are dependenton the objectives. Section 3.3.3 describesthe
integration of different learning activities for engineers, mainly for their immediate and
structured learning needs.The case study applications were reported in submission 5, but the
main investigationsare discussedin this section.

3.3.1 Learning Content&

Requirements

qQ
j

The initial learning content material and requirements need to be established before considering
other categories of the framework. This is so that an understanding can be gained of what the
learning requirements are aiming to achieve, prior to deciding what possible enhancements,
support and/ or e-enablers can improve the learning content by considering its philosophy,
delivery, management and technology aspects. Developing effective e-leaming content involves
starting with the basic content material needing to be learnt and then identifying how e-learning
activities can facilitate this. The overall learning requirements lead to producing specific learning
objectives which influence the development of the learning activities.

Therefore, designing and

developing e-learning content is not a single task, but a complex process that involves many
different factors within the framework's categories. These factors inter-relate with the philosophy
and management aspects of e-learning as well as the delivery mechanism using appropriate
technologies, as illustrated in the developed framework of figure 3-1. However, depending on
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the specific learning objectives the relative mix of the framework's factors can vary to produce
different learning models. In this context a learning model is a set sequencethrough the
framework for developing improved e-learning content, from the specific learning requirements
and from the initial learning material. The casestudiesidentified three main learning requirement
areasfor developing content:
1)

Immediatetask-specific skill to leam

2)

Structuredgeneral-knowledgeto learn

3)

A combination of immediateand structuredlearning

The investigationsrevealedthat CompanyX primarily practisespoint (1), as the majority of their
immediately
for
be
learrit
information
is
the task
to
that
required
content consistsof engineering
at hand. WMG mainly practisespoint (2) by having standardeducationallessonsand PMA work
that develops and applies this knowledge, often to work-based situations. Nevertheless,WMG
has tailored company-specific MSc courses as well as providing standard MSc courses to
students.Likewise, Company X provides standardCAD training to new engineering graduate
recruits and tailored CAD training for engineers with existing CAD skills. Additionally,
Company X proposedan e-learning environment developmentwhich is an Intranet knowledgebasethat aims to incorporatetheir engineers' collective product design knowledge. This plans to
consist of design methods and reasoning, lessons learnt, design calculations and supplier
capabilities, as well as having refresher knowledge to re-affirm certain engineering principles
with worked examples.Submission5 revealedthat Cisco Systemspractisespoint (3) by having a
mixture of specific tasks for immediately requirements and structured self-development
activities. Figure 3-3 has been developed by the author to illustrate traditional connectionsof
information content to specific skills-basedtraining and to general knowledge-basedlearning in
industry and academiarespectively.
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Connections of Learning Content (James-Gordon, 2004a)

If the 'immediate' learning requirements in industry for JIT skills and the 'structured' learning
requirements in academia for more transferable knowledge are combined appropriately, then
practical continuous life-long learning can be holistically provided. Mihal et al (2003)) comment
that this integration "will not only require a perfect balance between skills and knowledge, but
will focus these attributes upon the julfilment

of a specific mission or higher purpose". Section

3.3.3 discusses this need for integration further. The investigations examined different learning
requirements for engineers, and the following list illustrates examples of these:

0

New content needing to be introduced by an induction lesson. For example, premodule coursework being provided by WMG to help enablestudentsreachthe same
knowledge-level, prior to module lessons. In industry, this can be a preview of
company information provided to new employees in their induction week, as
experiencedat CompanyX.

0

Current content requiring to be recalled by a refresher lesson. For example, a
refresher CAD training course at Company X is requested if an engineer has not used
the software for more than six months.
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Needing to acquire a new skill for a required task. For example, learning the
functionality of a CAD software packagein order to design and develop products at
CompanyX.
0

Needing to become more competent by practising. For example, after the initial
CAD training course,the engineer continues self-directed learning with the CAD's
functionality whilst producing useful engineeringdesigns.
Needing to passa test or gain a qualification. For example,gaining a post-graduate
MSc degee at WMG.

0

Needing to experience different learning situations. For example, obtaining
different
by
doing
X
Company
CAD
workthe
at
system
practical experiencewith
based tasks. Conversely, gaining experience with a different CAD system for a
similar work-basedtask.

This list of engineeringlearning requirementsprovides the purposeof the learning content to be
developed. The next section identifies instructional objectives for different learning activities,
define
learning
the
for
details
in
the
as
as
well
the
requirements
turn
these
specific
provide
and
desiredoutcomesfrom the learning activity.

3.3.2 Instructional Objectives
The instructional objectives provide separategoals that the learner needsto achieve in order to
identify
level
help
learning
The
to
type,
the
and range of
what
objectives
requirements.
satisfy
learning activities are necessaryfor the learner to complete, in order to gain the necessary
knowledgeor skills to becomecompetent.Hence,the objectivesprovide leamingboundariesfor the
learrier, and so leaming activities are derived from these objectives. Instructional obj ectives
incorporatedesiredlearning outcomes,which can range from being task specific information for
acquiringa skill, to generalinformation for constructingknowledge.Thereforeput simply, learning
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requirementsdefine the purposeof the learning,objectivesdefine how to achievespecific learning
requirements,and outcomesdefinethe broaderaspectsof learningand what the learneracquiresthe
ability to do after completing the learning activities. The terms 'instructional objectives' and
'learning objectives' are interchangeablein this document.However,the authorpredominantlyuses
instructional objectives for a specific or measurablelearning activity, and describes learning
objectives for a broader level that takes into account the learner's holistic needs and/ or
organisationalrequirements.

Instructional objectives are normally set by the content providers who provide Instructional
Developerswith the basisof how the instruction is to be designedand how the learning outcomes
This was demonstratedat WMG, and studentsneededto then meet these
requiredto be assessed.
be
Instructional
lessons.
in
to
to
the
objectives
need
objectives order progressand complete module
alignedto the businessobjectivesto ensurethe successof an entire e-leamingprogramme(Phillips,
1997).These objectives are important CSFswhich are identified as points (3) and (7) in section
5.1. Considerationsfor setting instructional objectiveswere reported in submission2, but Steed
(1999) identifies four main considerationsas:
0

Clearly stated outcomes,with no ambiguity given to learnersof what is expectedof
them. The outcomesneedto statewhat the desiredlearning activity will accomplish,
and can contain the expected duration, milestones and timeframes. These latter
considerationsare discussedfurther in section4.3.4.
Measurable performance criteria, which indicate to the learnersand the instructors,
when desired level of performanceor understandinghas been reached.This can be
incorporatedprior to self assessments
or instructor-ledtests. Learner assessments
are
describedin section4.3.5.
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0

Relevance.The objectives need to be in context and have relevanceto the learning
required, which can be an academic project or a work-based task. Section 4.1.2
describesthe relevanceof contentas a level of the affective leamingdomain.

0

Links to assessments. Post-assessments can test the learner's competency, which
identifies what has been understood and the leamer's ability to master the tasks, as
well as determining if the instructional objectives have been met. Pre-assessments

test the learner's existing knowledge before embarking on an e-learning activity, so
that the e-learning content can be custornisedto suit the leamer's experienceand
further
in
discussed
Learner
section 4.3.5.
are
assessments
abilities.

The development of effective e-learning activities needs to incorporate these considerations in
learning
learning
illustrates
instructional
Table
3-1
generic
activities
under
the
specific
objectives.
learning
different
investigated,
these
models within
the
represent
and
requirements of
case studies

the framework.
Table 3-1: Specific Learning Activities of Different Engineering E-learning Applications

&LEARNING APPLICATIONS CASE STUDIES

Learning Requirements
(Learning Models)

COMPANY X
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Cisco
SYSTEMS
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Structured
Knowledge
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1
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form the developed content)
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learning outcomes)
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S
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rUJ
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The following list identifieseachof the learningactivities in table 3-1 and providesan exampleof a
desiredengineeringlearning outcome.These outcomesare defined within the overall objectives,
and describe what is expected to be achieved by the engineer once the learning activity is
completed:
1)

Self-directed Engineering Information: After working through lessons learnt &
bending moment calculations from previous chassisdesigns,the engineerwill have
the ability to apply this information to a new designmodel.

2)

Customised CAD Training: After the lesson and exercise, the engineer will
demonstratehis or her ability to manipulateimportedsurfacesfor engineports.

3)

Standard CAD Training: After the lessonand exercise,the engineerwill have the
ability to generatebasicsurfacefeatures.

4)

Standard Educational Lesson: At the end of the lesson,the student will have the
ability to differentiate betweenasset-ledand market-ledmarketing.

5)

Post Module Assignment: After completing point (4), the theory of the two
marketing conceptscan be applied to a specific casewithin a company and the case
study investigationswill be written up.

6)

Customised Work-based Task: Preparation and presentation to peers will help
explain the benefits of a technical process from a businessperspective for senior
managersto understand.This will strengthenthe learning gainedfrom the task.

7)

Self-development: After the first leadershiplesson,the Principle Engineerwill have
the ability to apply the stepslearnt towards achieving effective collaboration within
the designteam.

The casestudiesinvestigatedhad suchoutcomesdefiriedwithin their instructionalobjectivesof the
learningactivities.The activities in points (2) to (5) were either outlined in pre-requisiteinformation
packsor they were presentedas part of the introductorylessonmadeby the instructor.However,the
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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learningactivities in points (1), (6) and (7) were either self-instigatedor outlined in workload plans
by the engineer's manager.WMG additionally presentedeach module's instructional objectives
online for their students,and Cisco Systemshad developeda learning portal for eachemployeeto
accesshis or her own personaldevelopmentlearning plans.

Traditionally in an academic environment such as WMG, the final outcome from structured
learning activities is to achieve a recognisedqualification, and in industry learning activities are
discusses
The
immediate
task.
to
the
next
section
combining
workplace
often necessary complete
different learning content to predominantly satisfy immediate task-specific and structured
knowledge engineeringlearning requirements.

3.3.3 Integrating Learning Content
Industrycanbe reluctantto providetrainingfor their workforcethatis not deliveredimmediately
has
in
learning
Thus,
the
to
the
task.
often concentrated
on
workplace
required
and relevant
knowledgedevelopment
transferable
JIT
the
task-specific
of
wider,
activities,and
providing
Thoben& Schwesig
Nevertheless,
basedleaminghasoftenbeenthe responsibilityof academia.
(2002)commentthat industryrequiresengineerswho havethe breadthof basicknowledgebut
still are able to gain specific skills when necessaryto deal with various problem-solving
activities.

The demands of the changing workplace require engineers to have a range of up-to-date
competencies.Consequently,this requiresthem to constantly renew and expandtheir knowledge
and skills to keep themselvescurrent and maintain their value to the organisation. Acquiring
engineering knowledge and applying it, traditionally has been a linear progression,where the
leaming processoccurs before applying the new knowledge in a practical situation. However,
engineeringleaming and application are becoming more tightly connectedto meet the demands
of the workplace and for continuous professional development(Fink & Holifield, 2004). Thus,
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learning is becoming more of an integral part of the workplace and not just the responsibility of
academia. Thus, the distinctions between learning and working activities are increasingly
blurred, and this concurrent learning and working engineering environment is shown in
CompanyX.

Modem engineering activities are also more collaborative and multi-disciplined (Tenopir &
King, 2004), and as Denning (1992) points out engineers need to be skilled listeners and
negotiators for dealing with suppliers and customers, as well as rigorous in management
functions. Thus, competenciesare required in areassuchas communication,project management
and other soft skills as discussedin chapter 1.0, in order for engineersto work collaboratively as
well as independentlyon problem-solving activities.

E-learning can help develop activities for competency-basedlearning as well as course-based
learning, but Longmire et al (2000) state the "challenge in implementing competency-based
learning is the lack of appropriate content that is sufficiently modular". 'Learning objects',
which are manageable bite-sized amounts of e-learning content, can facilitate a more
competency-basedlearning approach by matching the object's meta-data with individual's
competencygaps (Brennan et al, 2001). Learning objects are describedfurther in section 4.2.4.
Additionally, learning objects can provide 'just-enough' content to satisfy JIT learning, by
assisting in the acquisition, retention and recall of only the learning content required for the
immediate task-specific activity. Thus, e-learning content can be developedmore efficiently by
adopting learning objects that are assembledto create activities within the e-learning content
which are tailored to individual learning requirements.This leads to improving the quality of
learning experiencesby providing learner-specific;content that appropriately combines discrete
learning objects from different areaswithin knowledge-basesand skills-bases,and connectsto
information-bases.Learning objects can also assist in creating e-learning
content for specific
groupsof learners.
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Therefore, an e-learning environment can be developed differently for each engineer, team,
departmentor organisation,dependingon the existing knowledge and skills of engineersas well
as the learning requirements.Different engineering profiles can provide groups of studentsor
engineersto be categorisedand then offered tailored e-learningactivities. Strearningstudentshad
been introduced to some extent at WMG, as studentswith technical backgroundstook more
businessrelated lessons,and visa versa. Nevertheless,the content level was not streamed,and
lectures,
had
knowledge
business
to
through
the
technical
sit
all
even the
studentswith some
or
initial introductory lessons.However, company 'specific' MSc programmesoffered at WMG
had some tailored content for their students, based on the company's requirements and the
had
WMG
4.1.1.1.
Although
further
in
is
described
yet to
this
section
students' abilities, and
develop custornised e-learning content using specific reusable learning objects, their
Instructional Developerswere aware of the benefits of learning objects and had begunto adopt a
learning
WMG
in
Consequently,
development.
their
activities
at
content
more modular approach
(2002)
become
learner-oriented.
Manton
beginning
to
commentthat this enables
et
al
more
were
studentsto work against the model of tutor-sequencedlearning to determine their own selfdirected sequenceof learning, which can benefit learnerswith different knowledge and skill sets,
and strengthsor weaknesses,to balancetheir educationand competencies.

Different content type, level and range can be integratedto provide the relevant competencies
required for engineers and/ or their organisation. The content characteristics investigated are
surnmarisedas being:
0

The type of content required, either for:
0

An 'information-base', i. e. data that is collected in context and provides a
repository for housing this information. For example, engineering formulae,
material specification, design standards(British Standards- BS 308), preferred
suppliersnamesand contact details, lessonslearnt and best practices.
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'knowledge-base', i.e. academic theory or information in context. For

0A

example, recalling specific lessons learnt and calculations from a previous
project and applying theseto the current project.
0A

'skills-base', i.e. the know-how required for a specific task and its practical
application with the consequencesrecorded. For example, recalling best
practisesfrom a previous project.

0

The level of e-learning instruction applied in organisations, from being contentcentric to learner-centric. For example, general tutor-sequenced content to
custornisedspecific learner-orientedcontent.

0

The learning material needed for different situations, ranging from 'immediate'
or JIT contentto 'structured' or just-in-case content.

The casestudiesidentified an increasingneed for professionaland studentengineersto combine
different content type, level and rangeto help provide wider, transferable,relevant competencies
for their own self-developmentas well as for tackling specific tasks. Integrating these different
content characteristicsprovides variations from structured,generic, content-specific,knowledgebasedactivities to immediate,customised,learrier-specific,skills-basedactivities, to cater for the
different engineeringlearning requirements.

Experiencesfrom lessonslearnt and best practicescan be recordedand fed-back to informationbasesto be recalled when required for either JIT skills or structuredknowledge. For example,an
engineercan searchan information-baseto recall an engineeringprinciple or terminology, or to
seekfurther explanationwhilst in the middle of an engineeringcalculation. Consequently,figure
34 builds from figure 3-3 to integrate the relevant knowledge-baseand skills-base learning
contentas required.
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Once the initial content and learning requirementsare established,other learning factors in the elearning framework can be structured, linked and ordered to create activities for developing
effective e-learning content. There are different combinations of features within the learning
factors in the philosophy, delivery, management,and technology categoriesof the framework.
The next section identifies paths through the framework's categoriesto integrate the different
learning factors for developing the e-learning content to satisfy a particular e-learning
application. Thus, the next section presentsgeneric guidelines for using the framework. Table BI in appendix B presentsa matrix identifying learning factors to be consideredwhen developing
different engineeringe-learningapplications.
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3.4

Framework Guidelines

This section describes the context of 'how' the framework can be utilised. The framework
groups various factors that impact on the e-learning environment into philosophy, delivery,
managementor technology category according to their function. A 'typical' path through the
framework is identified to guide e-learning providers through its categoriesand to assist them
select appropriate learning factors to develop the basic learning content by incorporating elearning activities.

The path through the framework is describedas 'typical' becauseonce in a categorythere can be
different
factors
learning
features
to
the
satisfy
within
many options and combinationsof various
learning requirements.This was discussedin the previous section 3.3. However, the entry and
exit path of each category follows the samesequence.The stagesof this sequenceare presented
next which illustrateshow the framework is utilised to developthe e-learningcontent:

0

Stage 1-

Learning Content & Requirements: The initial substanceof the leaming

content and the main learning requirements are identified before considering the other
framework categoriesthat can affect the content. This is so that an understandingcan be
gained of what the learning requirementsare aiming to achieve, prior to deciding what
possible enhancements,support and/ or e-enablerscan improve the learning content by its
philosophy, delivery and managementaspects.This first stage can be consideredas the
framework's foundation block as illustrated in figure 3-5(i), and this category has been
discussedin section3.3.1.
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For simplicity in describing the path sequenceswithin the framework, a number has been
allocatedto eachcategoryin the framework:
Category I represents Learning Content & Requirements Category
0

Category 2 represents the Philosophy Category

0

Category 3 represents the Delivery Category

0

Category 4 represents the Management Category

0

Category 5 represents the Technology Category

0

Category 6 represents the E-learning Environment Category

F
Management
(Category 4)

Learning Content
& Requiremen
(Category

A

1)

Philosophy
(Category 2)

I

Technology
(Category 5)

Delivery
(Category 3)

Updated
Content

I Figure 3-5(i) Framework

C

E-learning
Environment
(Category

6)

Knowledge
& Skills

Guide: Learning Content & Requirements
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0

Stage 2-

Philosophy Aspects: This next stage is to incorporate the philosophy issues

development,as shown by the path from category I via
the
affecting
9
content
e-learnin
zD
arrow A to category2 in figure 3-5(ii). Figure 3-1 identifies the learning factors within the
philosophy categoryof the framework, which are instructional principles, learning domains
and learning styles. The philosophy factors are important to the content developmentas
they can assist in enhancing and customising the learning content, and the main factors
investigatedare describedin section4.1.

F
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E

----------

Figure 3-5(ii) Framework

Guide: Philosophical Aspects
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An aspect of category 2 is that the content can be tailored to suit learners' specific
requirements by taking into account their prior experiences. Thus Arrow B in figure 35(iii)

illustrates connections from existing

knowledge

and skills

in the e-learning

environment that feedback to the framework's philosophy category which can affect the
development of customised content. This is shown by the path from the e-learning
environment, category 6 via arrow B to philosophy, category 2 in figure 3-5(iii).
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0

Stage 3- Initial Technology Selection: The path for the initial technology selection is
from category2 to 5 to category3, as shown in figure 33-5(iv).The technology provides the
infrastructureto shapethe e-learning content being developed.This containsvarious Webbased formats, e-learning standards,electronic collaboration tools, commercial software
initial
learning
The
development
bespoke
technology
the
tools.
enables
products and
is
important
The
developed
into
be
this
at
stage
to
consideration
content.
e-leaming
content
that the technology chosen needsto be aligned to the philosophy factors as well as the
Further
fit
have
technology
technology
the
these
capabilities.
around
not
content, and
related issuesare describedin section4.4.
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Guide: Initial Technology Considerations
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0

Stage 4- Initial E-learning Delivery: The first delivery of an e-learning activity is shown
in figure '3-5(v) by the path from category 3 via arrow C to category 6. Figure 3-1 identifies
the delivery learning factors that can be considered and appropriately adopted, which
comprise of learning modes, collaboration and feedback techniques, learning objects and
usability features. These factors are important in how the content is represented and
presented to the learners, and the main issues are described in the delivery category of
section 4.2. At this stage, an e-learning activity or lesson can be delivered as a pilot study
on a sample of stakeholders to test its functionality. Then, the e-learning providers can
determine if the learning experiences have improved, and if the e-learning activities
adequately replace or complement existing methods of learning. The capabilities of the
new e-learning tools and techniques can also be assessedand modified if required.
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Figure 3-5(v) Framework

Guide: Initial E-learning Delivery
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Integrating and optimising relevant content, philosophy and delivery factors with
appropriate technology, assistsin refining and enhancingthe content to construct quality
learning experiences.Area G on the framework's figure 33-1identifies this. This is also
illustrated on figure 3-5(vi) as the path from category I via arrow A through categories2,5
and 3, and back to category I via the dotted arrow E. This cycle for continuous content
improvementscan be repeatedas required. Arrow E is shown as dotted to differentiate it,
and not divert from the main path through the framework.

F

Learning Content
& Requirements
(Category 1)

A

H

Philosophy
(Category 2)

UpdatedI
Content I&
I-----------

Technology
(Category 5)

Management
(Category 4)
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E-learning
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(Category 6)

C

Knowledge
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i- ---

-E- - ft ýwýmýýý-

M-Me
B

igure 3-5(vi) Framework

Stage 5-

Guide: Cyclic Path for Quality Learning Experiences (G)

Management

Factors: This stage considers what management factors can be

added to the content development, which can begin with simple administration and support
functional ities. This is shown by the path from category 6 via arrow D to category 4 in
figure 3-5(vii).

Figure

identifies the management learning factors that can be
-33-1

considered and appropriately

adopted, which

comprise of administration,

security,

resources, support, timeframes, learner assessments and learning evaluations. The main
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managementfactors are describedin section 4.3. Managing security factors such as access
control and intellectual property protection are important to protect the learning content.
Assessmentactivities can be addedor updatedafter the pilot running of a lesson.

F
Management
(Category 4)

Learning Content
& Requirements
(Category 1)

A

Technology
(Category 5)

Philosophy
(Category 2)

Delivery
(Category 3)

J

Updated
Content
eEaaaa

I Figure 3-5(vii) Framework

E-learning
Environment
(Category 6)

& Skills
ei

Guide: Management Considerations

Stage 6- Further Technology Selection: The path for the further technology selection is
from category4 to 5 to category in figure 3-5(viii). The important considerationat this
-3)
stage is that the technology chosenneedsto incorporatethe managementfactors in the elearning development,and not have these fit aroundthe technology capabilities. However,
awarenessof available technology and its capabilities needto be understoodto deliver the
content within all stagesof the framework. This is so that the design of an e-learning
activity does not go beyond the capabilities of the technology, nor compromisethe design
by under estimating the potential of the technology. For example, knowing the increased
bandwidth capabilities over the Web means that video content can be streamed faster.
Hence, further adjustmentor even re-selectionof the technology maybe required once the
content has been developed from incorporating the other necessary factors from the
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framework's categories.Therefore, the framework and guideline figures illustrate arrow J
as being bi-directional. Arrow J is dotted to differentiate it and not divert from the main
path through the framework.

F

Learning Content
& Requirements
(Category 1)

Philosophy
ACt
(Category 2)

E

Technology
(Cate gory 5)
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Management
(Category 4)

D

Delivery
(Category 3)

E-learning
Environment
(Category 6)
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Content

Knowledge
& Skills

3-5(viii) Framework

Stage 7-

Further

Guide: Further Technology Considerations

E-learning

Delivery:

The delivery factors can be re-examined if

necessary, to match the management factors with the enabling technologies selected to suit,
e.g. support and assessment functionality in the management category affects the feedback
function in the delivery category. Integrating and optimising relevant content, management
and delivery factors with appropriate technology further assist in refining and enhancing
the learning content, and helps to construct quality learning assessments. Area H on the
framework's

figure

identifies this. This is also illustrated on figure 3-5(ix) which
-3)-1

shows the path from category I via arrow F through categories 4,5 and 3 and back to
category I via arrow E for further improvements. Arrow F is dotted to differentiate it and
not divert from the main path through the framework.
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F.
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Further or final considerations for the delivering the e-learning content follows the path
from category 3) via arrow C to the e-learning environment category 6 as illustrated in
figure 3-5(x).
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The complete path through the framework is shown in figure 3-5(xi). Further content
refinements from updated content and existing knowledge or skill-sets contribute to the
continuous path which encompassesall the former stages.The guidelines representa 'typical'
sequencethrough each of the categoriesof the e-learning framework, although the selection of
the learning factors within the categories can differ depending on the initial material of the
content and the learning requirements.Consequently,the result of utilising the framework is that
the learning content is developed more effectively by taking into account the appropriate
learning factors within the framework's categories.The learning factors are not detailed in this
section due to their many combinations,but chapter4.0 describesthem in more depth within the
framework's categories,and where necessaryexamplesare provided from the casestudies.
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This researchhighlighted a concern with how e-learning providers develop content to be
engaging,in order to enableand encouragelearnersto processnew information,to produce
meaningfrom it and to continuelearning.This can be helpedby utilising the frameworkto
match the learning factors against the learning requirements,or more specifically learning
objectives,when developinga particulare-learningactivity to supportor enhancethe content
Understandingthe learningrequirementsand individual objectives,has also meantestablishing
how, what and when the learning providers believe individuals learn. These requirements
primarily focusedon the learnersand the learningprocess,particularly on the way in which
learners receive, organise and retain information. However, as the author explained in
submission4, learningalso dependson the attitude,motivationand participationof the learner,
as well as the content requiredto learn. Therefore,the learning approachadoptedfrom the
framework has an impact on the content design and development,whether it follows the
Programmedinstructionof the objectivismtheory or the problem-solvingdiscoveryactivitiesof
the constructivism.theory. Section 4.1 discussesthese approachesfurther in the philosophy
category of the framework. This and other categoriesthat have been important in the
framework's developmentare describednext in chapter4.0. Examplesand comparisonsare
made by referencingthe different case studieswhere applicable.The developede-learning
framework is not designedto be conclusive,but can evolve through further application to
producee-learningsolutionsfor engineersin subsequent
e-learningactivities,lessonsor complete
Programmes.
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4.0

E-LEARNING

FRAMEWORK

DEVELOPMENT

This chapter describes the main learning factors within each of the framework's categories,
which have contributed to the e-learning framework's development. Categories were constructed
to group the various disparate learning factors together into specific areas depending on their
functionality.

These areas became the philosophy,

delivery,

management or technology

categories in the framework. Figure 3-1 illustrates the framework's construction and grouping of
learning factors in its categories. The grouping helps to facilitate selecting, linking and ordering
of the factors, and fit the appropriate technology to them. Previous project work and findings
were consolidated to assist with the framework's development. The purpose of the framework is
to provide guidance to e-leaming providers through the maze of options of disparate learning
factors to develop appropriate e-learning activities to support the learning content.

The selection of learning factors is dependent on the initial learning content material and
learning requirements, as discussed in section 3.3.1. The learning factors and their specific
features have been investigated and identified through a combination of primary and secondary
data collected, information researched and reviewed, knowledge gained from case studies and
peers, and the author's experience of engineering. The case study work and experiences are
referred to and discussed as required in this chapter. The investigations predominantly focused
on factors that enable, support and/or enhance e-learning in the product-development and selfdevelopment engineering environments.

4.1

Philosophy Category

The philosophy category contains non-tangible learning factors that can influence and enhance
the learning content. The main factors investigated were instructional principles, learning
domains and learning styles. The key issuesidentified through the researchare discussedin the
following sub-sections.
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4.1.1 Instructional

Principles

The main instructional principles that affect engineerswere brought together in submission4
from the previous researchsubmissionsby the author, and the key factors are describedhere.
These comprise of the pedagogy and andragogy approaches, experiential learning, and
degree
depending
learning
the
their
theories,
on
with
of
adoption
objectivism and constructivism
the learning application, environment and /or prior experiencesof the learner. Steed (1999)
design
helps
into
building
instructional
by
to
the
that
of
e-leaming
activities
principles
points out
facilitate learner satisfaction,motivation and confidencewith the learning activities. This in turn
is
further
learning
this
learner
the
to
and
to
activity
the
with
continue participate
encourages
discussedin section 4.1.2. First, the main instructional principles that have been researchedare
comparedand summarisednext.

4.1.1.1 Andragogy & Pedagogy
Daily leaming activities in industry are mainly self-directed activities that deal with task-based
&
Pejtersen
Hertzum
knowledge
them.
drawing
to
resolve
and skills
on existing
problems,
(2000) comment that "engineers normally have a certain degrees offreedom

in choosing the

decisions
in
informed
to
they
a
their
to
make
are expected
work; and
accomplish
way they want
".
This
was experienced with
available
are
solutions
number of situations where many possible
the Company X case study. Knowles (1984) emphasise that adults are self-directed and bring
their existing knowledge to their learning situations as well as take responsibility for their own
decisions. Knowles identifies this as adult learning or 'andragogy', and claim it differs from
'pedagogy', which is based on child leaming with the assumption that learners have little or no
prior

knowledge

(Knowles,

1984). However,

pedagogy is often

described in leaming

philosophies to imply either leaming approach. Also, Knowles's work has been challenged by
educationalists such as Peter Jarvis (1995) and Mark Tennant (1997), who say that there is no
intrinsic difference between the way children and adults learn. Nevertheless, the author uses
Knowles' notion to present these two approaches at different ends of the same continuum. As
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learnersmature they generally utilise their previous experiencesin learning, identify their own
learning requirements,increasetheir self-directednessand basetheir learning around immediate
problem-solving tasks (Ravet & Layte, 1997). This is observed in engineering, as newly
graduated engineers entering the workplace often lack specific skills, but they have the
opportunity to put their recently acquired academicknowledge into practice. For example, by
Raising with suppliers on product design and manufacturing matters, or working to specific
company standardsand procedures.Hence, the novice graduateengineer can be consideredto
begin with the pedagogyapproachand progressto the andragogyapproachas he or she gains
experienceand becomesan expert engineer.Therefore,by applying the andragogyapproach,the
designof e-learningcontent can be enhancedin the following areas:
0

Instruction that is task-oriented: Learning activities can be designed in context
identified
being
The
that task-based
the
tasks
studies
case
required
with
performed.
exercisesare the norm in industry, such as those experiencedwithin Company X.
Task-basedsessionsalso have been utilised in the post-graduatemodule's syndicate
activities at WMG, to put into practisethe theoriestaught in the classroomlessons.

0

Explanations about why specific things are being taught: Instructional objectives
provide the reasoningfor why specific learning activities are taking place and what
the outcomesare likely to be. Post-graduatemodulesat WMG and CAD exercisesat
Company X presentthe objectives in the first few pagesof the coursemanuals.For
example, in a WMG marketing module: "In this lessonyou will learn about market
segmentation.Yhis will enableyou to differentiateyour target market". An example
in a CAD exercise: "In this lessonyou will learn how to constructfillet edges on
solid and surface models. This will enableyou to remove all sharp edgesand burrs
from your designedproduct". Section 3.3.2 discussedinstructional objectives and
provided further examples.
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Instruction

that caters for the range of learners' backgrounds: Learning

activities can be designedto cater for different expertiselevels and take into account
existing skills and knowledge, and prior experiencesof the learners. Company X
illustrated this, where they provide engineerswith prior CAD skills, a tailored 3-day
training course instead of a standard 4-day training course. Even though their
engineerspreviously known CAD system was different, the basic functionality and
logic of the CAD software was similar. The andragogyapproachwas experiencedat
Company X where engineers in the Engineering Department have shared
responsibility for their learning and self-development.For example, engineerscan
basic
feel
CAD
their
they
training
their
with
competent
when
own advanced
request
CAD skills. However, these self-directed engineershave to allocate a convenient
time to attend an advancedcoursethat fits aroundtheir work schedule.The standard
CAD learning modesare describedin section4.2.1.

In contrast to the andragogy approach, academic environments tend to follow the pedagogy
instructional approach. This was demonstratedat WMG where the tutors decide what the
studentshave to learn and provide the same generic knowledge-basedcontent to all students.
However, streaming studentshad been partially introduced at WMG, as studentswith technical
backgroundswere encouragedto take more businessrelated module lessons,and visa versa.
Nevertheless,the content level was not streamed,and studentswith some businessor technical
knowledge had to sit through all the lectures,even the initial introductory lessons.Additionally,
the author's MSc project students said that they chose their optional modules based on the
likelihood of obtaining good grades,in order to achieve a good MSc degree.This is a dilemma
for any academicestablishmentproviding qualifications. Perhapsmature students,as the author
explained in the PersonalProfile submission(James-Gordon,2004b), choosemodules in which
they feel less able, in order to provide them with the necessarycompetencies,but there is no
guarantee.
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However, companiesare now requiring custornisededucation for their employeesto meet their
company's specific requirements,as reported in submission5. A dedicatedMSc programmewas
developed by WMG together with Marconi Communications and was termed the 'Marconi
Masters'. Here, many of the module lessonswere tailored to Marconi's requirementsand their
employees' ability, with appropriate use made of blending the e-learning activities with the
instructor-led lessons, such as having Web-based syndicate work. This specific programme
minimised the time learnerswere away from Marconi, as only the necessaryknowledge for the
task was learrit. Hence, WMG had provided both types of learning approachesby having
'specific' post-graduatecompany MSc programmes,as well as 'general' post-graduateMSc
programmes,as introduced in section 3.3.1. Consequently,there were e-learningactivities in the
modules that had adopteda more leamer-orientedapproach.For example,there were problemsolving tasksallocatedin the syndicategroup exercises,and the authority given to the studentsto
populatevirtual libraries with relevant information and links. Hencethe andragogyapproachwas
demonstrated,by the students taking responsibility for these types of learning activities and
being allowed to sharetheir knowledge within the group. Additionally, the PMA work of both
the 'specific' companyMSc and the 'general' MSc demonstratedthe students'ability to be selfdirected in investigating relevant information for their assignment. Both the pedagogy and
andragogyapproachesare necessaryin engineeringlearning environments,as they help provide
the underlying learning processfrom novice to expertýwith responsibility from instructor-led to
learner-orientedas representedby the learning modes in section 4.2.1. Andragogy also has
similarities to experiential learning which is describedin the next sub-section.

4.1.1.2 Experiential

Learning

'Experiential learning' is where individuals actively engage in experiences where they can make
discoveries and experiment with knowledge themselves instead
of reading or listening about
experiences of others. Thus, learning is by doing, and can apply to any kind of learning through
experience. Individuals reflect on their experiences, and so develop new skills, new attitudes and
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new ways of thinking (Kraft & Sakofs, 1985). Individuals can also relate their existing
knowledge and prior experiencesto the current experiencein order to improve or adjust their
understanding.Kolb's (1984) work in experiential learning is one of the most cited and wellknown, and was researchedand written up in submissionsI and 4. Yet, Kolb drew upon and
integratedcontributions of other educationalistsuchas:
0

John Dewey (1938), who emphasisedthe need for learning to be grounded in
experience.Central to Dewey's philosophy is the notion that learning is a lifelong
processwhich happensin all of the individual's experiences,and not only in his or
her instructor-led classes. Dewey's work is often referencedin tracing the history of
experiential learning. It highlights the emergenceof a learner-orientedapproach
becoming
individual
leads
discovery
the
to
through
competent.
experience
where

9

Jean Piaget (1970), who described intelligence as the result of an individual's
interaction with the environment. Piaget studied stages in children's learning
development and reasoning processes, which led Piaget to explore individual
knowledge and experience. Piaget identified the learning process as a balance
between accommodating concepts to experience and assimilating experience into
from
draws
knowledge
individual
For
the environment and
concepts.
example, an
learnsto assimilateit under conceptsof knowledgerelatedto his or her experience.

0

Kurt Lewin (1951), who was concernedwith the combination of theory and practice,
and the importanceof peoplebeing active in learning. Lewin discoveredthat learners
retained 75% of the learning contentwhen involved in 'learning by doing' activities,
90% when teaching others the content, and 5-10% retention rates when reading or
attending lectures. Lewin also coined the term 'action research' as described in
section2.2.1.
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In industry, engineerspredominantly learn 'learn by doing', as demonstratedby the CompanyX
casestudy. After the training coursesat CompanyX, such as the CAD courses,engineers'learrit
on the job' in order to increasetheir competency.This is emphasisedby Senge(1992) as being
that "the mostpowerful learning comesfrom direct experience". Engineers' skills improve the
more they utilise the CAD tools, and they still produce useful design work whilst learning.
However, extra time is initially given to newly trained engineersat CompanyX to allow for their
learning and familiarisation with the CAD's functionality and its graphical user interface.
Additionally, engineersincreasedtheir engineering knowledge, capability and experiencesby
is
This
because engineering
CAD
design
to
the
model
components.
software
using
and
considerations,such as Design-For-Manufacture(DFM), Design-For-Assembly(DFA), material
selection, FEA, and geometric tolerances are continually reviewed throughout the productdevelopmentprocess.

Experiential learning is similar to andragogy because it takes into account the individuals'
different existing levels of knowledge and prior experiences,as well as encouraging a selfdirected learning approach. However, the author discovered that experiential learning also
encompassesfeelings, behaviours and emotional components of learning. The experiential
working of engineerscombines not only their experiences,but also their perception, cognition
and behaviour. Therefore, applying experiential learning principles to the design of e-learning
contentfacilitatesthe following for learners:
"

Self-directedlearning processesand direction.

"

Clear learning requirementsand instructional objectivesdefined.
Well-organisedleaming activities.
Positive attitude and environmentfor learning.
Ability to assessprogressand achievements.
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Learning experiencesand assessments,as well as having the appropriate content being taught,
are important aspects within experiential learning activities for engineers. However, the
traditional focus of learning has tended to be on providing 'quality content' (Oliver et al, 2001),
rather than providing 'quality learning experience' or 'quality learning assessment'. The
framework in figure 3-1 illustrates these areasas G and H, which illustrates how the philosophy
factors are integratedwith other factors in the delivery and managementcategoriesrespectively
to achieve these qualities. Additionally, having 'real' learning situations can help provide a
balanced combination between content, experience and assessment.This can be achieved by
having learning activities that incorporate case studies and syndicate tasks in academiawith
peer-assessments,
or by having work-based exercisesthat follow on from the training exercises
in industry with self-assessments.

The next sub-sectiondiscussesthe learning theories, which have similar related issueswith the
approachesalready discussedin this section with regardto learning responsibility, i.e. dependent
or independentlearning. Section 4.1.3 also discussesexperiential learning as being cyclic and
being able to structurelearning sequencesthat relate to respectivelearning styles of engineers.

4.1.1.3 Learning Theories: Constructivism & Objectivism
The main investigation into learning theories was reported in submission 2, where key
underlying methodologies for designing e-leaming content were identified. These ranged from
the programmed instruction of the obi ectivism theory to the discovery learning of the
constructivism theory. This sub-sectiondiscussesthesetwo opposing learning theories and their
value and relationshipto engineers,and examplesof practical applicationsare given.

There were many different learning theories investigated that provide a basis for designing
instruction. Both 'objectivism' and 'constructivism' have been two of the main groups of
theories explored by the author, which have been incorporated into the framework's
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development to provide guidance for instructional practice and creating effective learning
content for engineers. These learning theories and their assumptions can be mapped onto
practical approaches,and so a brief explanation of each theory is outlined next, before discussing
specific issues.

With the 'objectivism, theory, the assumption is that behaviour is a function of its consequences
and learning is achieved through responseand immediate reinforcement (Khan 2001; Wild &
Quinn, 1998). The underlying model for objectivism is 'behavioural psychology', where
psychology is basedon observablebehaviour, which is determined by outcomes or consequences
(Skinner, 1974, cited in Phillips, 1997). Performance is seen as a useful outcome of learning
behaviour. The practical approaches researched for designing learning content using the
objectivism theory are as follows:
0

Tasks that break down behaviour into a sequenceof actions that can be monitored.

0

Assessmentexercisesthat measureif the instructionalobjectiveshavebeenfulfilled
has
the
if
behaviour
against
performancecriteria.
changed
and

0

Support for learner's progressand pace.

The instructors researchedhave predominantly shown to adopt an objectivism theory with initial
lessons, where individuals are presentedwith information which they replicate in exercises or
learning
form.
Thus
is
by acquisition. This was observed in
in
back
instructor
some
to the
repeat
Ihe introductory classesof the academic and the industrial case studies. There are comparisons
here to the pedagogy approach,with similarities in their concepts regarding dependent learning.
Objectivism uses resulting behaviours, which can be modified by the consequencesof rewards
in
illustrated
the presentation, demonstration and guided learning
This
and punishments.
was
modes of Company X's CAD training with engineers practising and repeating step-by-step
exercises,as described in section 4.2.1. However, the self-directed and problem-solving learning
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knowledge
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multi-solution exercisesand
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the
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X
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through
to
constructivism
objectivism
progress
seen
were
coursesat
learning theory.

With the 'constructivism' theory, the assumptionis that information is interpreted and learning
1998).
The
Quinn,
&
Wild
2001;
(Khan
individual
underlying
evolves under the control of the
learner
by
information
the
is
'cognitive
utilised
psychology', where
model for constructivism
knowledge.
her
his
differently
to
own
differently,
or
interpreted
be
create
as well as applied
can
in
tasks
tools
in
and
the
situation, purposes,
Therefore,cognition needsto be understood terms of
in
is
to
can
and
learnt.
Knowledge
a
problem
is
be
knowledge
solve
context
to
utilised
the
which
The
instructors.
interaction
by
individual
and
develop by application with the
with peers
or
theory
the
learning
for
designing
constructivism
using
content
practical approachesresearched
are as follows:
0

Activities that are self-directed, leamer-oriented, as well as provide some
collaborative leaming tasks.

0

Assessmentexercisesdesignedaround 'real' problems,which encourageselfleamer's
increases
the
that
responsibility.
evaluation

0A

instructor
between
interaction
developed
the
and
the
through
goal-basedstructure
leamer.

Constructivism can be seen to have comparisons to the andragogy approach regarding
independent learning, where self-directed engineers are knowledge-searchingindividuals that
transform and interpret experienceusing their developedmental structures.Thus learning is by
participation. The author agreeswith the statementmade by Ryan and his co-authors (2000),
which describesthe learner as "not a passive recipient of knowledgebut an active participant in
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theprocess of learning ". New knowledge is absorbedby producing cognitive structuresthat are
similar to the experiencesengagedin (Ryan et al, 2000; Wild & Quinn, 1998).Hence, engineers
can adapt themselvesto these newly developedknowledge structuresand use them within their
collection of experiences as they continue to interact and discover meaning within the
engineering environment. Constructivism builds on Schon's (1983) concept of the 'reflective
practitioner', as engineersencounteringa problem, draw on previous experiencesand go through
various solutionsuntil the problem is resolved. By evaluating and reflecting, engineersenhance
their learning as well as add to their collection of experiences.

However, the discovery learning of the constructivism theory does assumethat individuals have
have.
Therefore,
appropriate
they
adequately
may not
research and exploratory skills, which
technologiesneedto be consideredto assistdiscovery learning activities, such as functional user
interfacesand adequatesupporttools. Combining the programmedinstruction of the objectivism
theory can also be usedto guide and managethe learning experiencesfor the individual. Hence,
the researchestablishedthat an effective solution is to have a learning environment that guides
both
discovery
learning,
by
incorporating
the
of
constructivisin
parts
appropriate
and manages
for
learning
be
different
is
likely
learning
balance
Yet
to
theories.
this
each
and objectivism
in
discovering
individual
have
individual
learner.
The
then
control
can
application and
knowledge with multiple opportunities to create, organise and structure information, and
contribute to his or her own resourcesand experiences.The tutor (human or computer) can then
provide the guidance, support and feedback to the individual. Boundaries can be defined to
clearly explain learning objectives, assessmentsand practice, with specific timeframes and
deadlinesset. The learning objectives can also define expecteduser performance.Assessments
can capture these metrics as well as measureuser understanding,with relevant practice for the
required knowledge or skills from tutorials or 'drill and practice' exercises. Therefore, the
development and delivery of learning content and the associated learning activities can
incorporatethe guided-discoverylearning approach in activities. These activities can comprise
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of self-assessmentswith peer and instructor-led assessments,synchronouswith asynchronous
communications,and online help facilities with interactive computer-basedtutorials.

In the research,the objectivism theory emphasisedthe importanceof presentationof the learning
content and replication by the learners.Individuals are describedas information-receivers,and
tutors as the information-givers. Research into constructivism emphasised more of the
interpretation and creation of knowledge. As individuals become self-directed learners,the role
discovery
learners
their
to
to
tutor
own
of
process
assisting
changes
more
of
a
coach,
of
knowledge. Even though Company X have self-directed engineers, their current e-learning
learning
discovery
limited
is
information-based
activities available
systemwith
environment an
for these engineers. In contrast, Cisco Systems developed a LMS with the capabilities of
in
described
individual's
learning
section
the
to
the
as
requirements,
content meet
personalising
4.4. Therefore e-learning providers such as Instructional Developers, Module Tutors and
Industrial Trainers, need to combine these key issues to provide engaging, self-directed and
guided learning content.

There has been a certain amount of overlap between learning theories and other instructional
principles researched,but submissionsI and 4 detailed the main factors for designing e-learning
content taking into considerationthese different philosophies.The instructional principles need
to remain flexible, as the design of e-learning content can draw on many theoretical learning
approaches.Yet, many professional Instructional Developers, as researchedby the author and
reinforced by Khan (2001), align e-learning content to only one of these approaches.The
research reported in submission 2 that engineers need to utilise a combination of learning
theories and have a range of learning approaches,which provides the required guided discovery
learning experiencessuitable for them. However, the amount of guidanceand support can differ
for eachengineerdependingon his or her degreeof motivation and interaction received, as well
as his or her existing knowledge and skills.
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Building appropriate instructional principles into e-learning activities can help learners in the
engineering environment to engage, participate, persevere and become satisfied with their
capabilities. Confidence can also grow as individuals complete each lesson and progressto the
next, acquiring new knowledge or skills that can be used on required tasks, or retained and
applied to future tasks. Steed (1999) divides these into three main areas- behaviour change,
information processingand motivation, and theseare summarisedas:
Behaviour change: Objectivists believe that behaviour is caused by leaming
feedback
involve
guidance,
reproduction,
observation,
experienceswhich
practice,
and/or reinforcement.
0

Information processing: Constructivists believe that information is more likely to
be acquired, retained and retrieved for future use if it is leamer-discovered,relevant
and builds on existing knowledge.

0

Motivation: Humanistic psychologistsbelieve the way that people feel about a task
likely
learners
it.
to accept and
Empowered
to
their
are
commitment
affects
likely
learners
to
these,
resist
are
anxious
changes,
whereas
challenges
and
undertake
further
discussed
issues
Motivation
are
such as adopting new e-learning methods.
with the 'affective' learning domain in the next section.

4.1.2 Learning Domains
Learning domains represent the different motivational, knowledge, understanding and
communication levels experiencedby learners, and these were fully reported in submission 4.
The researchidentified 'motivation' as an important areato initiate and maintain the engagement
of the learning process for individuals such as engineers,and so the main issues surrounding
motivation are outlined in this section.
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The motivation of engineersto undertakeany learning activity is dependenton the way they feel
and their commitmentto the activity. If they feel threatened,anxious or have low esteem,they are
likely to resist any change such as the introduction of new e-learning methods. Steed (1999)
suggeststhat confident and empowered learners are more likely to accept and undertake new
challenges,and be active participantsand collaboratein the learning environment.Keller (1983,
cited in Steed, 1999) developedthe 'affective' learning model, referred to as ARCS (Attention,
Relevance,Confidence,Satisfaction),to describethe way of understandingthe motivational needs
of a learner. The ARCS model describesthese four featureswithin the learning domain factor
(Steed,1999),which connectto other factorsin the framework:
1)

Attention: Engaging and maintaining the learner's attention can be achievedby the
design of the user interfaceand its usability, as will be discussedin the framework's
delivery categoryin section4.2. This can incorporatethe appropriateuse of navigation
structures, links, readability features and multimedia techniques.The sequenceof
instructionneedsto be consistent logical and well organisedin manageablee-learning
chunks, referred to as 'learning objects', as will be describedin section 4.2.4. These
not only deliver bite-sized content to individuals with limited time for learning, but
those with short concentrationspanscan benefit. Hence,the researchestablishedthat
modular learning content can help to improve retention and recall of the content, as
well as be engaging.

2)

Relevance: After achieving the learner's attention, the content needsto relate to the
instructional objectives and the learner's current task, as well as to the learner's own
self-development objectives. The leaming environment can be customisedto the
learner's profile where possible, to suit different learning styles, needs, existing
knowledge and skills, and prior experiences.Quality learning experiencesconsist of
having accessto a variety of rich, relevant information sources,togetherwith having
appropriatesupport when required. An instructor, whether human or an automated
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online assistant, can provide this support, guidance or feedback to the learner.
Additionally, the learning environment needsto contain clearly defined instructional
objectives with expected learner performance,assessmentsto measureperformance
and understanding,and relevant practice of the required knowledge or skills. Support
with learning activities is discussedin section4.3.3.
3)

fonfidence: This begins with the learner being aware of the performance criteria
by
learner's
increase
having
different
levels.
The
confidence
can
achievement
with
opportunities to demonstratehis or her newly acquiredknowledge or skills in a nonthreatening environment, and by having adequatefeedback and collaboration with
CAD
increase
in
The
trainees as
the
this
with
confidence
author
experienced
peers.
they progressedthrough the learning modes,from their step-by-stepguided exercises
to work-based problem-solving exercises.This is further discussedin section 4.2.1.
However, CAD support was given by the instructor during the class as and when
required. Learriers often increasetheir confidence by having control of their own
discovery of knowledge and by having multiple opportunitiesto create,organiseand
structure information into context, as well as build on their prior experiences.This
in
be
demonstrated
in
learners
Yet,
to
the
controlling
confident
need
casestudies.
was
their own learning pace and sequence,and be able to achieve important set learning
milestones critical for themselves as well as for their organisation. Self-directed
discovery leaming, as emphasised throughout the research, therefore requires
appropriatedirection and guidance.

4)

Satisfaction: One of the learner's main feelings of satisfaction comes with
successfully completing an exercise or assessment.This was experiencedwith the
trainees after the CAD exercises at Company X. Having appropriate assessments
with positive, responsiveand individual feedbackprovidesa level of satisfactionto the
learner in their own ability to learn and perform. Additionally, self-assessments
are
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important during and after the learning activities. A satisfied learner, confident in his
or her own proven ability, as Steed (1999) points out, is more likely to accept and
apply newly acquiredknowledge.

The senseof achievementoften motivates learnersto continue with further learning activities.
Each of the latter four stagesbuilds from its previous stage.For example, relevance is sought
once attention has been achieved, with finally satisfaction being achieved from successfully
accomplishing the learning activity. The relevance of the learning content to the learner, as
described in point (2), can be strengthenedif the learning environment is customised to the
learner's profile. This can be achieved by taking into account the individual's learning style
preferences,which are describednext.

4.1.3 Learning Styles
A
learning
describe
learning
The differentapproaches
the
numberof people
styles.
or ways of
have tried to categorisethe types of learning styles in detail, but Kolb, a professorin
from
built
is
behaviour,
best
known.
(1984)
Kolb
the
others,such
on
work
organisational
oneof
as Dewey (1938), Lewin (1951) and Piaget (1970) as discussedin section4.1.1.2. Kolb
identified four distinct learning stageson a continuumrunning from concreteexperiences,
Thesealso provide a
reflective observation,abstractconceptualisation
and experimentation.
four-stagelearning cycle, which is fundamentalto Kolb's experientiallearning theory as
discussed
in section4.1.1.2.Thesestagescanbe relatedto the learningcycle of the engineering
development
to the respectivelearningstylesasreportedin
environments
studiedby association
submission1. Honey & Mumford (1992)developeda learningstyle systemas a variationon
Kolb's work with four key learningstylesas being activist,reflector,theoristand pragmatist.
Thesealso representstagesin the learningcycle and mutually correspondto Kolb's learning
cycle and can be overlaid.Theseare illustratedin figure 4-1 with an engineeringproductdevelopmentexampleas defined for CompanyX, as follows:
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0

Concrete experiences: Iterative simulations are run, such as Finite Element Analysis

(FEA) on a CAD model, to seewhere the high areasof stressesare, in order to prove
the feasibility of the design. This is an 'activist'

learning style where learning is

achieved by doing and experiencing.
9

Reflective observation:

Analyse the output FEA results and the probable design

effects. This is a 'reflector'

learning style where information

is gathered before

conclusionsare reached.
0

Formulation

of abstract concepts: Use the CAD software to develop a new part or

modify the existing part, based on the prior FEA results. This is a 'theorist' learning

for
behind
the
things,
and
are
necessary
reason
concepts
relationships
style where
understanding.
0

Test concepts on new situations: Examine the newly modelled CAD part in a CAD
assembly, to see if this part fits with other parts and that there is adequate clearance.
This is a 'pragmatist' learning style by testing the practical application of what has
been learnt.
Run FEA Simulation
Concrete experiences

Test concepts on new situations
Pragmatist

Reflector
Formulation of
abstract concepts

Design & Development
Styles in the Engineering
Figure 4-1: Learning
(adapted from Kolb, 1984; and Honey & Mumford, 1992)

Cycle

This continuous learning cycle is typical of the engineering design and development process in
industry, and engineers in these environments practise all of these learning styles at different
stages of the product-development. Hence, the Honey & Mumford's

questionnaire survey at

Company X. as described in section 2.2.3, found there was an even distribution of engineers
against these learning styles tested. The author experienced, and continued to observe this
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learning cycle at CompanyX during her research.When optimising a product-developmenteach
learning style is adoptedand the engineer'sown self-developmentincreases.Each learning stage
outputs data, which in context is used as information required for the next stage's input.
Deming's continuousimprovementPDSA cycle (1993) has similarities with Kolb's learning cycle
(1984) and Honey & Mumford's correspondinglearning styles (1992), as listed below:
1)

I! Ian: Establisha plan for improvement.

2)

Do: Testthe plan.

3)

Study: Analyse,reflect and evaluatewhat hasbeendone.

4)

Act: Learn andchangefrom experiences.

Deming had originally called step (3) 'check', but changedit to 'study' to emphasiseexperiential
learning (Deming, 1993).Thus, the continuousimprovementcycle relatesto experientiallearning
becausepreviousexperiencesaretaken into accountfrom eachcycle as discussedin section4.1.1.2,
which correspondsto Kolb's model. Both product-development and self-development are
continuousimprovementprocesses,becauseevery time the cycle is completely iterated not only
doesthe product improve, but also the engineer'sexperienceis reinforced and increased.

A further survey was carried out at Company X to identify other learning styles using a
questionnairedevelopedby Felder (1996). This was becausethe author believed that Felder's
questionnaireprovided a more balanced approach by pairing learning styles, as described in
section 2.2.3 and reported in submission 1. The evidencefrom this showedthat engineersin the
design and developmentenvironmentat CompanyX, i.e. in the EngineeringDepartment,have a
strong 'visual' learning style preference compared to the rest of the professional population.
These findings are illustrated in appendix Al. However, it is debatable if engineersare born
visual learners or if they develop this learning style preference due to their environment.
Regardlessof which it is, the consequenceis the same, i.
e. engineers are visual learners.
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Therefore their learning can be more effective incorporating visual techniques, such as diagrams,
sketches, photographs, schematics, flow

charts, pictures, videos, computer graphics and

demonstrations, in educational and training programmes as well as in their everyday working
environment. The present CAD training in Company X contains some of these visual techniques
and so helps to satisfy the engineers' visual learning style preference. Additionally,

CAD can

incorporate advanced animation, VR and simulation techniques into its functionality, as well as
provide coloured graphics to sketch, model, assemble and analyse three-dimensional (313) parts.
CAD commands can also be represented as meaningful graphical metaphors, i. e. icons, and the
screen layout can be custornised to suit the engineer's style of working, as well as learning, using
a choice of icons and graphic colours

Office software tools, such as Microsoft
that engineers

content

incorporate
of e-leaming

graphical

are required

tutorials,

Word, Excel, Access and Project, and other instructional

presentations

content, its usability

section discusses the main factors

daily

to use as part of their
and demonstrations.

and delivery
investigated

are important
for delivering

encompasses the user interface design and its usability

work

at Company

X, do

In addition to the presentation

for engaging engineers. The next
the e-leaming

content,

and this

issues, which can affect the motivation

of

learners.

4.2

Delivery Category

This section highlights

the important factors researched in the delivery category of the

framework, and incorporates the user interface with its usability issues affecting an e-learning
development. The main usability areas researched cover the navigation structures, readability
issues and different multimedia applications. The role of the delivery function is to integrate the
learning activities together in a transparent way, enabling the learner to navigate effortlessly
between activities.

This involves accessing, using and interpreting

the learning content,

collaborating on activities involving the content, and having feedback on the knowledge or skills
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acquired from the content. Thus, the main factors describedin this section are learning modes,
communication and collaboration techniques,appropriateuse of feedback,learning objects, and
finally the user interface designand its usability issues.

4.2.1 Learning Modes
Learning modes help to build an experiential environment that goes beyond 'drill and practice'
activities, and is capable of producing realistic problem-solving situations, such as with VR or
simulations (Steed, 1999). The learning modeswere researchedand reportedin submission4, but
due to their importancein the engineer'slearning process,the main issuesare explained in this
sectionusingthe CompanyX casestudyto illustratethe variousmodes.

Engineersin their environmentsexperiencedifferent learning modesranging from presentation,
demonstration,guided and self-directed through to problem-solving activities, to suit their level
of competenceor expertise. The CAD training and learning environment at Company X is
representedthrough the following learning mode stages:
1)

Presentation: Engineers are presentedwith new CAD information and taught the
basic CAD concepts,theory and functionality.

2)

Demonstration: Engineersare shown how theseCAD conceptsrelate to the current
learning activities and then they are required to complete a small task after each
demonstration.

3)

Guided: The engineersare supportedand monitored during their step-by-stepCAD
exercises,which group togethera seriesof taskslearnt from the demonstrationstage.

4)

Self-directed: Engineers consolidate what they have learnt so far and control the
sequenceand paceof an exercisethat can have different pathsto the solution, suchas
for command selection and graphical feature construction. 'Me
engineersfollow the
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(part
identical
3D
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drawing
to
the
model
achieve
required and
sameengineering
or assembly)for the exercise.
5)

Problem-solving: Engineers are presented with a relevant work-based design
problem to solve using the CAD system.This discovery learning processencourages
the use of their newly acquired skills to solve an actual design problem. Again there
but
CAD
3D
for
this time the models can
different
the
model,
constructing
are
paths
look very different, even given the same design requirements. This is typical in
is
design
the
to
If
two
development.
engineers,
given
specification
a
engineering
designs will differ depending on the engineers' knowledge, CAD skills and prior
be
both
designs
the
function'
'fit
but
same.
will
the
of
and
engineeringexperiences,

At Company X, the presentationand demonstrationlearning modes are currently instructor-led
for the CAD training. This was typical of other engineering organisationsexperiencedby the
Then
initially
to
the
information
being
CAD
engineers.
observing
presented
author, with the
during these instructor-led modes, the CAD tasks involve engineers practising and repeating
demonstration activities. The guided mode assists in building the engineers' confidence by
having support available when required during the CAD exercisesas discussedin section 4.2.1.
Also the instructor needsto expressthat making a mistake, i. e. 'trial and error' is part of this
learning process.The self-directed mode encouragesengineersto apply their newly acquired
knowledge more than in the guided mode, and perform interactive tasks on their own and have
control of their own learning sequence,paceand style.

The learning modes relate to their progressionfrom the objectivism to constructivism learning
theories as described in section 4.1.1.3. The objectivism learning theory is experiencedin the
presentation, demonstration and guided modes, and the constructivism theory is experienced
from self-directed to the problem-solving modes. The problem-solving mode builds from the
self-directed mode by presenting the engineer with different learning exercises in different
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situations, in order to apply their own judgement and practise their newly acquired skills.
Eventually engineers become competent and skilled at using CAD as a design tool from utilising
it on a daily basis, and also they become more experienced at engineering design. Figure 4-2
illustrates the association between the learning theories in the philosophy category with the
learning modes of the delivery category, and the type of assessment required.

PHILOSOPHY

LearningTheories:
>- Constructivism
)ý-Objectivism

DELIVERY

LearningModes:
Problem-Solvin
5)
>
4) Self-Directed
3)Guided
> 2)Demonstration
1)Presentation

MANAGEMENT

Self& Peer

CADLESSON
Figure 4-2: Connections between Learning Theories, Modes & Assessments in the Framework

The instructor-led modes often have instructor-led assessmentswith step-by-step exercises.
determine
in
before
be
These assessments
their
to
task
to
order
and
a
after
can
given engineers
levels of competency.From the guided to problem-solving modes,engineerscan test themselves
by repeating an exercise without viewing the step-by-stepinstructions, by just examining the
follow-up
3D
A
drawing
assessment
part
or
assembly.
a
engineering
required
which represents
of an engineer's activities can provide feedback and advice, and suggested solutions or
alternative routes when a problem is encountered.Peer-assistancecan be given in this nonthreatening familiar learning environment to test an engineer's knowledge and assumptions
about a multi-solution problem for optimising a design. This also emulatesthe real engineering
development environment, and feedback given from peers can help verify and strengthenan
engineer's understanding. The next section discusses communication and collaboration
techniqueswith peers.
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4.2.2 Communication

& Collaboration

Techniques

Engineers make extensive use of communication and collaboration techniques through
interpersonal means as well as through shared information resources(Hertzurn & Pejtersen,
2000). Studiesreviewed by King et al (1994) revealedthat engineersspend40-66% of their time
in communication and collaboration activities in order to obtain information for their tasks and
disseminate the results from their work. Communication is the flow of information, and
collaboration uses communication techniquesto share information in joint activities (French et
al, 1999).

The communicationand collaboration functionality within e-learning environmentsare provided
by using asynchronousand synchronoustechniques (French et al, 1999; Hall, 1997; Ravet &
Layte, 1997).Each techniquehas its strengthsand weaknessesand is appropriatefor a different
set of learning situations. Asynchronous and synchronous techniques were reported in
submission2. Online synchronousinteraction involves learners,or learner and instructor, being
online at the same time and communicating in real-time. The main synchronoustechniques
investigatedwere:
0

Chat rooms/ Instant messaging: These provide real-time communicationsbetween
two or more people basedon typed text. WMG trialled chat rooms in their 'Global EBusiness' (GEB) module on the E2BM MSc course.This allowed module-specific
syndicate groups to jointly share ideas and results instantly. Studentswere able to
discuss their work with the Module Tutor at a set time. However, this was not
practical when the module was run for studentsoverseaswith the Module Tutor UKbasedbecauseof differences in the time-zones.Also, all parties neededto be on-line
at the sametime, with times needing to be arrangedby the tutor in advanced.These
restricting featurescausedthis synchronoustechniquenot to be taken further.
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0

Virtual whiteboards: These provide an area on a computer screenwhere multiple
by
Instructional
investigated
WMG's
draw
Whiteboards
were
or
on.
users can write
Developers, but presently the Module Tutors do not require them on their E2BM
MSc modules. However, Company X uses a virtual whiteboard within their video
conferencingtechnology.
Video conferencing: This provides a real-time online conference facility between
two or more participants at different sites using the Internet to transmit digital
Web-cam,
Participants
data
a
use
streams.
compressions of audio and video
Besides
the
to
their
communicate.
computer
on
microphone and speakersmounted
documents,
be
to
share
can
used
transmission,
video conferencing
audio and visual
help
Video
information
can
conferencing
and whiteboards.
computer-displayed
identify
to
taking
learners
their
to
prior
authenticity
of
a
visual
examination
provide
is
Video
level
conferencing
their
of satisfaction.
online tests as well as gauge
initial
for
due
WMG
to
set up,
option
presently not a practical or cost-effective
distribution and ongoing maintenanceof the technology,and their lack of resources.
Company X had invested in this technology to provide a means for their engineers
basedin the UK and Asia to work collaboratively together on product-development
issues.This helps them to discussideas and gaugetheir colleagues' reaction as well
UK-based
their
the
of
sending
expense
as sketch suggested solutions, without
product-developmentteam aboard.

The main benefit of synchronousinteraction is that the acquisition of information or knowledge
and receiving peer or tutor feedback is immediate. However, the downside experiencedin the
WMG case study were the imposed time constraints,logistics in getting studentsonline at the
same time, as well as the technology problems. Also, bandwidth is a consideration when
designing content using synchronoustechniques, as Steed (1999) points out that its limitation
can causepoor media performanceand learnersexperiencing long wait and responsetimes. To
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avoid bandwidth consumingtechniqueslike video conferencing,individuals can be to represent
by avatars,i.e. 3D computergeneratedmodels of themselvesor an icon (Ravet & Layte, 1997).
Asynchronoustechniqueshave been utilised more with WMGs e-learning environment.This is
becausethey have either been incorporated in E-Lab's developmenttools and so have incurred
no direct costs to WMG, or available as standard technology at WMG. Also, asynchronous
learning provides the flexibility for learnersto be self-directed and control the pace, and often
time, of their learning activity. The main asynchronoustechniquesinvestigatedwere:
0

Email (Electronic Mail): This is one of the main forms of communicating a textbased messagefrom one person to another, or others, via the Internet or Intranet.
Messages can also contain attachments,such as text document or picture files.
Emailing is used by Company X's engineers and WMG's students as their main
method of electronic communication. Often professional engineers email team
CAD
with
or
attached
reports
stakeholders
membersand other product-development
files, prior to any face-to-face collaborative meetings taking place. For example,
meetings to discussproduct-develoPmentfeasibility issues,such as DIM and DFA
built
discuss
Manufacturing
Department
to
the
meetings
prototype
or external
with
issueswith suppliers.
Initially, a module-dedicatedemailing system was developed by the Instructional
Developers at WMG for their bespoke platform. This created unique student
emailing accountsthat were able to be monitored by MWG's e-leaming providers.
Emailing communicationswere only available between the studentson a particular
module and the Module Tutor. This email systemwas eventually stoppeddue to the
following main limitations identified in the WMG casestudy:
0

Considerable time was needed by the Instructional Developer to create the
students'email accountsand input their unique login and initial password.
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0

The students' details were not transferableto another E2BM module, so their
details had to be enteredagain.
The email account was only active during the module running and the
associatedPMA work, i.e. sevenweeks.

0

The email accounts were not able to be integrated with the students' main
university email accounts,in order them to retrieve old module-basedemails.

Discussion Forums/ Bulletin

Board:

These services provide areas where

individuals with common interests can exchange open text-based messagesas
threadeddiscussions,and links to webpagesto support the message.The individual
has control over posting to and browsing the boards.Presently,the GEB module on
the E2BM MSc courseusesdiscussionforums as a mid-module activity. Individually
studentspost their associatedworking activities and outputs from a syndicategroup
exercise.This provides sharedlearning resourcesfor all in the group. All the content
posted is then assessedby the Module Tutor as a group effort. Company X did not
use discussionforums in their working or learning environments.
0

Virtual Library: This was a bespokeonline collaborative learning spacecreatedby
the Instructional Developers at WMG, which worked like a non-threadedbulletin
board. Virtual libraries were producedin the initial e-leaming trials at WMG, before
E-Lab's developmenttools were available. They allowed studentsand the Module
Tutor to populate, access,and shareuseful links and upload relevant information for
their leaming resources.These comprised of module-specific documents,business
case studies, online catalogues, and hyperlinks to websites and appropriate
University of Warwick's library literature. The main limitations with the virtual
library functionality identified in the WMG casestudy were:
Each virtual library was module dependent,so considerabletime and effort
was
spentby Instructional Developerssetting one up, eachtime a module ran.
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0

They required constant monitoring of content by the Module Tutors as there
were often repeatedlinks and uploadedentriesposted.

0

Instructional Developers had to continually modify the virtual library's
by
former
for
the
to
as
changes
point
as
requested
well
software code cater
Module Tutors.

0

The virtual library was only available during the module running and the
information
links
PMA
the
and
were not accessible
and
so
work,
associated
afterwards.

Since the initial trials of virtual libraries at WMG, Module Tutors have not required
be
is
functionality
this
If
provided
can
this
again,
needed
them within their modules.
by E-Lab's developmenttools and incorporatedwithin a discussionforum or group
Web-log. Section 4.4 describesWeb-logs which have advancedin educational use
since submission2 was reported.

Both asynchronous and synchronous techniques are important for the interactive learning
to
for
individual
needs
environment
e-leaming
effective
an
so
and
a
group,
and
an
experience
integrate them appropriately. For example, the learner can study and discuss a topic
he
Then
level
in
or she can check
to
of
understanding.
asynchronously, order gain a common
their understandingwith their peers synchronously in a chat room or a VLE. Alternatively, a
immediate
by
learner,
be
the
taken
which
provides
quiz
can
multiple-choice
self-assessed
feedback of the scored results. Leamer assessmentsare further discussed in section 4.3.6.
Feedback is an important element in communication and collaboration activities, as it helps
learnersand instructors to adapt future learning directions. Feedbacktechniques are described
next.
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4.2.3 Feedback Techniques
Feedbacktechniquesare importantto reinforceand supportthe contentdeliveredto learners.
Learnerscan be given feedbackon their performancefrom peersand instructors,but also
to them.Thesetwo differenttypesof
learnerscanprovidefeedbackon their learningexperiences
feedbackare known as 'extrinsic' and 'intrinsic' feedback,respectively. Both are important
factorsin providingeffectivee-learning(Ravet& Layte,1997;Hayneset al, 2004).

Electronic feedbackis given to a learner by using communication and collaboration techniques
described in section 4.2.2, as well as being provided electronically, such as by an automated
WMG
At
the
electronic
extrinsic
main
simulation.
a
computer-based
or
within
system
assessment
feedback,given to a studentduring a modulerunning andassociatedPMA work, is by:
"

Personalisedand supportiveemails from the Module Tutor and fellow students.

"

Online threaded forum discussionsto reinforce understandingand test ideas with
peersin syndicategroups.
Results scoredfrom pre-module self-assessments
provided automatically given once
PMA
to
the
mark.
overall
contribute
completed,which
PMA mark and comments(often with sample answers)from the Module Tutor are
notified by email. There are plans to electronically post theseto student'sworkspace.
PresentlyE-lab's developmenttools are not integratedwith the post-graduatestudent
record system.

Feedbackfrom instructor-led, peer-assisted,or self-directed assessmentscan incorporateadvice
with suggestedsolutions or alternative routes when a learning obstacleis encountered.Feedback
from assessmentsgives learnersan "accurate gauge of their learning progress" (Steed, 1999).
Learner assessmentsare described in section 4.3.5. Haynes et al (2004) suggest that good
feedback needs to be designed to give information on the quality of learners' work and its
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strengths and weaknesses,and encouragelearners to reflect on their work and work towards
managing their own learning. This enables self-directed learners, such as Company X's
engineersand WMG's post-graduatestudents,to develop their own self-developmentlearning
plans. At Company Y, this can be with the assistanceof line managers,HR manager, and
training instructor. At WMG, this can be with the assistanceof academic mentors, project
supervisorsand Module Tutors. Theseplans can describehow learnersare going to transfer what
they have leamt to their next learning activity or current work-basedtask.

Learners can submit an assessmentof their learning experiencesto the instructors, which feeds
back against their own learning goals and how they believe they have performed. Having
intrinsic feedback on how learners feel about a learning activity can improve a subsequent
running of the activity: Instructors can modify the content material and Instructional Developers
can alter how the content is delivered. Both Company X and WMG provide evaluation forms to
studentsat the end of a taught module, which enablesthe studentsto provide feedbackon their
learning experiences.This demonstratesthe 'reaction' level to learning from 'Kirkpatrick's
evaluation model' (Kirkpatrick, 1996),and this is further describedin section4.3.6.

Providing feedback to learners in a VLE can be difficult compared to traditional classroom
settings, where leamers can just raise their hand and ask the instructor for examples or
clarification about a topic. When electronic feedback is given, the instructor can not gauge
learners' level of satisfactionwith the quality of responsegiven, from their expressionsor body
language.Making use of video conferencingtechniquesusing Web-camtechnologycan improve
viewing and assessinglearners' satisfaction. However, investment in this technology is not a
practical option for WMG, as describedin section4.2.2. Having positive, responsive,relevantand
individual feedbackcan help towardsthis satisfactionlevel, as point (4) in section4.1.2 described.
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Thus, the design and integration of feedback techniques are important in the delivery of the
learning content, as these can influence the learning experiencesand level of satisfaction of
learners. Feedbackgiven at timely intervals within learning activities can help to maintain or
increaselearners' motivation with the activity. A way to achievethis is to use 'learning objects'
to developmore modular activities and theseare discussednext.

4.2.4 Learning Objects
The majority of e-leaming content is developedfor a specific or complete purpose,such as for a
whole lesson or an entire course, with little consideration for its re-use (Harris & Shepherd,
1999). This was experienced with the WMG case study. However, learning becomes more
digestible when the content is broken down into manageablechunks. Instructional Developers
refer to these small content chunks as 'learning objects'. Two ways for putting the amount of
content into a single learning object is by:
0A

logical division of the content. This can dependon the time allocated or allowed,
as explained in the timeframes;section4.3.4.
The amount of time a learner can maintain concentration. Gaining and
maintaining the learner's attention was explained in section4.1.2.

E-learning content can be accessed,and more importantly reused on a modular basis when
createdfrom learning objects. With regular feedbackat the end of each learning object, learners
can be motivated to progress by seeing their own learning objects being completed.
Traditionally, learning content for a course has been delivered in several one or two-hour
intervals called lessons, and these were experienced with WMG's postgraduate modules.
Learning objects are much smaller componentsof learning, often 15 minutes activities (Harris &
Shepherd,1999).From the investigations,the key characteristicsof learning objects are:
0

Self-contained: Each learning object can be accessedindependently
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Reusable: A learning object can be used in various contexts for a variety of
purposes. For example a module's introductory session at WMG can consist of
individual
learning
in
different
lesson
turn can
objects,
which
as
overviews
several
be used at the start of each respective lesson. The value of a learning object is
increased each time it is reused, becausethis produces cost-savings by avoiding
further effort and time on designand developmentof its subjectmatter.
Combined: Learning objects can be grouped into larger collections of content,
including traditional coursestructures.
Tagged with Meta-data: Descriptive information is taggedto each learning object,
allowing it to be found by a searchengine.
Communicative: Learning objects can communicateto a LMS to obtain information
about a learnerand record their performanceinformation.
Customisable: Coursescan be custornisedusing specific learning objects for each
individual, departmentor organisation. Only the necessarylearning objects need to
be selectedand taken for typically a 15 minute lesson,which provides a just-enough
help
JIT
learning
Modular
to
objects
and a
approach
content custornisation.
personalisethe content by permitting the delivery and combination of content at the
required competencylevel of the learner. However, guidance and close monitoring
are requiredto ensureappropriateselectionand combination of the learning objects.
Interoperable:

The object approach allows organisations to set their own

requirementsregarding design, developmentand presentationof the learning objects
basedon their needs,whilst being able to connect with other learning systems.As
having
learning
for
2,
reusable
objects complies
and
submission
researched
reported
with the SharableContent Object ReferenceModel (SCORM) industrial standard.
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The utilisation of learning objects was one of the recommendationsmade by the author to
Company X and WMG, which was reported in submission 5. By making WMG aware of the
characteristics and benefits of learning objects, their e-leaming development team have
subsequently begun to investigate and test a more modular approach in their content
development.However, when designing content for complete e-leaming lessonsor for reusable
learning objects, Instructional Developersneedto model the leaming content as part of the larger
requirement, such as a course or programme, as well as consider the content for a stand-alone
activity. Thesetwo requirementsdo not have to conflict, but both needthoughtful planning to be
effective. Additionally, care is required in blending appropriate leaming objects, so not only to
seamlesslyconnect them together, but to provide the adequatedepth required for the leaming
requirements.Therefore to assist with the planning, clear specifications need to be established
with the rangeof developmentconcerns,such as what technologiesare to be used,and similarly,
what templates,standards,structural rules and modular level of content are required. Submission
4 reportedthe investigationsinto the content developmentof the leaming objects. The important
aspectsthat came out of the research,and emphasisedby Longmire et al (2000), identified that
the developmentof learning objects needto have:
0

Consistentterminology and languageof the subjectarea.
Accessibleand comprehensibleinformation.

0

Non-sequentialinformation acrossobjects,i. e. independentlearning objects.

0

Appropriate content and languagefor a wider audience.

0

Searchableareasthat usekeywords.

These points not only assist in the developmentof learning objects but they also aid the larger
developmentof the userinterfaceand its usability, which are explainednexL
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4.2.5 User Interface Design & Usability Issues
Designingan e-learningportal and its associatewebpagesis not a single activity that only
involves selecting the most appropriateWeb technologies,but involves consideringthe
philosophyand management
aspectsof e-leamingwith the delivery environment.Thesecan
require different and often conflicting interfacedesigns.The interfaceneedsto cater for
philosophylearning factors such as different instructionalprinciples,learningdomainsand
learningstyles,as describedin section4.1. Thus,the challengeis to integratethe necessary
functionalitywithin oneinterfaceto caterfor differente-learningactivities,suchas:
1)

Exercisesto work through and practise.

2)

Collaboration with peersand instructors.

3)

Self-directedand instructor-led assessments.
Accessto a variety of infonnation sources.

5)

Guidanceand help for a learning activity.

A way to take into account the visual learning style preference of engineers,as discussedin
section 4.1.3, is to graphically representthe above activities as metaphors,i.e. icons, on the user
interface. Presently, familiar desktop metaphorsare used on most computers and consist of a
notepad, calculator, filing cabinet and folders. Therefore, the author suggeststhe following
metaphors to representthe links to the learning activities as listed above: Point (1) can be
representedby a hand holding a spanner.Point (2) can be representedby a symbol for people.
The link for point (3) can be illustrated as a hand holding a pen. Point (4) can be representedas
an open book. Point (5) can be shown as a question mark symbol. These metaphors are
respectively illustrated in figure 4-3. Whatever icons are chosen to represent the learning
activities, it is important that they remain consistent in their design and functionality, so as to
avoid confusion with the learners.
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Figure 4-3: Metaphors representing Learning Activity Links.

Maintaining the design consistencywith metaphors,which affect the e-leaming user interface
design, have similar issues to other website designs. Other usability issues that have been
researched(Harris & Shepherd,1999; Spool et al, 1999) and suggestedto WMG and Company
X, and partially adoptedat WMG are:
0

Navigation structure: The hierarchy of menus and content need to be considered
with respectto navigation links. Such links utilised at WMG provided the movement
up and down long webpages, forwards and backwards between webpages in
sequenceand between hierarchical linked levels as well as for selecting activities.
Links were via menus, metaphors, text or graphics. The placements of these
navigation links are important, and care needsto be given for dependenciesnot to be
createdbetweenlearning objects. The latter was not applicable at WMG as learning
objects had not been implemented.

0

Readability features: Colours, fonts, metaphorsand text size can be chosento assist
the readability of webpages.Instructional Developers at WMG spent considerable
time liaising with the Module Tutors to perfect this: The actual layout of the text and
graphics required design, development and testing time to provide effective
readability and 'scanability', i.e. skim reading,of the learning content.This consisted
of sections broken down into logical areas,white-spacebetween the blocks of text,
bullet points and numbered lists. Each webpage had a meaningful title, with
important information written clearly and concisely, and placed near the top of the
webpage.Scrolling and graphicswere used appropriately, but sparingly, as too much
useof graphicscan distract learriersand is discussedin the next point.
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0

Multimedia

application:

Appropriate

use of multimedia,

especially audio and

visual, is important. Multimedia needs to enhancethe learning experience but not
distract the learners.The author observedthat there was too much multimedia used
with one of the pilot trials at WMG: An electronic introductory lesson was given to
students where the Module Tutor's head was moving about excessively, the text
scrolled too quickly down the screen, and the narrative audio did not synchronise
with the tutor's lip movements. The Instructional Developers realised that by having
a still picture of the Module Tutor with the scrolling text and audio was less
distracting for the learners.

The usability of an e-learning environment depends on what is attempting to be accomplished.
Whether the users are browsing, searching or downloading files, reading instructions for learning
activities or collaborating with peers, the main purpose is to obtain information, and in context
this becomes knowledge for the user. The term 'user' indicates instructors as well as learners.
This is because instructors, as with WMG or Company X, also have to work in the learning
environment to develop the instruction or information

with the assistance of Instructional

Developers. The responsibilities of these different users, i. e. the stakeholders of e-learning, were
discussed in section 3.2. The management aspects of e-learning also need to be considered when
designing the user interface, and the next section describes how user security, resources, support
and administration factors are managed in the learning environment.

4.3

Management

Category

This section describes the main factors investigated in the managementcategory of the elearning framework, which comprise of security issues, instructor and learner resourcesand
support, and administration facilities. However, all factors in the managementcategory have
some administration element attachedto them, whether this is recording, tracking or assessing
student learning progress and achievements, or document managing. For instance, learner
Warwick Manufacturing Group
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participation and achievement in activities can be tracked and recorded. These management
activities are not only beneficial for instructors and Instructional Developers,but also for selfdirected engineersto monitor their own performance and progress.An e-learning lesson or a
complete programme can consider managing factors such as the environment's security,
These are
available resources,allocated timescales,support facilities and learners' assessments.
explained in the following sub-sections.First security features such as access control and
intellectual property protection are describednext.

4.3.1 Security for E-learning Activities
Security is an important area associatedwith e-leaming which needsto be properly managedto
ensure correct authorised use and protection of the e-learning content. Security is especially
important for e-learning content that is to be assessedand for corporate e-training involving
company sensitive information, as well as for payment over the Internet for an e-lesson.The
following are the main issuesrelated to e-leaming security that were investigated (Hall, 1997;
Steed,1999;Frenchet al, 1999;Young et al, 1999)and reportedin submission2:
0

Access control: Managing and authorising different accessrights are necessaryfor
different users in the e-learning environment. Studentsneed to accesstheir own elearning workspace,allocated activities and own work. E-leaming providers, such as
Instructional Developers and Module Tutors, need to access their e-leaming
development workspace to create, add, modify or delete learning activities. Thus,
authenticationis important for an e-learning environment.Authenticating a user can
range from entering passwordsto using biometrics. Questions can be posed in the
middle of a test which asks information on family history that only the authentic user
knows. A visual examination of the learner taking the test using video conferencing
techniquesis a solution, but often not a practical or cost-effective one if many need
to be tested,becauseof the initial set up, maintenanceand managementissues.Due to
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the low cost of implementation, passwords are generally used in e-learning
his
her
WMG
At
student
and
e-learning
provider
can
access
or
each
environments.
workspace from a single entry point using a unique university username and a
randomly assignedpassword.The passwordcan be changedremotely once in the elearning environment.Once logged on, the studentaccesseshis or her own core and
elective modulesand any pre-work allocated by the Module Tutor. Initially, separate
accesswas required to each individual module when external e-learning platforms
were being trialled at WMG.
Information confidentiality: Encryption can be used to ensureinformation passing
through the Internet remains private. It does this by basically scrambling the
information from the senderand unscramblingthe information for the receiver only.
At WMG, this is particularly important for the e-leaming providers delivering the eleaming content or gradesto the students,and for studentssubmitting their work or
assessments
over the Web to the Module Tutors.
Protection of Intellectual Property: Digital watermarking technology can be used
to mark electronic text, images and sounds for copyright purposes, so that
is
by
WMG,
Plagiarism
be
software
used
unauthorised copying can
recognised.
where students can check their work, make appropriate changesand add citations
before submitting their work. Module Tutors can use the software to verify the
are their own work.
students' electronic assessments
Preventing Viruses: Viruses range from displaying unwanted messages to
corrupting files and even the hard drive. They can be attachedto files that the user
downloads, as well as to Emails. Thus, virus prevention software needs to be
installed to protect the e-learning environment. These virus checkers monitor the
user's computer system for suspiciousactivities and known viruses. WMG usesthe
university's imposedvirus protection devicessuchas firewalls and spamfilters.
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Having a securee-learning environment helps to provide a private environmentto learn in, trust
in the learning content and confidence in using the environment. Managing security is an
important CSF and point (12) in section 5.2 identifies this. Managing upstreamand downstream
resourcesalso require secure accessand information confidentially when sending documents.
Resourcesin e-learning activities are describednext.

4.3.2 Resources for E-learning Activities
An important issue observedwithin the casestudies,which often gets neglected,is the need for
learnersto constructreportsand presentationsto supporttheir learning assessments
and progress.
Presentationapplications are sometimes isolated, and this was highlighted by the studentsat
WMG, as they often found difficulty in combining their learning with documenting their
progress. The requirement is to integrate information flow upstream as well as downstream
(Ravet & Layte, 1997). Upstream resourcesare inputs such as referencematerial, videos and
technical documentation,and downstreamresourcesare the outputs suchas reports, spreadsheets
and electronic presentations. Communication and collaboration with peers and tutors, as
described in section 4.2.2, are important as they provide integration between upstream and
downstream resources by incorporating shared information and sending documents. The
resourcesprovide the link between information sourcesthat contribution to the learning process.
Electronic resourcestrialled by WMG were:
0

Learning content accessedthrough a table of contents,index or glossary.

0

Referencesexplained or highlighted, if selectedor hovered-overwith the computer
mouse.

40

Online communicationand collaboration with peersor tutors to shareinformation.

0

Infonnation exported to other resources,such as word processorsin order to create
presentationsand reports.
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The Internet provides a good media for providing and integrating the above resources.The
design and usability of the user interface can be challenging as explained in section 4.2.5, and so
is
described
is
important,
learning
this
next.
and
activity resources
providing supportwith

4.3.3 Support with E-learning Activities
to
The supportfacility providesthe learnerwith the direction,guidanceandfeedbacknecessary
learning
different
The
be
in
the
task.
to
the
with
competent
perform
relevantactivities order
During
different
the
in
4.2.1,
described
of
support.
amounts
require
modes, as
section
but
is
demonstration
at the self-directedand
expected,
support
presentation,
and guidedmodes,
whenrequired.
problem-solving
modes,supportcanberequested

An e-learning programmeneedsto incorporateadequatesupportinginformation to assistlearners
through the learning process.One method of guidance,recommendedby the author to Company
X as well as to WMG, is to use a 'site map' to describethe different learning activities and how
they relate to each other, as well as assist with navigating around the website. The following
from
investigations,
the case study work, as
identified
from
the
predominantly
points were
needingto be consideredwhen designingsupportfeaturesin an e-learningprogramme:
0A

how
illustrates
they relate to
the
that
and
activities
e-leaming
sequenceof
site map
the leaming objectives.

0

Further explanationsand online referencesmade available in an e-learning activity
when required. Different learning modes can be developed with different support
facilities.
Visual cuescan provide effective navigation for an e-leaming activity for engineers.
Instructional objectives need to be clear and precise, so that learners can tell at a
glancewhat is expectedof them and how the objectives relate to their needs.
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A menu can provide choice betweenthe different support activities, such as online
help, documentation,self-assessmentpractising new skills, writing a report or using
a discussionforum to post a descriptionof the problem to requestpeer assistance.
0

Electronic communicationsand supportivefeedbackfrom peersand instructors.

Each leamer action and achievementcan be recorded and tracked to assist e-leaming providers
develop improved or bespoke support features in the e-learning activities. Recording and
tracking can help learners monitor their own progress and identify areas where they need
support. Deciding when support is given in the learning activity can be a decision for the
learners,instructor, or both parties,which can be timely intervals in the activity. The next section
discussestimeframes.

4.3.4 Learning Timeframes
Learners can have specific time constraints placed on them to complete an activity, by the
instructionalobjectives,instructors,managers,or self-imposedby themselvesto satisfy their own
learningrequirements.In industry, the learningconstraintsare due to working taskstaking priority
and time needsto be found for learning activities to fit around work tasks (Fink & Holifield,
2004). Yet, self-directed individuals, such as engineers,can often set their own learning and
working pace, direction and amount they wish to pursue, providing they meet the timeframe
requirements,suchas a product-developmentmilestone.Only contentrequiredto be learritneedsto
be chosen,with a record of what has alreadybeenachievedand prior experiencesbeing storedfor
each learner.Therefore,an individual in industry or academiacan return and continuewith his or
her learningactivity from the samepoint that he or shepreviously left from. This allows individuals
to spreadtheir leaming over the allocatedduration,which is convenientfor them, especially in a
working environment(Steed,1999;Ravet & Layte, 1997).
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An e-learningprogrammecan provide pre-testsfor eachlearningactivity to assesswhat specifically
Thus,
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timeframecan customisedaccording each
time required for the learnerwho already knows specific contentwithin the programme,module,
lessonor task. A lessontimeframecan indicatethe allocatedrunning times for instructor-ledonline
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4.3.5 Learner Assessments
Knowledge acquisition and assessmentare both learning activities. This section focuses on
learning
involves
their
learners'
within
participation
measuring
assessing
performance, which
incorporates
learning.
This
from
assessmentactivities
their
activities as well as
achievements
such as tracking progress, testing understanding,grading and recording work, and providing
learning
in
learners
feedback
their
to
environments.
or
working
to
advance
adequate
assist
Acquiring knowledge and assessingperformancein an e-learning environment can range from
reading electronic information and being tested online using multiple-choice questions, to
interactingwith peersin a VLE and having feedbackfrom them in an online forum.

Electronic assessmenttools can make grading and recording of assessments,
especially multiplechoice questions,more efficient than traditional paper-basedmethodsas scorescan be tabulated
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immediately, providing fast and accurate feedback to the learners (Steed, 1999; French et al,
1999). However, answeringmultiple-choice questionsinvolves little experiential experiencefor
learners, especially if a test score result is the only feedback. A more effective way of
assessment,as Ravet & Layte (1997) point out, is to allow learnersto monitor their own progress
through problem-solving exercises.This requires them to use what they have learnt and only
refer back to the content if further explanation or guidance is required. Thus, self-directed
'discovery' learning is integrated with guided 'structured' learning. Learners have the
opportunity to manipulate concepts and rules to validate theoretical models, and build a
representationof their own knowledge, which can be shared,discussedand assessedwith their
peersor instructors,as well as reflected on by themselves(Ravet & Layte, 1997).

However, the self-directedleaming assessments
can still have boundariesimpose on them, such
as timeframes. Timeframes set milestones for completing learning activities, i. e. the expected
time to acquire the knowledge or skill, and time given to complete the assessment.Timeframes
were discussedin section 4.3.4. Hall (1997) points out that when developing e-leaming lessons,
adequatetime needs to be given to the learners mastering a learning activity prior to them
progressingto the next activity. Measuring learners' performance can take into account their
time taken to accomplish each activity. Excess time taken can then result in marks being
deducted.For example, each day a MSc student's PMA is overdue at WMG, i.e. past the six
weeks from when the module finished, one percent is deducted from the PMA's final mark.
PMAs being late due to printer problems, the Royal Mail, or physical restrictions are now not
issuesfor WMG. SinceOctober 2005, PMAs are required to be submittedelectronically over the
Internet to WMG's MSc CourseAdministration Office. The submissionsare done via the MSc's
website where a student logs into his or her secureworkspace, selectsthe appropriatemodule,
and then uploadsthe PMA file. The student's library card number is addedto the beginning of
the PMA file for added security and ease of identification at the Administration Office. A
challenge for designing electronic assessmentsis knowing that the leamer being assessedis
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genuine. Providing a secureenvironment is important for the e-learning content being assessed,
and this needsto be properly managedto ensurecorrect authoriseduse and safe content storage.
Section 4.3.1 described security issues and ways to determine a learner's correct identity.

Learner assessmentscan be mid-activity self-assessmentsand peer-assessments,as well as
having the normal pre and post-activity assessments,such as instructor-basedtests. A postactivity assessmentexamines the learner's competency level, which identifies what has been
understood and ability the learner has with mastering tasks. This also determines if the
instructional objectives have been met. A pre-activity assessmentcan test the learner's prior
knowledge before embarking on an e-learning activity. Then if necessary,the learning content
can be tailored to particular learning requirementsor styles. Figure 4-4 illustrates a diagram
developed by the author to show the areas that contribution to the learner's acquisition and
assessmentof knowledge
and
skills.
Z:
I

e.g. Problem-solving
activities,Simulations, ýýl
Interactions,
Manipulateconcepts& rules.

'Prior' Knowledge,
Skills & Experiences

Instructor-based
pre-activity
s

'Acquire New'
Knowled e or Skills

Structured'Learning
Timed
Drill& practice,
e.g. Guidedactivities,
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obiectives.
s,Followinq

Figure 4-4: Contributions
Gordon, 2004a)

to Acquisition
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& Assessment of Knowledge

& Skills (James-

Post-activity assessments follow the taught part of the E213M MSc modules at WMG, in the
form of PMAs written up by students and marked by Module Tutors. The PMA is an extension
to the module and enables students to build from the learning content presented and draw upon
their prior experiences. The best PMA marks, from nine of twelve modules attended, are taken
forward and contribute to 50% of the overall E213M MSc grade. The student's dissertation
makes
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up the remaining 50% of the overall MSc grade. However, pre-module assessmentsand midmodule work can also contribute to 15% and 30% of the total PMA mark respectively.
Investigations into pre-module work at WMG was mainly for 'Global E-Business' (GEB), 'ECommerceTechnologies' (ECT) and 'Finance for E-Business' (FEB) modules as these initially
had the most e-learning activities developedcomparedto the other E213Mmodules. The aim of
pre-modulework is to bring studentsup to a similar knowledge level, familiarises them with the
topic's terminology and concepts,and practice and checktheir understandingbefore they embark
on the taught classroomlessons.The pre-module work at WMG has involved being introduced
to the module's topic by first reading case studies and/ or recommendedliterature, and then
being assessedon this topic using online multiple-choice tests. Initially, there were problems
with the multiple-choice tests on the E213MMSc courseat WMG, as studentswere able to have
severalgoes at the test and then sharetheir answerswith fellow students.Therefore, limiting the
studentsto one attempt at the test solvesthis, as they are only given valid accesspermissionto
the test once. GEB module initially had pre-work distributed to the studentsvia compact disks
(CDs). These CDs contained information to help students familiarise themselveswith the elearning website as well as introduced them to the module by using a video clip of the Module
Tutor describing the topic. Presently, the GEB module has mid-module assessmentsbasedon
syndicate group exercises,which requestsall associatedworking activities and outputs by the
studentsto be posted to discussion forums. Thus, WMG provides pre, mid and post-activity
assessments
on its E213MMSc course.

Pre-activity assessmentsare performed at Company X prior to any CAD training, especially
when recruiting new engineers.These are predominantly basedon engineers' profiles and faceto-face interviews with them discussingtheir previous CAD experiences.This enablesCompany
X to group together engineerswho are competent CAD users and provide them with shorter
courses, than engineers who have no CAD experience. Additionally, in 2005 Company X
introduced a Web-basedassessmentproduct called 'Pro/FICIENCY Evaluator', developed by
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their CAD vendor. This assessesengineers' skills and understanding of the CAD software,
Pro/Engineer, by using multiple-choice questions and a design exercise which compares the
geometrycreatedwith its stored solution. 'Pro/FICIENCY Evaluator' is particularly effective for
Company X when screening potential employeeswho state they have existing Pro/Engineer
CAD skills. This product is also used to determine when their engineersare ready to take the
advanced Pro/Engineer CAD training courses. The latter activity is often used as a selfassessmenttool at Company X, as their engineers generally request advancedCAD training
when they feel confident with their basic CAD skills, and they use this tool to check their
competences.The reports generatedby 'Pro/FICIENCY Evaluator' identify engineers' strengths
and weaknessesin functional areasof Pro/Engineer.This information feeds back to all learning
stakeholdersin Company X and suggestswhether improvementsneed to be made. This assists
their engineersto track individual CAD progressas well as their instructorsto develop bespoke
or refresherCAD training coursesfor specific groupsof engineers.

Incorporating appropriate feedbacktechniquesare important aspectsin developing assessments
as they can influence the level of satisfactionof the learners,as well as affect the quality of their
learning experiences. Feedback techniques were described in section 4.2.3. Developing
assessmentsneedsto consider the different learning modes in the activities, becausedifferent
levels of support can be required. For example, self-directedor problem-solving modesare more
likely to need self-assessmentsdeveloped in the learning activities than instructor-led
assessments.Learning modes were identified in section 4.2.1. Thus, integrating and optimising
relevant managementand delivery factors with appropriate technology assists in refining and
enhancing the learning content, and helps to construct quality learning assessments.This is
illustrated as areaH on the framework's figure 3-1 and the guidelines' figure 3-5(ix).

In summary, the main considerations for designing assessmentsthat the research identified,
predominantlyfrom the casestudy work, are summarisedas:
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0

Utilise existing knowledge and prior experiencesof learnersappropriately.

0

Provide for different learning modes,e.g. guided or self-directedassessments.

0

Cater for different learning styles of learners.

0

Have appropriate presentationof the questions and answers, correspondingto the
leaming objectives.

0

Incorporateappropriateself, peer and instructor assessments
activities.

0

Encouragelearnersto apply their knowledgeto relevant applicationsand tasks.

0

Measure leamer participation, such as sharing information with peers, as well as
measureleamer achievement.

0

Test problem-solving skills and not just recall skills.

0

Provide appropriate and responsive feedback to the assessment,which not only
further
learning
but
to
the
test
and
references
solutions
provides
score result,
also
material and activities.

0

Set realistic timeframes for completing activities and provide a way of tracking and
recording time taken. This is useful for learnersto monitor as well as the instructors.

Steed(1999) points out that results from an assessmentprovides information about the level of
understanding,quality of content and future instructional needsof the learners.This information
can be used by instructors to develop improved learner assessments,and learnerscan use their
assessmentresults to develop a learning plan. Additionally, information on collective assessment
results can be utilised by managers at a strategic level for a complete learning evaluation.
Assessinglearners' performanceonly contributesto part of learning evaluation. The next section
identifies the reasonsfor evaluating e-learningand techniquesto measurelearning effectiveness.
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4.3.6 Learning Evaluations
Measuring the value of educational content or skills training content has often been a reactive
process in organisations(Phillips, 1997), and this was reflected in the WMG and Company X
case studies. However in the industrial organisations researched,the status of the training
function has been growing, with training becomingmore of an integral part in the organisation's
competitive strategy. More accountability has been necessary,and so efforts to measureand
evaluatethe successof training have increased.Academia has slightly different requirements,as
accountability has primarily been measuredon student pass and fail-rates, but evaluating the
effectiveness of learning is still important for academiaas well as industry. The reasons for
evaluating a learning environment, in particular an e-learning environment, were detailed in
submission 4. The evaluation process helps e-learning providers make improvements to the
content,technology, delivery and managementof e-learning.The main reasonsare identified as:
0

To determinethe strengthsand weaknessesin the content.

0

To determinethe strengthsand weaknessesof the supportingtechnology.
To establishfuture developmentrequirements.

0

To understandand verify the usability of learning activities, suchas online tests.
To determinecost benefit comparisonswith traditional, other or former programmes.

0

To identify if the solution chosenis appropriatefor the specific need.

0

To ascertainif the programme'sobjectiveshave beensuccessfullyachieved.

In order to improve subsequentleaming or training programmes in organisations,Rosenberg
(2001) comments that the 'Kirkpatrick Model' (Kirkpatrick, 1996) is often employed to
determine leaming effectiveness,and this was reported in submission 4. The four evaluation
levels of this model are summarisednext using the casestudy examples:
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0

Level I-

Reaction: Measures how learners react to or feel about a lesson or

'smile
in
be
This
sheets'
such
as
questionnaires,
shown
can
complete programme.
that are filled in at the end of the courseby the learners,and this provides a measure
instructor-led
X
Company
This
individual's
after
at
was adopted
satisfaction.
of the
CAD training and at WMG after the module running, where both organisationsgave
out evaluation forms.
0

Level 2- Learning: Measuresthe extent to which the individual's knowledge, skills
learning
Examples
this
learning
has
of
activity.
changedas a result of
and attitudes
level evaluation are shown by pre-activity tests and post-activity tests, with the
being
in
knowledge
tested
being
between
the
difference
or skills
the two
gain
4.3.5.
in
discussed
learning.
Learner
section
were
assessments
measurementof

0

has
behaviour
individual's
the
Measures
to
3Behaviour:
the
Level
extent which
'on-thelevel
This
to
learning.
because
measure
attempts
of the training and
changed
CAD
learning.
After
the
from
the
training
job' performancechangesresulting
and
designs
learnt
'on-the-job'
X,
Company
work-based
and
actual
training at
engineers
X.
Company
formally
However
this
at
measured
was not
were produced.

0

Level 4- Results: Measures the final effects that occur becauseof the learners
In
impact
the
lectures
the
training
on
organisation. academia,
courses,or
or
attending
MSc
in
WMG's
the
this
is
meant
case
the result obtaining the qualification, and
degree.However in industry, results are not so easily recognisedand are often over a
longer time-scale, which can be measuredas return on investment (ROI), increased
for
higher
improved
the organisation.
decreased
profits
or
quality
costs,
production,

Although instructors generally accept Kirkpatrick's model, the author concludedthat it is rarely
implementedcompletely. As the role of training is changingin many industrial organisationsto a
valued and accountablefunction, evaluating presenttraining methodsis important to build on for
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future training programmes. Existing engineering training methods were investigated in two
automotive companies, as reported in submission 1. Ways to measure the effectiveness of
training needsto incorporateorganisationswhere learning is an integral part of work activities.

Submission 4 described evaluating the effectiveness of e-leaming content by measuring the
achievement of the learner, which was based on learning requirements and instructional
objectives being met, as discussedin sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. The progressof learnerscan be
derived from their basic responsesto questions,through to learners' demonstration,integration
and application of knowledge,to finally their project's outcome.The techniquesusedto measure
leaming depend on the type of learning that the activity or complete programme has been
designedto achieve. Organisationscan employ external training professionalsor consultantsto
advise them on how new training methodscan help their organisation.This was illustrated in the
WMG case study, which was reported in submission 5. Leaming instruction delivered via the
Internet or Intranet like any other instructional procedure, still requires the use of evaluation
methodsto measureits effectiveness.

Phillips (1997) points out that the changein training delivery comes at a time when departments
in organisationsare being held accountablefor their actions and they need to demonstratehow
their efforts add value. The investigation and practical experiencehave shown that e-learningcan
be educationally effective, offer business value and be cost-effective after the initial high
development costs. However, considerationsaffecting e-learning effectivenessnot only come
from providing quality content and incorporating appropriate philosophy, delivery and
managementfactors, but from also taking into account the available technology. Although this
researchhas emphasisedthat technology needsto be aligned to e-learning content and not visa
versa, current technology capabilities do need to be understoodprior to this alignment, in order
to developthe contentto its full potential. The technology categoryis discussed
next.
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4.4

Technology Category

Technology provides the infrastructure to shape e-learning content being developed, by
consideringthe initial learning content with relevant factors in the philosophy, managementand
delivery categoriesof the framework. This categoryprompts the e-learningproviders to identify
and selectthe 'most appropriate' enabling and supportingtechnologiesto construct activities for
the e-learning content. In this instance,the 'most appropriate' technologiesrefer to those that are
currently available, applicable to the activity being developed, and within the e-learning
programme's budget. The enabling and supporting technologies, such as computer-basedand
Web-basedproducts, are classified by the author as 'hard' learning technologiesto distinguish
them from the non-tangible enhancing 'soft' technologiesthat were also examined.The author
felt that it was important to investigate 'soft' technologies,such as 'smart' drugs, nutrients and
subliminal learning influences,to provide a balancedapproachto the TBL tools and techniques
researched.The literature on 'smart' drugs and nutrients claimed to enhance cognition, by
improving memory, reasoningand concentration(Pelton & Pelton, 1989; Dean & Morgenthaler,
1991; Lidsky & Schneider, 2001). Subliminal learning influences were identified to create a
mindset that is favourable and receptive to learning (Eysenck & Keane, 2000; Taylor et al,
1989).Thesecontroversial 'soft' technologiesdemonstratedthe various facetsof technology,but
they are beyondthe scopeof the e-learning framework.

The 'hard' technologies, especially Web-basedtools and techniques, have been of particular
interest to this research because of their wide reach and interactive impact on the modem
working and learning environments.The technologiesare not detailed in this document due to
their vast range,but a selectionof TBL tools and techniquesemployed for developing e-learning
content were examined and reported in submission2. These comprised of various Web-based
and computer-basedtools, e-leaming standards, electronic communication and collaboration
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tools, and software products used for creating e-learning activities. Bespoke tools, such as the
platfonn developedat WMG, were also part of the technology category.

E-learning industry standards are important as they specify how content can be delivered
seamlesslyover multiple platforms. Accredited standardswere described in submission2, and
these describeare those being developedby the Instructional ManagementSystem(IMS) Global
Learning Consortium and the Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) Initiatives (Ryan et al,
2000): IMS develops open specifications for facilitating online distributed leaming activities,
such as exchangingstudentrecordsbetweenadministrative systems.IMS's focus is on metadata.
for tagging learning objects and defining how a LMS can communicatewith other applications.
SCORM is the main ADL's initiative, which has beenadaptedfrom the best practicesof other elearning standardsand specifications, to provide a collection of e-leaming functions to help
enable accessibility, reusability and interoperability of e-learning content. E-leaming standards
and specifications have been investigated at WMG, but their e-learning developmentsdo not
comply completely yet particularly with the limited reuseof their e-learning activities. Reusable
learning objectscomply with the SCORM standardas describedin section4.2.4.

Commercial software packages for assisting in e-learning development, delivery and
managementwere also examined in submission2. This helped to establishwhat products were
available,what their capabilities and limitations were, and how they comparedto eachother. The
continual evolution and fragmentation of many of these packages made classifying them,
according to their purpose, difficult, as discussedin section 1.3. Therefore, a selection of key
software products, i.e. tools and packages,utilised in e-learning were researchedfrom many
sources(Khan 2001; Urdan & Weggen; 2000; Harris & Shepherd,1999; Steed, 1999; Young et
al, 1999; Hall, 1997), based on their commercial popularity or availability at WMG. These
products were reviewed and classified depending on their core function, into authoring tools,
course managementsystems(CMS) and LMS. The main comparisonsbetween these products
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Tools, CMS and LMS (.James-Gordon, 2002a)
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control, hosting and security related issuesas well as their restricted functionality, flexibility,
support and training given. Therefore, the decision was made by the managementteam to bring
the developmentback in-house and take advantageof the dedicatede-learning tools that were
starting to be suppliedand supportedby E-Lab. This has beenan attractive solution for WMG, as
there were no direct costs incurred. E-Lab has been set-up to allow Modules Tutors to develop
their own e-learning activities and upload content for their modules. Support is provided by the
two remaining developers, but only when requestedby the Module Tutors. The different elearning developmentapproachesadoptedat WMG were detailed in submission5.

E-Lab's development tools are similar to those provided by CMS software products as they
enableInstructional Developersand instructorsto createand deliver e-learning content with little
or no expertiseof Web programming languages.The developmenttools built into a CMS, allows
webpagesto be created, documents uploaded, online quizzes and tests designed,and features
addedsuchas threadeddiscussion.Brennanet al (2001) commentthat CMSs are becomingmore
like LMSs with their increasedflexibility and functionality, like the addition of management
tools, but rarely do CMSs support third party products. However, LMSs supply limited content
developmenttools, but provide the flexibility of integrating with other vendors' products, for
exampledelivery systemsand content developmenttools.

Since submission2 was written up in 2002, the learning content managementsystem (LCMS)
has been introduced,which incorporatesfeaturesof CMS and LMS with authoring tools. LCMS
combinesadministration and managementcapabilities of LMS with content creation and storage
capabilities of CMS, to managethe creation, storage,delivery and reuse of e-learning content
from a central learning object repository. An advancedLCMS can also dynamically
assemble
learning objects basedon a learner's profiles and learning styles, and so

can develop custornised

learning content to meet individual, departmentor company requirements.(Brennan
et al, 2001).
Learning objects were described in section 4.2.4. Designing
effective learning objects takes
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foresight planning and skill, even when templates and examples are provided. Thus,
Instructional Developersneed to considerthe different contexts in which an object will be used
does
level,
develop
While
this
to
technology
content,
even
at
object
e-learning
and reused.
exists
not meanthat effective e-learning activities will be created.

Therefore, when an organisation plans to develop e-learning activities from scratch, or to
complementor replaceexisting instructor-led lessons,it is important to involve all the necessary
be
designed
The
to
to
draw
technology
their
needs
appropriate
stakeholdersand
expertise.
on
support the e-learning activities, and not imposed on them. Otherwise the e-learning
developments can fail to achieve their expected benefits (Ravet & Layte, 1997). This was
from
in
The
the external providers
WMG
technology-led
the
solutions
experienced
case study.
initially controlled WMG's e-learning development,and the learning content was implemented
Also,
being
the external providers
trialled.
technology
their
onto each of
platforms
i.
WMG,
key
decision
their
to
e. the management
at
makers
predominantly promoted
products
team, who were not the end-usere-learning providers, i. e. Instructional Developersand Module
Tutors. These stakeholders at WMG needed to be engaged at the start of the e-leaming
programmeand involved with key decisionsregardingthe suitability of the technology selected,
(2002)
Ismail
Then,
input
being
to
remarks,
their
as
as well as
allowed
e-leaming requirements.
the development of e-learning activities does not become a technical process, resulting in
expensiveimplementationsoften untouchedby stakeholders.

Nevertheless,each learning activity being designedwithin a lesson,module or programmeneeds
to considerthe appropriatetechnology's capabilities and its limitations. This is to ensurethat the
design of any e-learning activity does not go beyond the abilities of the technology, nor
compromisethe design by under estimating the potential of the technology. Hence, arrow J on
the framework's figure 3-1 is bi-directional. Once the technology's capabilities are known, they
can be examined for supporting specific e-learning environments, as identified by the case
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studies undertaken and reported in submission 5. Thus, understandingthe functionality and
flexibility of the available productsand technologiesis important for selectingand aligning them
to the e-learning activities being developed.

Another example of technology advancement;since 2002 when submission2 was written up, is
the increasedbandwidth capability over the Internet. This has meant that video content can be
streamedfaster and at better quality. Additionally, one of the fastest growing segmentsof the
Internet over the past years has been Web-logs or 'blogs' (Weller et al, 2005). Blogs have
similarities to discussionforums where individuals post and reply to comments,thus developing
discussions. However, blogs are outward facing and principally a one to many form of
communication, whereas forums are principally many to many. Another difference between
these two communication technologies is the control over the audience selection and content
posted.The audiencefor a blog is chosenby the individual: In an educationalsetting, a blog can
be private to a learner or instructor only, restrictedto a small studentgroup, or public to a wider
learning group. The blog technology allows for online publication of learning diaries, portfolios
and plans; information storageand retrieval; as well as connection of communities (Farmer &
Bartlett-Bragg, 2005; Blood, 2002). Thus, blogs help to foster a self-directed learning
environment. At WMG, blogs have not yet beenutilised on the E213MMSc course.The author
has discussedwith WMG's two remaining Instructional Developers,the following areaswhere
blogs can assisttheir e-learningenvironmentby providing:
forum and workspace, restricted to a small syndicate group in a module, to:

0A
0

Discussand shareresourceswith other syndicatemembers.
Post work to be commentedon within the group.

0

Record group activity work and results.

A private workspace for a learner to:
0

Record and reflect on his or her progressin a learning diary or journal.

Publish projcct work and PMAs in an individual e-portfolio.
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Storeuseful information and links specific to the leamer.
0

Develop individual learning plans.

A private workspace for a Module Tutor to:
0

Deliver module news or learning material to students.

0

Post commentsfor prompting discussionsfrom students.

0

Developmodulecontent.

0

Discussissueswith a particular studentor group of students.

A public forum for an individual posting information to:
0

Obtain technical assistance.

0

Gain feedbackon project work or papersfrom special interest groups.

Hence, blogs become collection, connection and distribution points for an individual or small
group and provide new opportunitiesfor self-directedand collaborative learning. Due to the fast
be
be
Consideration
to
that
to
technologies
they
needs
regularly.
pace
reviewed
progress,
need
given to possible applications of newly emergenttechnologies, in order to effectively enable,
supportor enhancee-learningactivities.

The technology category and other categoriesdescribedin this chapterprovide the scopeof the
factors
disparate
learning
illustrated
framework.
have
They
that
containedwithin the
e-learning
framework's categories need to be considered and appropriately adopted when developing
activities for an e-learning lesson or complete programme. Additionally, the scope of the elearning development needsto take into account higher managementissues, such as business
objectives,organisationalchangeand continual improvementsfor an e-learningprogrammeto be
implementedsuccessfully.Thus the author developedCSFsto provide a strategicaction plan for
the managementteam consideringor instigating an e-leaming programme.These CSFs relate to
certain learning factors in the framework and are discussednext.
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5.0

CRITICAL

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR &LEARNING

The previous two chaptershave explained the processof developing effective e-learning content
for engineering environments through selecting, linking, and ordering appropriate learning
factors from the e-learning framework. However, this process only examines the specific
creation of e-learning activities that make up the content and does not take into account wider
businessissuesfor the holistic e-learning development.A way of ensuringthat businesscriteria
are met is by considering Critical SuccessFactors (CSFs). This managementresearchmethod
describedby Rockart (1979, cited in Avison & Fitzgerald, 1995) identifies businessfactors that
are consideredimportant for an organisationto succeedand cope with change.Therefore, CSFs
were devised by the author, associatedwith change relating to an e-leaming implementation,
which dealt with organisational and human factors, as well as technological issues. After
establishingthese CSFs,the author applied them to the WMG casestudy, which was written up
in submission5. WMG was chosenbecauseCisco Systems'e-learning environmenthad already
been developed and Company X had yet to obtain full managementsupport to further its elearning environment. Thus, the CSFs presented in this chapter relate to WMG's e-leaming
environment, and where limited information was available, generic issues are discussedand
drawn from previous points identified in this document. The e-learning environment studied at
WMG consistedof lessonswithin week-long modulesthat contributed to the E2BM MSc course.

The five-stage instructional developmentADDIE model (Harris & Shepherd,1999; Khan, 2001)
was used by the author to group the CSFs into the different stagesassociatedwith the holistic elearning development.Figure 5-1 illustrates this and is colour-codedto help cross-referencethe
CSFs with correspondingareasof the framework's categories,as shown by the key. The CSFs
are identified under the appropriateADDIE stagesin the following sections.
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5.1

Analysis Stage

The front-end CSFs are important organisationaland human factors that need to be addressed
before any practical e-learning development begins, in order to increase the changes of
accomplishing and maintaining an effective e-learning environment. One of the most important
CSFs to fulfil when considering e-learning is to have managementsupport and commitment at
the beginning of any e-learning discussionsas well as ongoing throughout its development.With
this in place, the target consumers can be identified and their needs analysed. These
considerationsassistthe managementteam to plan an e-learning solution for a specific audience.
This stage influences the rest of the CSFs, shapesthe initial leaming content and identifies the
requirementson which to build the e-learning activities. Subsequently,the leaming objectives
are identified, which need to be aligned to the overall business objectives (Phillips, 1997).
External providers can then be selectedwhere required, to provide any necessarythird-party elearning content, technology or services. These front-end CSFs are equally important, but
gaining managementapproval is a pre-requisiteand is discussedfirst:
Obtain management support & commitment: With any organisationalor process
change, it is important' to have senior management approval, support and
commitment from the start of a programme(Gupta et al, 2000; Steed, 1999), so that
responsibility is taken for any strategic decisions. The managementteam need to
keep e-leaming stakeholdersappropriately informed, instigate support and resources
as required, assistwith technology selection,allocate an e-learningbudget,as well as
manageorganisationchangethat an e-learning developmentbrings. Two consecutive
ProgrammeHeadsmanagedthe e-leaming post-graduateprogrammeat WMG, with
the assistanceof Instructional Developers,Module Tutors and external consultants.
Initially

WMG over-estimated their support and resource capabilities, and

underestimatedthe e-learning development time required. There was no budget
allocation agreed,and E-Lab presently does not charge WMG for the use of their
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tools and technology.There are presentlytwo Instructional Developersthat provide a
part-time supportive role for Module Tutors requiring assistancewith e-learning
activities to complementtheir instructor-led classroom-basedlessons.
2)

Identify type of consumers: The type of learner(s)is identified in the analysisstage
because the objectives, learning modes, learning styles and content need to
accommodateany learner differences and requirements. WMG's main e-learning
customerson the MSc courseshave been predominantly academicinternational falltime studentsbasedat the university. However, WMG has the potential to also cater
for the following type e-learningcustomers:
Industrial studentsbasedin a company,who are employeesseekingto further
their knowledge and gain qualifications from WMG on a part-time basis.
0A

department in a company requiring WMG's e-learning services,to help
instigate their own e-learning development.This can be aimed at e-learning
providers such as subject matter experts, trainers or expert users in the
company,or for Module Tutors in anotheruniversity.

0

An entire company requiring tailored e-learning solutions for their employees,
which can also be for employeesof their partners,suppliersor customers.

3)

Identify businessobjectives: An e-leaming programmeneedsto support and enable
existing businessplans and objectives, or as Phillips (1997) points out, it will not be
seento add value to the organisation.A programmecannot be contemplatedwithout
considering the implications on the organisation, the effects of its culture, and the
constraints (Steed, 1999). The organisational culture can influence the approach
taken for developing an e-learning programme. This encompassesnot only having
appropriate stakeholder involvement, but whether a dedicated team leads the elearning developmentor if the developmentis left to individuals. WMG initially had

an e-learning development team, but now this consists of two Instructional
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Developers, as point (1) in this section explained. Constraints on an e-leaming
programmeneedto be recognised,from budgetsto skill shortages,and plans needto
be developedto managea programmewithin these constraints.E-learning activities
introduced gradually into a programme are more likely to be acceptedby the users
(Steed, 1999). This gradual implementation also provides a blended approach to
improve and complementexisting learning activities.
4)

Understand consumer needs: The e-learning content can be designedto provide a
learning experiencethat correlates to the learners' wants and needs, by providing
them with the right information at the right time and in the right format. With
instructor-led classroom-basedteaching, the instructor can immediately adjust his or
her teaching approachfrom the learners' reaction. Feedbackin e-learning activities,
as described in section 4.2.3, can be initially frustrating compared to traditional
classroomlessonsas learnerscannotjust raise their hand and ask for an explanation
about a point made by the instructor. Therefore, the design and integration of
feedback techniquesare important inputs for the delivery mechanism.However, elearning can use a mixture of delivery methods and lessonsthat can be tailored to
meet the requirementsof the learners.Information about the type of learnersneedsto
be gathered,from their demographicprofile to their computer literacy together with
typical hours of study, in order to effectively provide customised leaming
environments. By having a variety of different media for delivering the e-learning
content, different learningstylesand modescan be cateredfor. Presentationof content
is important for engineers,as the researchdiscoveredthat engineershave a strong
visual learning style, as described in section 4.1.3. Once the learners' needs are
understood,their personalisedlearning model can be created.This CSF is less likely
to be applied on an individual basis in an academicenvironment, as studentsare at
first less informed about what is available and what is
expectedof them, so they are

initially unawareof their own needs.Additionally,
studentsin full-time educationare
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more likely to have similar knowledge levels comparedto individuals in industry as
was the case at WMG. This is becausethe majority of full-time studentsare at the
start of their careerswhen they graduate,and individuals in industry often have many
different experiencesfrom a variety of knowledge and skill-sets. Therefore, subjects
in academia are often broad-based with specialisation only occurring during
assignmentsor project work. Industry generally requiresmore specific or custornised
learning for completing work-based tasks. These issues were discussedin section
3.3.
5)

Rigorous evaluation of external providers:

External providers need to be

evaluatedthoroughly before employing their e-learning servicesor products.This is
achieved by checking their reported capabilities, such as reviewing past work,
processes,referencesites and support available, as well as checking the experience
level of their own staff and managementteam. As developmentresourceswere being
phasedout within WMG, outsourcingto external providers was seenas the quickest
way to provide the e-learning technology and services required. However, there
needed to be adequate in-house expertise to effectively manage the external elearning providers, which there was not. Theseissueswere reported in submission5.
Ideally, a strategic partnership should have been formed that provided the
managementof WMG's e-learning programme with a steering group co-ordinating
the e-learning developments at WMG. This would have provided supplier
managementto monitor the external providers, as well as the e-learning expertise
necessaryto judge the quality and effectivenessof any technology employed and elearning activities developed.Presently,WMG has two Instructional Developersthat
supportthe other Module Tutors part-time with their e-learning content development
and functionality issues.
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6)

Establish initial learning content & requirements: The decision whether to
purchaseoff-the-shelf content createcustomisedcontent or provide a combination of
both, needs to be made by the management with the appropriate stakeholders
involved. However, content required for organisational developmentor knowledge
transfer is unlikely to be developedentirely by external providers (Ismail, 2002), as
specific requirements need to be customised to working practices, methods and
culture of an organisation.Section3.3 discusseddifferent learning content type, level
and rangethat are required for engineeringenvironments.The following list provides
a summaryof this:
The type of content can be consideredfor one or a mixture of the following:
0

An 'information-base', i. e. data that is collected in context for a specific
purpose and provides a repository for housing this information. An
example of this at WMG is a module timetable with hyperlinks to lesson
descriptions,durationsand respectivetutors with their contactdetails.

0A

'knowledge-base', i.e. an academictheory or information in context.
An example of this at WMG is the developmentof their 'virtual library',
which housedrelevant information and casestudiesfor lessons.

0A

'skills-base', i.e. the know-how required for a specific task and its
practical application. This is not relevant for WMG, but is more
applicableto the other industrial applications studied.

The level of content can vary from content-centric to learner-centric. Many
supportersof e-learning in academia,such as WMG, are enthusiasticabout elearning becauseof the potential it allows to provide a more flexible and
tailored approachto learning. However, one of the major obstaclesin adopting
e-learning in universities is the extra time burden placed on tutors over the
traditional content-centredapproach in developing lessons.Static content can
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be initially developedto presentthe core of a lesson,which is supplementedby
tutorial support. The interaction level is low but this provides a starting point
for developing most e-learning activities. Then this static content can be
integrated with collaborative activities, discussion forums, online syndicate
learner-centred
to
approach.
provide
a
more
customised
content,
work and
The learning content can range from having 'immediate' or JIT activities to
'structured' or just-in-case activities. At WMG, like many universities, the
being
is
qualification
content
predominantly structured with a recognised
finally awardedto the learnerif the learning objectiveshave beenmet.
7)

Identify learning objectives: Clearly stated learning objectives assist learners to
be
is
to
them
selectivewhen navigatingthrough the
and
of
understandwhat expected
learning activities. These objectives provide the basis of how the instruction is to be
designedbasedon the learning requirements.Also, considerationneedsto be given to
how the learning outcomescan be assessedby Instructional Developersand Module
Tutors. Section3.3.2 discussedinstructionalobjectives.The overall learningobjectives
need to be aligned to the businessobjectives to ensurethe successof the entire elearningprogramme(Phillips, 1997).The terms 'instructional objectives' and 'learning
in
3.3.2.
in
document
interchangeably
this
as
explained
section
objectives' are used
However, instructionalobjectivesare referredto for specific, often measurablelearning
activities,and learningobjectivesare relatedto a more generic,holistic level taking into
considerationthe learner'srequirements.

The analysisstagehelps the managementteam scopethe e-learningprogrammeand this servesas
the inputsto the design,developmentand implementationstagesdiscussednext.
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5.2

Design, Development & Implementation Stages

The CSFs in the design, developmentand implementation stagesof an e-learning programme
can be associatedto the majority of learning factors in the e-learning framework categoriesas
illustrated in figure 5-1. The managementteam need to guide, support and monitor these stages
predominantly performed by the e-leaming providers. One of the most important CSFs during
the stagesof an e-learning programmeis to involve, train and inform all e-learning stakeholders,
and this CSF is discussedfirst:
1)

Involve & train stakeholders: Module Tutors and the Instructional Developersneed
to continue to work closely together in order to provide meaningful and relevant
being
developed
the
to
the
with the
content
of
operation
ensure
correct
content, and
technology employed. This is especially important at the start of deploying an elearning programmewhen prototype testing checksthe functionality and appropriate
first
The
incorrect
be
fix
to
operation.
running of a module
can
any
alterations
made
for
the
WMG
the
only
as
pilot,
not
considered
was
with e-learning activities at
studentsand tutors but also for the entire developmentteam. The GEB module was
the first E2BM MSc module that students attendedwhich incorporated e-learning
followed
from
its
fine-tuning
Testing
the
subsequent
of
content
and
activities.
runnings, based on the stakeholder's feedback and practical experiencesobtained
from the piloting process.As this module impacted on other modules in the E2BM
MSc, these in turn began to incorporate e-learning activities into their lessons.
However, one area that was initially overlooked at the start of WMG's e-learning
programmewas the needfor Module Tutors to be shown and appropriatelytrained in
how to use the e-learning tools and navigation aids. Consequently, the Module
Tutors were initially self-taught and were then at different levels of expertise with
using the tools. However studentsdid receive some preliminary teaching, with brief
instructions being provided in the introductory lesson of each module. Hence, this
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needsto be recognisedfor all Module Tutors, so that provision in the future is made
to build training time into the tutor's standardworking day. Provision can also be
made to allow students to have the opportunity to take an online induction or a
refresherlessonprior to starting a new module.
2)

Build instructional principles: Learning not only dependson the way in which the
learner receives, organises and retains information, but also on the satisfaction,
motivation and confidencethat the learnerhas with the learning environment (Steed,
1999). Incorporating instructional principles into the design of e-leaming activities
can help to facilitate this by matching the appropriate learning principle to the
learning application and if possible considering prior experiencesof the learner.
Teaching in academicenvironment or training coursesin an industrial environment
generally begins with following the pedagogyapproachand the objectivism theory is
adopted.This was demonstratedat WMG where the Module Tutors decide what the
students learn and learning is initially by acquisition. This tutor-directed approach
often continues in the taught classes in academia with only a student-directed
approach adopted for the PMA work and project work. However, syndicate group
work at WMG does provide a more andragogyapproachwhere studentscan apply
what they have been taught to specific casestudiesand bring to the group any prior
work-based experiences. In this situation, students also learn experientially and
improve or adjust their understanding. Kraft & Sakofs (1985) comment that
reflecting on experienceshelps to develop new attitudes and new ways of thinking.
Thus, leaming progressesfrom the objectivism to the constructivism theory as the
case study work is controlled by the students, and leaming is by participation.
Section4.1 describedin detail the different instructional principles.

3)

Create quality

learning experiences: Once the learning requirements and

instructional principles have been determined, the content
structure can start to be
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designed.The initial focus needsto be on developingrelevant content,and not on the
technology that is delivering the content, as discussedin section 4.4. However, the
design of an e-learning activity needsto consider the technologiesavailable, so that
its design does not go beyond the capabilities of the technology or compromisedby
in
This
technology.
the
the
was
also
made
section
point
under estimating
potential of
4.4, and thus arrow J on the framework's figure 3-1 is bi-directional. Activities
incorporated in the learning content can be made to be engaging and motivating to
the learners, by having appropriate levels of interaction being planned in the
activities to encouragelearner participation. The learningenvironmentcan be tailored
to the learner's profile where possible, to suit different learning styles, needs,
knowledge,skills and experiences,to provide a customisedlearning experience.Thus,
integrating, optimising and customising relevant content, philosophy and delivery
factors with appropriate technology, helps to refine and enhancethe content for
G
is
illustrated
by
This
learning
on the
area
experiences.
constructing quality
framework's figure 3-1 and on the key in CSFs' figure 5-1, and by the path for
further continuouscontent improvementsshown on figure 3-5(vi). Customisationof
the content is discussedin point (5) in this section.
4)

Cater for different learning domains: The learning domains representthe different
learners
discussed
levels
in
the
of
as
communication
motivational, understandingor
section4.1.2. The motivational aspectsof learning have been of particular interestto
this researchas the attention, relevance,confidence and satisfaction of the learners
helps provide the initial and continual engagementwith the e-learning environment.
This area has not been exploited in WMG's e-learning environment as yet. This is
becausethe e-learning activities currently utilised at WMG only supplement the
traditional instructor-led environment, and the Module Tutors are responsible to
motivate the student'sprogressthrough their module.
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5)

Customisation of content: Tailored leaming activities can be createdbasedon the
learrier's existing knowledge and prior experiencesas well as other factors such as
learning style preferences. Customisation helps to personalise the learning
experience for individuals, which can then help to maintain their engagementand
motivation to continue to learn (Steed, 1999). Pre-assessmentcan test existing
knowledgeas discussedin section 4.3.5, and if necessary,the learning contentcan be
customisedto suit eachleamer'srequirements.Individuals canalso be categorisedfrom
determining their leamer type and learning paths to follow, and so their profile can
be createdfor personalisedaccessto certain content. Specific solutions can also be
given in assessmentsthat encouragelearnersto return to particular problem-based
learning activities or to alternative suggested study areas. Once an individual
performs a leaming task, he or she can be given personalisedremedial feedbackto
reinforce his or her answer. Theseareashave not been exploited sufficiently for the
WMG's e-leaming environment. However, considerationis being given to students
with technical backgroundsto attend businessmodules, and likewise business-bias
studentsare streamedto follow technical modules,and so balancetheir experiences.

6)

Use appropriate technology: Relevant formats, navigation tools, and the use of
multimedia are required for developing learning activities that are appropriately
interactive and motivating. Yet, unconstraineduse of multimedia can result in a user
interface that confuses learners and makes the information harder to understand.
Fortunately, care is taken by the Instructional Developersat WMG not to complicate
the e-learning environment for their studentsor Module Tutors, and any e-learning
ambiguity is identified and removedduring the pilot running. Additionally, the tutors
are beginning to develop their own e-learning content by utilising the available
technology by E-Lab, with assistance given when required by the remaining
Instructional Developers. Leaming activities are thus being developed
using the

appropriate delivery technologies to complement existing tutor-led instruction.
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Compatibility and reliability issues were investigated in the case studies, and this
consistedof testing current technologies in organisations.For example, the existing
hardware and Web software tools at WMG were tested, and the pilot runs checked
the technology's capability as well as ensured the correct operation of e-learning
activities. Section3.4 illustrated this in figures 3-5(iv) & 3-5(viii) of the framework's
guidelines.
7)

Consider Industry standards for Web-based learning: E-learning standardsand
specificationsfor WBL, such as SCORM and IMS, have been investigatedat WMG,
but their e-learning activities do not comply completely yet. This is because
developedactivities need to be platform independent,i. e. interoperable,particularly
with the server and client platforms, such as Web-browsers, operating systems,
in
learning
help
WBL
the
an
growth
of
online
standards
software and plug-ins.
4open'environmentwhere userscan accessmultiple sourcesof leaming content.The
industry standardsfor VTBLwere written-up in submission2.

8)

Create collaborative activities: For academic-basedprogrammes,such as those at
WMG, interactive activities can involve team-basedcase studies and collaborative
syndicatework. These can exploit the networking capabilities of the Web by linking
e-learning activities to other sourcesof information and knowledge-bases,as well as
incorporated
WMG
the following
other
allowing collaborative activities with
peers.
activities:
0

Virtual libraries were producedto be populatedand accessedby students,

0

Syndicate group discussion forums provided students with an online space
where they exchangedideasand sharedactivities,

0

Asynchronouscommunication via module-dedicatedlocal email was built into
the e-leaming activities.
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9)

Cater for different learning modes: The different learning modes of the learning
process are presentation,demonstration,guided, self-directed and problem-solving
activities, as discussedin section 4.2.1. At WMG, a standardmodule starts at the
presentationmode where the tutor explains the theory and provides the information
to the class, typically using Microsoft's PowerPoint presentationsoftware. Then the
demonstrationmode involves the tutor asking the class for their input and relating
this to what has been presented.In syndicategroup work, the guided mode provides
the students with decisions and opinions of their peers as well as the tutor's
assistancewhen required. The PMA work progressesto a more self-directed mode
where the studenthas control of the sequenceand pace of the assignmentas well as
the style of its write-up. The investigation for the assignment demonstratesthe
problem-solving mode and often consistsof related work-based experiencesas well
as applying the newly acquired knowledge gained from the module in the
assignment.

10) Create consistent & manageable user interface: Navigation paths and learning
activities need to remain consistentin their design and use, so as to not confusethe
learners. Equally the e-learning user interface design has to be consistent, logical,
engaging, and cater for different learning styles. Thus, delivery factors such as
usability issues are important and need to be considered. These consist of the
navigation structure, readability featuresand multimedia application as discussedin
section 4.2.5. E-learning content needsto be updated and maintained appropriately,
to provide the learnerswith the correct material to learn. To assistwith this, modular
and 'reusable' learning objects for managing e-learning activities can be utilised.
This learning object approachwas discussedin section4.2.4.
1) Provide management & learner tools: These tools help support assess,track
and
grade the learners, as well as document manage and administrate the e-learning
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content. Tracking the learners' performancecan be basedon their participation and
working within learning activities or complete modules. This can incorporate
tracking individuals' collaboration activities with peers and sharing of information,
be
just
Assessments
their
true/false
tests.
or
assessing
multiple-choice
can
and not
self-assessments
as well as the instructor-led tests. Off-the-shelf e-leaming products
can be employed to provide standardisedtracking, administration and reporting
functions without the needto burden the in-house Instructional Developersto create
these facilities separately. The tracking facilities at WMG were developedand reused from previous trials at WMG, and now they have been updated using the
presentE-Lab tools, but have kept the sameformat.
12) Consider security issues: Security issues associatedwith e-learning need to be
properly managedto ensure correct authoriseduse and protection of the e-learning
content. At WMG, authenticatingaccesscontrol for each student and Module Tutor
into their workspaceaccountsis achievedby entering a unique university username
and password.Information confidentiality is important for Module Tutors at WMG
delivering their specific module contentto students,and for studentssubmitting their
PMAs over the Web. Thus, encryption software can ensurecontent passingthrough
the Internet remains private. Virus prevention software is installed to help safeguard
againstelectronic viruses, and at WMG, there are university imposedvirus protection
devices in place such as firewall and spam filters. Security issueswere describedin
section4.3.1.
13) Provide for Expansion: It is good practice that a learning programme,as well as an
e-learning programme, has the functionality to accommodatefor future expansion.
The e-learning platform needs to allow for this further growth and cater for new
technology, which is often referred to as scalability. At WMG, the e-leaming
functionality is restricted to E-Lab's developmenttools and managementdecisions.
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However, the actual full-time E213M MSc programme at WMG has been extended to
additional provide overseas programmes, and a part-time e-leaming MSc may be
attempted again in the future. Nevertheless, before extending any e-leaming
programme, its present state first needs to be evaluated to establish if all the
objectives have been met. The next section discusses this important evaluation stage.

5.3

Evaluation Stage

Ile evaluationstagehelps the managementteam review how well an e4earningprogrammehas
met its businessobjectives as well as its learning objectives, so that any improvementscan be
implementedin future e-learning developments. Evaluating e-learning is similar to evaluating
any other learning programme,by determining not only if the objectives have been met, but
whetherthe stakeholders'outcomeshavebeenfully achieved.This summativetype of evaluation
is acquired from evaluating e-leaming functionality and acceptance,learner performance,
training effectivenessand cost effectiveness,as describedin section4.3.6. However, evaluation
of training and cost effectivenessis not easily determined in the short term and needsto be
viewed over a longer time-scale.The main CSFs connectedwith the evaluation stageof an elearningprogrammeare:
Evaluate e-learning functionality & acceptance:There were limited resourcesfor
continual testing,measuringfunctionality and appraisinguser acceptancethroughout
the e-learning developmentprocessat WMG. However, initial functionality tests
were carried out at the pilot stageto ensurethe correct operation of the e-learning
activities as well as to assessthe capabilities of the new e-learning technologies
adopted. Instructional Developers also conduct regular acceptancechecks with
Module Tutors at WMG as they work in closeproximity to them. Studentfeedbackis
given on 'Module ReviewsForms' after a module running and this demonstratesthe
&reaction'level to learning from Kirkpatrick's evaluationmodel. If applicable,this
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feedbackcan be used to refine the e-learning content for its next running. Regular
testing helpsto ensureinstructionalreliability as well as technical functionality.
2)

Assesslearner performance: Assessmentof the students'performanceincorporates
learner participation as well as achievement,which are both important parts of the
is
learner
Assessing
participation
programme.
an
e-learning
evaluation stage of
particularly useful at a programme's pilot running as its delivery may need to be
carried out at regular intervalsafterwards
adjusted.Further performanceassessments
contribute to grading the learner. At WMG, assessingstudent performance is
possible during the module week. However, monitoring studentsafterwards, and
their progressionas a result of attending the module, is difficult and not practical
without additional resources.

3)

Evaluate

training/

learning

effectiveness:

The evaluation of an e-leaming

issues
decision-making
is
done
to
and
accountability
programme
assist with any
future
instructional
determine
to
content
the
stakeholders, and
regarding
in
by
is
Training
the
which
speed
requirements.
effectiveness often measured
organisationalperformanceimproves.Academiahas slightly different requirements
to industry, as accountability has primarily beenmeasuredon studentpassand failfor
important
is
learning
but
the
still
academiaas
of
rates,
evaluating
effectiveness
well as industry. Evaluating training or learning effectivenesscan also consist of
determining the strengths and weaknessesof the learning content, enabling
technologies, delivery mechanismsand managementfacilities, as discussed in
section 4.3.6. Determining cost cffectivenesscan be part of evaluatingtraining or
learning effectivenessý
as comparisonscan be madewith traditional, other or former
programmes,but this is consideredas a separateCSF next.
4)

Determine cost effectiveness / ROL Monitoring and recording all the obtainable

costsassociatedwith the completedevelopmentof an e-learningprogrammecan help
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determine the cost effectiveness of e-learning. Initially start-up and development
costs are high comparedto traditional approaches,but subsequentprogrammescan
be delivered and re-used,and so incur lessre-developmentcoststhan with traditional
programmes. If the learning content is not reusable due to its high speciality,
complexity or short life-span, then e-learning is not a cost-effective solution, but it
still may be a viable solution due to other attributes such as its flexibility. However,
lower running costs can be realised from reducedtravel time and associatedcosts for
tutors and learners.

CSFs have an important bearing on the developmentof e-learning activities as they inter-relate
with key learning factors in the e-learning framework as illustrated in figure 5-1. The CSFsneed
to be considered at the analysis stage of an e-leaming project, through the design and
development stages, to its post-implementation and evaluation stage. The latter CSFs
incorporatedin the evaluation stageare mainly managementtools for reviewing, improving, and
expandingan e-learningprogramme.The outcomesidentified by the evaluation stagecan be fed
back to the previous stagesin order for the design of e-learning content to be improved, refined
and/ or updated. Thus, revisiting the CSFs, which relate to the design and consequentlythe
development of e-learning content, can assist Instructional Developers produce more effective
subsequentlearning activities. Feeding back to the analysis stage may be necessary if the
learning objectives or consumerrequirementsneedto be re-assessed,as illustrated in figure 5-2.
Hence, evaluation of an e-learning programmeneedsto be conductedon a continual basis.This
formative type of evaluation leads to planning for continuous improvement of the e-leaming
activities in an academicor industrial environment.
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Figure 5-2: Feeding Back Outcomes in E-Learning

Development (updated James-Gordon, 2004a)

CSFs provide a businessinterpretation in areasof the framework's learning factors. CSFs allow
managersto consider relevant organisationalissueswhen incorporating e-learning activities with
existing processesand systems,and help the organisation prepare and deal with change. The
action plan produced through identifying the CSFs in this chapter is based on the ADDIE
instructional developmentmodel and complementsthe e-learning framework. TheseCSFs need
to be continually reviewed before, during and after the launch of an e-learning programme,and
then updated accordingly from their application. Therefore the framework's learning factors,
together with the business CSFs, offer guidance to e-learning providers and managers
respectively, to help provide effective e-learning content in engineeringenvironments.This was
illustrated in the WMG casestudy. Consequently,the developmentof the e-learning framework
and associatedCSFs have been strengthenedfrom a predominant action researchmethodology
by understandingand being involved with practical engineeringlearning environments.The next
chapterdiscussesthe main innovation of this researchand the areasthat have contributed to this
from the various projects undertaken.
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6.0
6.1

RESEARCH INNOVATION

Innovation Definition

Innovation is defined as the creation of a new idea, process,device, product service or practice,
resulting from study and experimentation(Wikipedia, 2005; Hornsby, 1974). However, Drucker
(1964) statesthat innovation can also be the application of new knowledge in a way that creates
change. He emphasisesthat the strategic importance of innovation is part of the process of
shaping the future, and organisationsthat fail to innovate can lose direction (Drucker, 1964).
Additionally, Hussey (1997) points out that creative approaches leading to innovation are
necessaryfor businesssuccess,whether the solution lies in new competitive products,or in using
new methods to provide improved and more efficient services. This latter viewpoint is more
applicableto this EngD research.

6.2

Main Innovation Outline

This researchhas provided the innovation by developing a mechanismto facilitate and improve
the knowledge assetsin engineering product-developmentand self-developmentenvironments
by exploiting e-learning capabilities. The research has been guided by the insights and
applications of learning processesof practising engineersin industry and engineeringstudentsin
academia,with the needto keep theseengineersand studentsupdatedwith the latest information,
knowledge and skills. Therefore,creating effective e-learningcontent to satisfy this need focused
on various aspectsthat enable, support and enhancee-learning, and these fell into the following
main areasof investigation:
1)

Philosophical factors of learning, such as instructional principles.

2)

Enabling technological capabilities, suchas Web-basedtools.

3)

Delivery methods,suchas user interface design & usability issues.

4)

Managementfacilities, such as supportand assessmenttools.
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The initial investigations identified that existing e-learning research and developmentswere
fragmented and emanatedmainly from educationalists' or technologists' fields (Khan 2001;
Harris & Shepherd,1999; Steed, 1999; Hall, 1997). This was reinforced by the delegatetypes
and the subject matter of the paperspresentedat the ED-MEDIA 2003 conference.For example,
e-learning technologists were interested in physical Web-basedtools, whereas educationalists
were concernedwith humanistic and theoretical sidesof learning, with little evidenceon how the
different learning factors in thesefields integratedor complementedeachother. Additionally, the
author was in the minority discussinge-learning applications at this conference,and the limited
number of applications that were presentedfocused mainly on academicenvironmentsand not
on engineering environments.Therefore, through researchingthe literature, attending seminars
and conferences,and liaising with various e-learning stakeholders,it was apparentthat there was
limited integration between disparate e-leaming factors, or specific e-learning applications for
for
by
discussed
Chapter
2.0
the
the
author
adopted
engineers.
various researchmethodologies
investigating the different aspectsof e-learning.The author identified that there were gaps in the
holistic
development
in
e-leaming solutions that
effective,
existing research and
providing
integratedifferent factors within the areaslisted (1) to (4) abovefor engineeringenvironments.

Consequently,the author concludedthat what was required was an e-learningmechanismto help
group and categorisedifferent learning factors dependingon their functionality. This mechanism
then was required to guide and assist e-learning providers with the selection and integration of
these factors to generateeffective e-leaming content. Developing some kind of methodology,
model or framework emergedas an answer for this e-learning mechanism.However, e-learning
developmentand guidanceis complex becauseof issuesencounteredsuch as:
0

Changingand varied learning content

0

Difficulty in categorisingand then prioritising disparatelearning factors

0

Keeping up-to-datewith constantadvancesin technology
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Assessing these concerns led the author to adopt a framework, as it is more flexible than a
methodology or model. A framework does not have to be complete in its construction, but can
evolve as the e-learning developmentprogresses.Also different learning factors can be selected
using a framework to satisfy different learning requirements,and not all learning factors needto
be selected.However, a methodologyworks within set boundariesand a model gives repeatable
sequences,whereas a framework can have many dissimilar sequencesand map a variety of
methodologiesand models (Avison & Fitzgerald, 1995; Mingers & Gill, 1997).

The Boston Group's three-phase methodology for producing e-learning content illustrates an
example of an e-learning methodology where its development boundary is set. There is no
indication of providing continuous improvement for the e-learning content being developed as
all the factors are considered in one pass with the validation carried out at the end of the
development. Nevertheless, this e-leaming methodology

does take into account learning

objectives and involves stakeholders other than the Instructional Developers, i. e. subject matter
expects which are content providers, and in WMG's case these are the Module Tutors. Yet, this
methodology is limited as it makes no provision for the philosophical aspects of e-learning such
as instructional principles or learning styles. Nor does it consider management factors, such as
learner assessment. Boston Group's e-learning methodology is illustrated below in figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1: Boston Group's E-learning Methodology (Boston Group, 2006)
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The rationale for adoptinga framework was explained in section3.1, but the main characteristics
of the e-leaming framework are surnmarisedas:
0A

wrapper to group dissimilar factors together: The framework groups various
factorsthat impact on the e-learningenvironmentinto different categoriesdependingon
their main function. These categoriesare philosophy, delivery, managementand
technology, and the learningfactorswithin them are not necessaryall selected,directly
comparableor evenappliedin the samesequencefor e-learningapplications.

0

Multi-dimensional models: Different modelswithin the proposedframework can be
used to representdifferent e-learning developmentsand desired learning outcomes.
The models have different combinationsand amountsof featureswithin the learning
factors of the framework's categoriesdependingon the learning requirements.

0

Bottom-up architecture: The framework's layout and structure supportsand links
its categories,as illustrated in figure 3-1. The 'foundation block' of the framework
'supporting
The
initial
learning
the
vertical
and
requirements.
content
represents
is
Technology
delivery
the
categories.
management
and
pillars' represent philosophy,
illustrated as 'connecting ties' linking and providing the infrastructureto these other
categories.The 'roof' signifies the e-learningenvironmentand stakeholders.

Sincethe author's EngD submissions,there have beena number of e-learningprojects that relate
to one or more learning factors in the author's developede-learning framework, but they have
not addressedhow the disparate learning factors can be integrated, until recently. The 'ELearning Framework' (ELF) Programme,which is part of the larger 'Joint Information Systems
Committee' (JISC) E-learning Programme, seems comparable at first glance to the author's
work. (JISC is a strategic advisory committee that promotes the innovative application of
information & communicationstechnologies (ICT) in higher and further education across the
UK. ) ELF's primary focus is on developing and exploiting new technologiesto provide a more
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flexible approach to the technical infrastructures for e-learning based on a 'service-oriented
approach'. The software architecture to enable this approach is referred to as service-oriented
architecture(SOA). The complete JISC E-learning Programme,with its associatedprogrammes
and project, plans to finish in March 2009.

Although JISC's ELF is a technical framework, it illustrates that by using SOA, disparate
services can be combined to produce a collection of services, which the programme calls a
'Reference Model', for a particular e-learning activity, such as an assessment or a collaboration
activity. The ELF with its services is illustrated in figure 6-2.

Figure 6-2:

ELF: JISC's E-learning Framework (source: http: //www. elframework. org/;
updated Wilson et al, 2004a, 2004b)
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The upper layer of boxes identifies 'User Agents', which provides the user interface for
accessingthe services.The middle layer is the 'Learning Domain Layer', which provides the
functionality required by the 'User Agents' and specific servicesfor e-learning.The lower layer
be
boxes
identifies
Services',
'Common
that
are
general
services
can
which
applied to
of
depend
former
layers
but
domains,
the
two
on this layer (Wilson et al,
multiple application
2004a, 2004b). The ELF is still evolving as not all the serviceshave been fully developed or
have yet been identified, but an up-to-date version of it can be found on the ELF website
(httr)://www. elframework.orgo.

Projectsundertakenwithin the JISC's E-learning Programmehave been,and still are, developing
Reference Models built on SOA which identify how they map to ELF. For example, the
Framework ReferenceModel for Assessment(FREMA) Project, that ran from April 2005 until
October 2006, developeda ReferenceModel for systemsin the assessmentdomain of e-learning,
This
focused
assessments.
the
of
electronic
which
on
creation, execution and recording
Reference Model is complex as it can interact with different services in ELF, such as
VLE and test at the 'User Agent Layer'; assessmentmarking, grading,
assessment-marking-tool,
Domain
Layer;
Tearning
the
tracking,
and
at
reporting,
competencyand personal-development
relies on most servicesat the 'Common Layer'.

The ReferenceModels produced from the JISC projects correspondto certain learning factors
within categoriesof the author's framework, and services in ELF are similar to featureswithin
the learning factors. However, Wilson et al (2004c) point out that the servicesidentified in ELF,
as illustrated in figure 6-2 "are clustered into logical groups to aid readability", and that there
are "no dependenciesor explicit associations between service definitions". Therefore, ELF
merely provides a structure to contain the services, and when required they are selectedand
combined,as describedby a ReferenceModel for a particular e-learning activity. Although there
are connections between particular services to satisfy a certain Reference Model, there are
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presently no connectionsor sequencingbetween these autonomousReferenceModels. Hence,
ELF does not guide or assist e-learning providers develop an integrated e-leaming activity by
consideringthe necessaryphilosophy, delivery, managementas well as technology factors.

Since 2005, the ELF Programme has become part of a wider initiative called 'e-Framework',
which is jointly sharedby JISC and Australia's Departmentof Education, Scienceand Training
(DEST). The e-Framework is building on work already completed by the ELF Programmeto
technical framework to support
producea maintainable,service-orientated,open standards-based
the education and researchcommunities. However, stakeholderparticipation is only now being
consideredas an important aspect for developing e-Framework, and so the ReferenceModels
projects have been extended to include stakeholder involvement. Additionally, Olivier et al
(2005) commentthat the current developmentof ReferenceModels is now matching appropriate
tools and services to meet different user needs. Stakeholder involvement and catering for
different leaming requirementsare both factors already incorporatedin the author's framework.
However, the e-Framework is still being designed and developed as it is described as being
"largely a sketchofwhat may be required and there remains an enormousamount ofdetail to be
addressed...It will be a strategic tool to support international education and research
communitiesin their exploitation ofthe next generation oftechnoloV " (JISC, 2006).

The researchidentified that with a technology-led solution, such as e-Framework,care needsto
be taken to ensurethat the e-leaming developmentsdo not end up as technical projects virtually
untouchedby the stakeholders(Ismail, 2002). A report conductedby Attwell et al (2003), which
looked at 149 Europeanprojects involving the use of ICT in learning, identified that the majority
of theseprojects have beentechnology-led. Insteadof the technology being designedto support
the learning, different technology applications had been imposed on the e-leaming
developments,and this was also experiencedwith the WMG case study. Inappropriate use
of
technology can be restricting or overwhelming for activities being created and so, as Ravet &
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Layte (1997) point out, e-learning developmentsoften fail to reach their full potential as key
stakeholders,such as Instructional Developers and instructors, are not involved with the initial
technology decisions.

Presently, the JISC E-learning Programme is aiming to bring together the technology
developmentsand involve the different stakeholdersto develop effective e-leaming for learners,
instructors and organisations.Another area associatedwith the JISC E-leaming Programme is
the E-learning Pedagogy Programme which is 'focusing on the ways in which a better
understandingofpedagogical approachescan help practitioners in making appropriate use of
the technology" (JISC, 2004). The outcomesfrom this programmewill supportthe effective use
of learning design tools and help e-learning providers make decisionsabout the appropriateuse
of e-learning. The first publication from the E-Learning PedagogyProgramme (JISC, 2004)
illustrates someof the key implications in designing for learning and commentsthat "e-learning
is fundamentally about learning and not about technology. This publication was releasedafter
the author's main researchwork had been conductedand written up in the Engl) submissions.
Nevertheless, it reinforces areas of the author's work and emphasisesthe importance of
developing e-learning that is learner-ledand not technology-led, by fitting the technology to the
learning content and requirementsand not visa versa.However, the JISC publication (2004) goes
on to say that "strategic developmentof e-learning should be basedon the needsand demandsof
learners and the quality of their experiences", but developing e-leaming basedon learnerneeds
and demandsis not always practical in academia.This was discussedin 3.2, where the author
explained that studentsare generally less informed about what is available and what is expected
of them, so are initially unaware of their needs.Therefore, an e-learning solution needsto be
flexible enough to accommodateboth academic and industrial learning requirementsand take
into accountdifferent factors within the areaslisted (1) to (4) earlier in this chapter.
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Although there are similarities with the author's e-learning framework to areaswithin the JISC
E-leaming Programme,the main integration with disparate learning factors, i. e. its Reference
Models and stakeholderinvolvement are only now being realised in the JISC programmesand
in
by
JISC
development
the areas of eCurrent
undertaken
and
research
associatedprojects.
leaming is the most predominantand cited international work. This was illustrated by the search
in
2007,
March
Web
by
framework'
'Google',
'e-leaming
the
search
engine,
results returned on
its
identified
E-learning
Programme
JISC's
associatedprogrammesand projects on
and
which
the first three pages.Even though this E-leaming Programme is at the forefront of e-leaming
been
has
is
fragmented
its
development,
and
there
work
are still areas where
research and
by:
illustrated
is
This
i.
started.
sporadic, e. stoppedand
0

The different or ambiguoushyperlinks to its various websites.

0

Repeatedor overlapping areasin its projects and associatedprogrammes.
No obvious connections between the programmes,projects and ReferenceModels
being developed.
Re-branding of programmes, but former programmes still continuing to be
developed.Although e-Framework has evolved out of ELF, ELF plans to finish in
September2007 and e-Frameworkplansto finish in July 2008.

Consequently,the main innovation of the author's researchhas been the developmentof an elearning framework that not only structuresvarious learning factors but it also links and orders
in
Chapter
discussed
3.0
learning
factors
different
the
to
context
requirements.
appropriate
suit
which the e-learning framework operates,and explains the linking and ordering of factors that
have contributed to its composition and architecture.The framework is intended for e-learning
providersto help guide and facilitate their decisions,with regardto the choice and design of each
feature within a learning factor for an e-learning activity. The framework's guidelines were
presentedin section 3.4. This demonstratedtypical paths through the framework to incorporate
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the appropriate learning factors dependingon the initial learning content material and learning
requirements.The framework's factors can be selectedto create customisedactivities to meet
different engineering requirements, and these are illustrated in the matrix of table B-1 in
appendix B. The main learning factors and specific featureswithin the factors were describedin
chapter4.0 under the respectivecategoryof the framework.

As the research progressed,the author realised that e-learning development also needs to
consider higher management issues such as business objectives, organisational change and
continual improvementsto reducethe risk of failure in its implementation.Therefore,CSFswere
devised to provide a set of businessguidelinesto help managersaddressthese issues.The CSFs
in
factors
learning
discussed
in
be
the
5.0
to
they
certain
were
can
related
chapter
and
framework, as shown in figure 5-1. CSFs need to be continually reviewed before, during and
from
launch
development
then
the
an application.
and
updatedaccordingly
after
of an e-learning
Thereforethe framework's learning factors, togetherwith the businessCSFs,offer guidanceto elearning providers and managersrespectively, to help provide effective e-learning content in
engineeringenvironments.

Although this chapter discussesthe main innovation as being the creation of the e-learning
framework, the framework itself can enable innovation in an organisation by assisting in
knowledge creation, sharing and integration. Innovation is also defined as application of new
knowledge (Drucker, 1964), and areas of the researchthat have contributed to gaining new
knowledge and applying it, or identifying where it can be applied, are describednext.

6.3

Contributions to Knowledge

The development of the framework required deeper understanding in particular areas, where
there was limited information available or where further understandingof current practiceswas
required. The casestudiesprovided practical understandingof current engineeringpracticesand
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identified areaswhere e-leaming developmentsor improvements can be made for professional
and student engineersin their learning environments. This led to further contributing areas of
knowledge provided from by undertaking the projects, which consequentlywere written up in
Engl) submissions.Theseareasof knowledge have helped to support the researchinnovation in
developing or improving e-leaming content for engineers,and are summarisedas follows:
1)

Presentation of learning content: The evidence showed that the engineers
investigatedhave a strong visual leaming style preferenceand so best learn by what
they see. This was discovered and reported in submission 1, accounted for in
in
described
4,
in
5
section 4.1.3. Additionally,
submission applied submission and
the surveys and results were published in a peer-reviewedjournal as presentedin
appendix Al, and this helped to test the acceptability of the results. Discovering the
is
in
development
for
learning
new.
environments
engineers
visual
style
preferred
This finding has not been published or mentioned before in any learnedjournal,
born
Whether
by
literature
the
are
visual
engineers
author.
paper or other
reviewed
learners or whether they develop visual preferences from their environmental
influences is debatable,but the outcome is the same- engineersare visual learners.
This meanstheir learning is made more effective by incorporating visual techniques
involves
This
developing
learning
their
using diagrams, sketches,
content.
when
photographs, schematics, flow charts, pictures, videos, computer graphics and
demonstrationsin training or educational programmesas well as in their everyday
working environment. The present CAD

functionality in the engineering

environments investigated incorporates some of these visual techniques and so
satisfies engineers' visual leaming style preference.Thus, the user interface design,
application of visual componentsand usability of e-leaming content are important
factors for engineers, and Company X and WMG were also recommended to
incorporatevisual techniquesin their future e-leaming development.
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2)

Provision of experiential learning activities: Kolb (1984) developed the term
4experientiallearning' by drawing on work from other educationalistsin the field
such as Dewey (1938), Lewin (1951) and Piaget (1970). 'Experiential learning', or as
it is often referred to as 'learning by doing', can apply to any kind of learning
through experience. Kolb (1984) identified four distinct learning stages on a
continuum running from concrete experiences, reflective observation, abstract
developed
&
Mumford
(1992)
Honey
a
conceptualisation and experimentation.
learning style system as a variation on Kolb's work, with four key learning styles
being activist, reflector, theorist and pragmatist. These also provide a four-stage
learning cycle, which correspondsto Kolb's experiential learning theory. This was
discussed in sections 4.1.1.2 and 4.1.3, and reported in submissions 1 and 4.
Engineerstend to work and learn experientially and cycle through different learning
styles at different stages of the product-development or their self-development
activities. Also engineersexperiencecycles of enquiry, problem-solving, continuous
improvement, as well as learning. Experiential learning also takes into account
differences between learners with their existing knowledge and prior experiences,
and can combine their perception, cognition and behaviour. Tberefore, e-learning
activities needto considerthesefactors when being developedfor engineers.

3)

Provision of self-directed discovery learning experiences: The discovery learning
approachis important for engineersin developmentenvironmentsdue to the nature
of their work in using exploratory skills to establishoptimum solutions to problems.
In this environment, engineersneed to take responsibility for their own discovery
processand are partially, if not wholly, self-directed in their individual operations
and collaborate with other peers when required, as discussed in section 4.1. If
individuals are allowed to be self-directed and so learn at their own convenience,
they are able to managetheir own learning sequence,pace, amount and time. The

individual can then immediately apply their newly learnt knowledge to the
required
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task or problem for an industrial or academic project. Yet, self-directeddiscovery
learning also needsappropriatedirection and guidance.Point (5) discussesintegrating
the guided leaming mode with self-directed learning mode to cater for this. The
research projects undertaken identified that engineers can combine self-directed,
knowledge-discoverylearning with JIT, skills-guided training for specific tasks and
for their own self-development.The integration of different content type, range and
level is discussedin point (6) of this section.
4)

Incorporation of appropriate assessments.Self, instructor and peer assessments
all
contribute to examine the learner's knowledge or skills level. An effective way of
assessmentis to allow learners to monitor their own progress through problemsolving exercises,which requeststhem to use what they have learrit and only refer
back to the content for support (Ravet & Layte, 1997). Self-directed individuals can
before,during and after the learningactivities for this. Follow-up
use self-assessments
assessmentsof the learners' activities can provide feedback and advice, with
suggestedsolutions or alternative routes when a problem is encountered.Therefore,
the design and integration of feedbacktechniquesare important parts in developing
assessmentas they influence the level of satisfaction of the learnersas well as their
learning experiences.Post-activityassessments
test learners'competencylevels,which
identify what has been understoodand their ability to master the tasks, as well as
determining if the learning objectives have been met. Pre-activity assessmentstest
learners' existing knowledge before embarking on an e-leaming lesson. Then if
necessary, the leaming content can be custornised to their particular leaming
requirementsand styles.This is illustrated by area H on the framework's figures 3-1
and 3-5(ix), where content management and delivery factors, with appropriate
technology, are combined to help construct quality learning assessments.
Considerationsfor designingassessmentswere discussedin 4.3.5. Recommendations

were made to WMG and Company X for incorporating pre-activity assessmentsand
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post-activity assessmentsduring the case study work. Developing assessmentsneed
to also considerdifferent learning modes,as different levels of supportare required.
5)

Combination of guided & self-directed modes: Engineers in their development
environments experience different learning modes ranging from presentation,
demonstration, guided, self-directed through to problem-solving activities, to suit
their level of competenceor expertise.Learning modes help provide an experiential
environment that exceeds'drill and practice' activities and progressesto the more
self-directed discovery activities. The problem-solving mode builds from the selfdirected mode by presenting the engineer with different learning exercises in
different situations, in order to apply their own judgement as well as practise their
newly acquired skills. However, guided and self-directed modes can be combined
depending on the support required for the learning activity. For example, a selfdirected engineer can request assistancefrom online help or be guided through
library information whilst in the middle of an engineering calculation, to recall an
engineering principle or terminology, or to seek further explanation. Additionally,
this type of integration recognisesthat different requirementsare neededon different
learning
for
individual
to
activities. The learning
collaborative
occasions cater
or
modeswere written up in submission4, but due to their importancein the engineers'
learning process,they were discussedin section4.2.1 with the CompanyX casestudy
drawn on for examples.

6)

Integration of relevant type, level & range of learning content: The research
identified an increasing need for professional and student engineers to combine
different content type, level and range to help provide wider, transferable, relevant
competenciesfor themselvesand/or their organisation.These content characteristics
were discussedin section 3.3 and exemplified by the WMG case study within point
(6) of section 5.1. The content characteristicsare summarisedas being:
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0

The type of content required can be for an information-base,knowledge-base,
skill-base or a mixture of these.
The level of e-learning instruction can vary from content-centricfor providing
mainly standardinformation, to learner-centricfor providing tailored content.
The range of learning material required for different learning situations can be
for either immediateor structuredactivities.

Integrating the different content characteristicsprovides structured,generic, contentspecific, knowledge-basedlearning, combined with immediate, customised,learnerspecific, skills-basedtraining. This mixture of content characteristicsis incorporated
into learning activities to cater for the different learning requirements. This
influences the design of the e-learning user interface, especially if the content and
interface are customised.Developing an appropriateinstructional approachto deliver
and managevarious content characteristicsand to cater for different learner skills,
knowledge and experiencesis a complex process.A way to easethis is to build the
content up from learning objects as discussedin section 4.2.4, which not only helps
managethe content but also allows the content to be more easily scalable.Providing
manageablelearning objects is outlined in the next point (7).
7)

Provision of manageable learning chunks: The majority of the e-leaming content
researchedhad either beendevelopedfor a specific courseor a completeprogramme.
Learning broken down into manageable chunks is more digestible and can be
incorporatedto fit around work-basedtasks or other learning activities. Developing
learning content into manageablechunks, i.e. 'leaming objects', allows the contentto
be delivered and re-used with less re-development costs incurred than with
traditional methods(Urdan & Weggen;2000). For example, a module's introductory
sessionat WMG can consist of several different lesson overviews, correspondingto
several different learning objects. Individually these learning objects can be used at
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the start of eachof their respectivelesson.The value of a learning object is increased
each time it is reused,becausethis producescost-savingsby avoiding further effort
and time on the developmentof its subject matter. The modular approachto learning
helps to satisfy immediate leaming needs by presenting content in bite-sized
amounts. This provides 'just-enough' content for the desire for JIT learning, by
assisting in the retention and recall of the necessarycontent for specific skills,
knowledge or a combination of both. This was discussedin section 4.2.4. Leaming
learning
by
facilitate
approach
matching the
objects also
a competency-based
object's meta-datawith individual's competencygaps (Brennan et al, 2001). Thus,
learning objects are utilised to produceand structure learning content efficiently, and
tailor relevant content to the individual's specific requirements. Hence, the
development of learning objects provides flexible, modular, customised learning
activities, as well as content that is reusable and manageable.The utilisation of
learning objects was one of the recommendationsmade by the author to CompanyX
and WMG which was reported in submission5.

The project work carried out to investigate these latter contributing areas of knowledge has
provided a better understandingfor developing improved e-leaming content for engineersand
enhancingtheir learning and working environments. Consequently,these areas have helped to
reinforce factors in the e-learning framework during its development, and so strengthen the
innovation. Even though the framework is aimed at assisting e-leaming developments for
practising engineersin industry and engineeringstudentsin academia,there is no reasonwhy the
framework can not be utilised to assistother fields of e-learning development.Section 7.2 in the
concluding chapter discussesrecommendationsfor further work which identifies other areasof
application for the framework. Hence, there is scope to utilise the framework for a wider
audience,and so it hasthe potential to be a generic functional e-learning tool-kit.
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7.0
7.1

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDED

FURTHER WORK

Conclusions

Modern engineering activities are increasingly becoming more distributed, collaborative and
multi-disciplined

in both industry and academia, which requires organisations to consider

alternative ways to inform and educate their employees and students. The engineering
organisationsinvestigatedrecognisedthis, and so have planned, developedand implemented in
varying degrees, a more flexible technology-based learning approach for their current training,
informing and teaching practices. These practices need to be continuous processes rather than

one-time activities, to enable professional and student engineers to update and expand their
knowledge and skills, and thereby maintain their value in the marketplace.

E-learning was researched as a possible solution for addressing these engineering requirements.

The opportunity e-learning presents is to enable a more flexible learning approach than
traditional instructor-led learning by providing access to a variety of up-to-date learning content,

blend
its
flexibility
is
E-learning's
to
standardand
time.
ability
anywhereand at any
also seenas
custornised,guided and self-directed learning content, and cater for individual and collaborative
VLEs. Table 7-1 provides a list of the main comparisons between traditional instructor-led
learning and e-learning, which have been emphasised throughout the research.

Table 7-1: Traditional

Learning & E-learning Comparisons (updated James-Gordon, 2001)

Traditional Learning
Degree
4 YearEngineering
StandardContent
Concentrated
Learning
Presented& Instructor-directed
LimitedMedia
StructuredJust-in-Case
Content
IsolatedIndividualEnvironments
Classroom-based
Knowledge-based
Academia
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E-learning
ContinuousLife-longLearning
Standard& Custornised
ModularContent
DistributedLearning
Guided& Self-directed
InteractiveAppropriateMultimedia
CombiningImmediate& StructureContent
Collaborative
GlobalEnvironments
VirtualLearningEnvironments
BlendedKnowledge-based
& Skills-based
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7.0 Conclusions& RecommendedFurther Work
The researchrevealedgapsboth in the existing literature and working practices,regardingthe elearning needsof engineersand in current approachesthat provide a holistic e-leaming solution
that integrates different factors to meet these needs. This was guided by the insights and
applications of learning processesof both practising engineers in industry and engineering
studentsin academia.The investigationsfocusedon various learning factors that enable,support
and enhancee-leaming in product-developmentand self-developmentengineeringenvironments.
This involved examining enabling technologies,learning philosophies,delivery mechanismsand
management facilities. These areas were poorly representedas integrated categories in the
literature and were limited in providing e-leaming solutions for engineers.Furthermore,existing
e-leaming researchand developmentswere found to be fragmentedand mainly emanatedfrom
educationalists'or technologists' fields, with little evidenceon how the different learning factors
in these fields integratedor complementedeachother. Additionally, the researchestablishedthat
technology-led solutions had often guided and controlled e-leaming developmentsand this was
experiencedwith the academiccasestudy.

The main objective of the research was to create an e-learning mechanism to group and
appropriately integrate various learning factors, to effectively produce e-leaming activities in
engineering development environments. Designing, developing and implementing e-learning
activities were found to be complex processes,and so the proposedmechanismneededto be able
to cope with the following issuesand be updatedas the researchadvanced:
Changingand varied content for the learning required.
0

Categorisingand then prioritising disparatelearning factors.

0

Dispersedand local learnerswith different or similar knowledge and skill-sets.

0

Independentand collaborative learning environments.

&

Different levels of supportrequired.
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0

Keeping abreastof the advancesin technology but not being technology-led.

A framework was developed as the e-learning mechanism becauseit can accommodatethese
diverse issues.Avison & Fitzgerald (1995) point out that a framework does not needto be fully
defined in its construction and can evolve by improving or changing. Also framework is more
flexible than a methodology or model, as it doesnot have to operatewithin set boundariesor in
fixed sequences.Non-comparablelearning factors can be grouped, selected,linked and ordered
differently depending on the requirements,and not all the factors need to be considered.The
rationale for adopting a framework was discussedin section 3.1 and re-iterated in section 6.2.
Thus, the main researchinnovation is the creation of the e-learning framework which provides
the following functionality:
"

E-learning solutions which are not technology-led. Enabling technologiesneedto
be designedto support the learning activities. The technologies are aligned to the
factors
learning
its
to
the
within the
appropriate
content and requirementsas well as
philosophy, delivery and managementcategories.

"A

factors.
3-1
Figure
learning
disparate
wrapper where categories contain
illustrates the structure of the framework's categories and the learning factors
groupedwithin them.
Linking learning factors to help satisfy learning requirements. Section 3.4
provides guidelines to help steer e-learning providers through the framework by
selectingand sequencingappropriatelearning factors to develop e-learning activities.
Specific e-learning solutions for engineers in development environments.
Different models in the framework can be created to satisfy different e-learning
applications, which are dependent on the learning requirements. Table B-1 in
appendixB illustratesthe different engineeringe-learning applications investigated.
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Synthesising the e-learning framework has helped to address the research question posed in
section 1.1.3 - "How can e-learning provide effective learning for engineers in development
environments?" The underlying sub-questionsthat this raised were addressedin five research
projects. These separate,but mutually supporting projects were documentedin respectiveEngl)
submissions.The following list summariesthe main areasof the project work undertaken:
1)

Exploring learning methods and preferred learning styles in engineering
help
investigations
These
to
out
understandstandard
carried
were
environments:
practices and identify areas where e-leaming can replace or complement existing
learning methods. Learning styles preferences of engineers were examined to
learning
if
to
the
these
methods.A survey established
current
ascertain
were aligned
that engineersare experiential learnersand a secondsurvey discoveredthat engineers
have a strong visual learning preference.Therefore, experiential and visual methods
are important factors to consider when developing learning activities for engineers.
TBL was investigated as a solution to accommodate engineers' learning style
learning
to
collaborative
customisable
and
preferences,and provide a self-directed,
enviromnent.

2)

Examining the available technologies to enable, support and enhance learning:
Current TBL tools and techniqueswere investigatedto establishtheir capabilities for
development,
design,
delivery and
the
and/or
enhancing
enabling, supporting
management of e-leaming content. The supporting 'hard' learning technologies
examined physical tools such as computer-based and Web-based tools. Web
technologieswere of particular interest to this researchdue to their wide reach and
interactive impact on the modem working and learning environments.'Soft' learning
technologies examined non-tangible technologies such as instructional principles.
However, more controversial enhancing 'soft' technologies were also investigated,
such as smart drugs, in order to illustrate the various facets of technology, but they
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were beyond the scope of the main research.Thus, TBL was found to be too broad
for this researchand so e-leaming narrowed this down to electronic-basedlearning
technologies,which embracedCBL and WBL.
3)

Investigating marketing considerations from the WBL providers' viewpoint:
Various WBL providers were investigated to identify the available WBL products
offered and the different marketing approachesthese providers took. These WBL
providers were found to supply academic or corporate organisations with WBL
content, technology or services, or a combination of these. Subsequently these
organisations then provided their own custornised e-leaming solutions for their
departments, employees, students, or even other organisations. Determining the
marketing considerations from the WBL providers' viewpoint provided an
understanding of what can, and can not, be achieved within the environmental
constraintsand the fragmentede-leaming market.

4)

Developing an e-learning framework: Previous project work and findings were
consolidated to develop an e-learning framework to assist e-learning providers
through the maze of disparate learning factors to develop relevant e-leaming
activities. The various learning factors researchedwere grouped according to their
function under philosophy, delivery, managementor technology categories in the
framework, as shown in figure 3-1. This grouping helped to simplify the selecting,
linking and ordering of the learning factors and fit the appropriate technology to
them. CSFs were also producedto provide a complementarybusinessperspectivein
developing e-learning content. These CSFs relate to certain learning factors in the
frameworkand are shownin figure 5-1.
Studying

practical

engineering

e-learning

applications:

The

e-leaming

environmentsof three engineeringorganisationswere investigatedas casestudies to
help test validate areasof the framework two from industry
and one from academia.
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These case studies were not meant to be conclusive but illustrated the diversity of
engineering e-learning environments. Comparisons were made between the
environments, which incorporated the different leaming requirements and effects.
The academiccasestudy helpedtest and verify the CSFs,becauseit was in the midst
of its e-learning development.Whereasone of the industrial case studieshad yet to
gain full managementsupport to proceed with its e-learning development and the
other had already developedand implemented its e-learning environment. Thus, the
framework's learning factors and CSFswere testedand refined accordingly.

The combination of these research projects helped with the development of the e-learning
framework and CSFs. The contributing areas of knowledge, which were a consequenceof the
project work, helped to provide deeper understandingin areas of the e-learning development.
Section 6.3 discussedtheseareasof knowledge, and theseare summarisedas:
Presentation of learning content. The research discovered the preferred visual
learning style of engineers,and so the importanceof incorporating visual techniques
when developing e-learningactivities and designingthe e-learninguser interface.
Provision of experiential learning activities. Engineers were found to work and
learn experientially. They adopt eachof the activist, reflector, theorist and pragmatist
learning styles and their characteristicsdependingon where they are in the productdevelopmentor self-developmentstage,and then repeat these if required. Thus, the
different stagesof experiential learning need to be consideredwhen developing elearning activities for engineers.
Provision of self-directed, discovery learning experiences. Discovery learning is
important for engineersdue to the nature of work in their developmentenvironments,
where they perform tasks individually and/ or collaboratively to optimise an
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engineering solution. Thus, e-learning activities need to contain exploratory,
problem-solving learning featureswithin the learning environments.
0

Incorporation of appropriate assessments.Pre and post-assessmentsnot only
measurelearners' levels of knowledge, before and after an e-learning activity, but
they also measuretheir change in performance. Electronic assessmentscan assist
instructors track and test learners' progress.Additionally, self-directed learnerscan
monitor their own work. The results from assessmentscan lead to future e-learning
activities being customisedto suit the learners' capabilities.

0

Combination of guided & self-directed modes. Different learning modes are
required in a learning activity dependingon learners' experienceand level of support
required. Different types of support reinforce or complement learning activities. For
example, providing online learning information resources,electronic guides, online
peer assistance,and further emailed explanations,within problem-solving activities.
This helps to integratedirection and guidancewith discoverylearningactivities

0

Integration of relevant type, level & range of learning content. Professionaland
student engineerswere found to combine different content type, level and range to
help provide wider, transferable,relevant competenciesfor their organisation and/or
themselves. Integrating these different content characteristics provides variations
from structured, generic, content-specific, knowledge-basedcontent to immediate,
customised,learrier-specific,skills-basedcontent.

0

Provision of manageable learning objects. Learning content broken down into
smaller amounts is more manageable for Instructional Developers developing a
learning activity, as well as more digestible for learners.Learning objects allow the
content to be re-used, structured and custornisedmore easily to satisfy the learning
requirements.
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These points identify important areasto be consideredwhen developing e-learning content for
engineers in product-development and self-development environments. These areas have
contributed to learning factors within the e-learning framework. Thus, the construction of the elearning framework has built from, added to, and consolidatedthe various learning factors
investigatedin this research.

In summary, the development of the e-leaming framework provides a mechanismto facilitate
effective e-leaming in engineering development environments. The framework structures
disparate learning factors into philosophy, technology, delivery and managementcategories,
depending on their functionality, and links and orders these factors to suit different learning
requirements. The framework acts as a tool-kit for e-leaming providers to help guide them
through the maze of learning factor options and decisions to generate relevant e-learning
activities. The CSFsadditionally devised,which complementsthe framework, provide a business
perspectiveto the e-leaming developmentand acts as an action-plan for managersinstigating an
e-leaming programme.The researchhas shown that e-leaming can enable, support and enhance
continuous learning for engineers,and that the framework provides the foundation on which to
build effective e-learningcontent.

The next section outlines further project work that can be undertaken from additional
applications of the e-learning framework, and for developing richer engineering e-leaming
content.
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7.2

Recommendations for Further Work

There are two opportunities identified by the author for carrying out additional work to help
in
further
framework
is
further.
One
develop
to
the
the
utilise
e-learning
area
refine and
research
applications, and the other is to investigate developing richer engineering e-learning content.
Thesetwo areasare describedbelow:
1)

Further applications of the e-learning framework. This can provides additional,
framework:
different
the
of
applications
or complete
advance,
0

Investigate 'additional' organisationsin academiaand industry with e-leaming
in
developed
factors
the
to
enviromnents already established reinforce other
framework. For example, to provide a deeper understandingof security and
in
issues
e-learning.
administrative

0

Obtain Senior Management support at Company Y, and 'advance' their
design
developing
by
their
portal
proposed
engineeringe-leaming environment
Then,
assistwith the management
their
content.
engineering
with
recommended
of the full e-learning implementation.

0

Apply the framework to 'different' environments of engineering or other
industries, as the industrial case studies focused on product-development
environments.Manufacturing or civil engineering environments can be useful
additional casestudiesundertakenfor comparisons.

0

Utilise the framework and CSFs from start to finish across a 'complete' eleaming programme.

2)

Developing richer engineering e-learning content. The following areasfor further
researchcan provide a better understandingand direction of future engineeringskills,
knowledge & experiences:
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Further investigation into using design visualisation techniquescan assist the
learning environment for engineers. Specific electronic technologies and the
in
industry
VR
and academia can provide a nonpracticality of using
threateningand safe environment for training and learning to be carried out as
briefly reported in submission 2. This investigation can contribute to the
technology and delivery categoriesof the framework.
Determine how learning experiences can be kept up-to-date. Engineering
fed-back
be
being
in
industry
developed
to
incorporate
new skills
content can
incorporated into academia.For example, incorporating work-based projects
that use industry specific and standardengineeringprocessesnot often taught
in academia.Two examplesbeing (i) specific testing proceduresfor prototype
builds and (ii) Design Failure Mode Effect Analysis (DFMEA) auditing, which
is a methodology used for assessingpotential risks to the design integrity early
in the developmentcycle. This investigation can be part of the learning content
material of the framework.
Examine mobile learning using technology that is portable, individual and
field-based
keep
that
the
to
up-to-date
are
engineers
adaptable as a solution
with required information. This investigation can contribute to the technology
and delivery categoriesof the framework.
Investigate how the future engineering students can learn without having
in
tools
academia,due to the increasing
machine
experience
of
using
practical
health & safety restrictions. Can VLEs be established in academiato equip
engineerswith the practical skills they need for industry, or at least gain an
if
Additionally,
manufacturing continues to be outsourced
understanding?
abroad, how do engineers in development environments gain a real
appreciation of manufacturing processesand capabilities, e.g. DIM and DFA
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experience?Will engineersbe required to liaise with manufacturing suppliers
abroad, and so require additional collaboration techniques incorporated into
their modem teaching and learning practices? These investigations can
contribute to the content technology and delivery categoriesof the framework.
However, providing learning experiences within VLEs, and using VR
technology, may be the only way in which engineersgain practical skills and
experiencesin the future.

From the application of these further researchrecommendations,the e-leaming framework can
be updatedto supply richer learning activities for providing and maintaining effective e-learning
in engineeringdevelopmentenvironments.
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Appendix A

APPENDIX A
PAPERS PUBLISHED BY THE AUTHOR

Appendix A provides a copy of each paper published by the author during the Engineering
Doctorate registration with the assistanceof her co-authors.Jay Bal ensuredthat the content had
academic rigour on all the papers.Andy Young ensuredthat the marketing content was valid on
the marketing paper in appendix A4, as this was a disciple that the author initially had limited
in
in.
Each
published
assisted
validating the author's research in a
experience
paper
working
methodical manner. Part of the material for writing the papers was extracted from the Engl)
submissions or post-module work, and assistedin summarisingthe main issues investigated in
the research.The paperspresentedat the ED-MIEDIA 2003 Conferencealso provided valuable
feedback to the author from a wider audiencethat were expert in the e-leaming field. The poster
presentation with the paper in appendix B6 attracted interest. The author believes that this was
becauseshe presentedan application to e-leaming, whilst the other delegatesat the conference
were either educationalistspresentinglearning philosophiesor computer scientistspresentingthe
capabilities of the technology.

In summary, six papers were published external to WMG and in addition to the EngD annual
journal
four
they
of
consisted
papers,a presentationconferencepaper, and a
conferences,and
poster presentationpaper. Full reference information has been provided with each paper, for
journal,
if
the
the
of
suitability
quality
or
necessary.
examining
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PAPER 1
Learning Style Preferences of Enineers

in Automotive Desi2n

James-GordonY E; Bal J; (2001)
Journal of Workplace Learning;
Vol. 13,No. 6, pp.239-245;
MCB University Press,Bradford, UK.
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Learning Style Preferencesof
Engineers in Automotive Design
&JayBal
Yveffe
James-Gordon

Introduction
Learning styles describe the attitudes and behaviours
that determine the preferred way of learning of an
individual. People vary not just in their learning skills
but also in their learning styles (Felder, 1996). The

Doctorate
YvetteJames-Gordon
is on the Engineering
UK.
Coventry,
Programme
University,
atWarwick

objectives of this investigation were to establish the
following:
have

learning

different

Dr Jay Bal is a seniorresearchfellow at Warwick
University,
Coventry,
UK.

Do

EM

population, and if so what are their preferred

Learningcycle,
Learningstyles,Learningpreferences,
Engineering
Design.
M
in the DesignDepartment
An investigation
wasconducted

engineers

characteristics than the rest of the professional

styles of learning?
Does the present computer-aided design (CAD)
training available satisfy the engineers' learning
style preferences?

of a medium-sized
automotivecompanyto establish
by
learning
styles.Thiswasachieved
engineers'
preferred

Do Design Engineers have different learning

followedby statistical
usingtwo provenquestionnaires

as Project Engineersand Team Leaders?

characteristics than managerial engineers, such

analysis
methods,
have
investigated
Theevidence
thattheengineers
showed
Thismeans
a significant
visuallearningstylepreference.
that their learningis moreeffectiveby usingdiagrams,
flowcharts,pictures,
sketches,
photographs,
schematics,

From reviewing the literature, the characteristics of
each learning style are summarised below (Felder,
1996; Honey & Mumford, 1992; Kolb, 1984; Senge,
1992):

Videos,
in training
computer
graphics,
anddemonstrations
programmes
and in theireveryday
workingenvironment.
Thepresentcomputer-aided
design(CAD)trainingin the

people.

doesincorporate
company
someof theseVisualtechniques
and so doessatisfythe engineers'
visuallearningsye

brainstorming.

Evidence
that thereis not a
preference.
alsosuggested
for
needto havedifferenttrainingand learningmethods

consolidation

DesignEngineers
suchas Project
or managerial
engineers
Engineers
andTeamLeaders.

like to try out

or Active Learners

Activists

new experiences and tend to be open-minded
Problems

experiences

are

They
but

tackled

thrive

on

implementation

find

dull.

often

They

are

by
new
and

gregarious

people and prefer working in groups.

*

Reflectors or Reflective Learners observe
and ponder experiences.Data is collected and

The company investigated was recommended to
incorporatevisual techniques Men developingfurther

analysed thoroughly

trainingmaterialand leamingaids, in order to create an

they adopt a low profile, listening to others

for theirengineers.
effectivelearningenvironment

before commenting. Generally they tend to

about

experiences

before any conclusion is made. In meetings

be cautious people who prefer to work alone.
Theorists integrate observed experiences,
thinking

problems through methodically.
They feel uncomfortable with subjective

WarwickManufacturing Group
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opinions

and

ambiguity,

and

solutions are found. They tend to like

prefer

establishing logical theories from facts. They
tend

be

to

analytical

perfectionists, fitting

people

proceduresto follow.

and
Global Learners tend to learn randomly

things into rational

without initially seeing the connections, and

schemes.

then suddenly they are enlightened. They

0

Pragmatists like to put theories into practice.

tend to solve complicated problems quickly

They prefer producing plans before promptly

but can have difficulty explaining the steps.

getting on with things. Pragmatists are the

Once the whole picture emerges for them,

kind of people who are keen to try out new

they will find new ways of accomplishing

skills learnt on courses. They are practical

tasks.

people who like solving problems and tend to

0

be impatient with slow and inconclusive

The company used to research into engineers,

discussions.

learning style preferences was a medium-sized

Sensing Learners tend to be patient and
careful with detailed work. They are good at
learning facts and often like solving problem
by well-establi shed methods. Sensors are
inclined to be practical and like hands-on
work.

They

dislike

complications

and

surprises.

0

engineers at this company utilise CAD software for
3D

design,

development,

optimisation,

data

management,and detailing. Traditional instructor-led
courses are adequate for teaching CAD and other
engineering skills. However, there is a need to
develop custornised training material that can be
accessedwhen the engineerneedsto learn new skills,

discovering

and not wait until the next instructor-led classroom

possibilities and relationships. They are

course. As the responsibility is put on all engineers

comfortable with new concepts and are more

at the company to keep updated and refreshed with

innovative than others. Intuitors dislike

engineering knowledge and skills, what techniques

Intuitive

Learners

prefer

routine calculations that require memorising.

0

automotive company (>50 employees <250). All the

Visual Learners remember best by what
they see. They absorb information more

can be usedto make their learning more effective?

Methodology

effectively from pictures, diagrams,films and

In order to examine the objectives primary data was

demonstrations.They prefer their work to be

collected using questionnairesin order to investigate

colour coded for categorising purposes, and

the engineers' various learning style preferences.

highlighted words and sentencesfor clarity.

There were two questionnairesselected after careful

Verbal Learners tend to learn best from

research and discussions. One was an established
questionnaire devised by Honey & Mumford (1992),

written

and spoken explanations. They

referred to as questionnaire one in this paper. The

understand something better by talking to

other was a prototype version, developed from the

peers. They are comfortable reading books

latter by

and manualsto absorb information.
Sequential

Learners

tend

and referred to

as

questionnaire two in this paper.
to

gain

understandingin logical steps.They prefer to
methodically go through calculations until

WarwickManufacturing Group
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Questionnaireone asked80 questions (20 for each
of the activist, reflector, theorist and pragmatist
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learning styles). Questionnaire two
questions (I I

for

asked 44

each learning style pair -

weeks before returning to the company to collect the
data.

active/reflective, sensing/intuitive, visual/verbal and
After the questionnaireswere collected. the data was

sequential/global).

manuallv entered into each of the respective score

Questionnaire two was used to complement
questionnaireone, as the author (YJ-G) was not

sheets for each engineer. Each column was then
totalled and the results were tabulated for all the

satisfied with the balance of questionnaireone.
Honey & Mumford'squestionnaireone seemedto

engineers. The results were also sub-divided into

categorisepeopleby having either a strongto low

TeamLeaders for comparisonsin the data analysis.

preferenceof the activist, reflector. theorist and
pragmatistlearning styles. Engineersdue to their

Design Engineers only and Project Engineers

QuestionnaireInterpretation

natureandskill-setswill cyclethroughmanylearning
styles and adopt their characteristics when
determininga designsolution.Felder'squestionnaire
two had a more balancedapproach,as the learning
styleswerepaired.A high preferencefor a particular
learning style indicated a low preferencefor its
corresponding
pair. Therewasalsoan interestin the
verbal/visual and sequential/globallearning style

The population data collection for questionnaire one
was based on a Population of 3500 scores of
professional people working in industry and
1992),
&
Mumford.
in
UK
(Honey
the
commerce
illustrated in Tahle /.

pairsofferedin Felder'squestionnaire.

both the selected questionnaires had the
it
learning
for
Mean
style,
each
given
population

As there were no right or wrong answersto either of

suggestedthat the data should be representationand
so tend to form a Normal distribution.

As

the questionnaires, assurance was given to the
engineersthat their results were for researchpurposes

From scoring the results of questionnaire

only and would not be used for any kind of

engineer could compare himself

assessmentof them. The engineer neededto consider

scale, illustrated

each question carefully and to what extent that

in

two, the

or herself to the

Table 2 (Felder,

1996) and

described as follows:

question applied to him or her. Questionnaire one
required a tick RI for sentencesthat were agreedwith

If the score is between -3 and +3, then the
person is well balanced on the two dimensions of

and a cross IK

the scale (Mean is 0).

for sentences disagreed with.

Questionnaire two required (a) or (b) circled if the
engineer was in more of an agreement with that
sentence. Both questionnaires needed all of the
questions answered, even if the answers given were
borderline responses.

0

If the score is between -5 and -7, or 5 and 7,
then the person has a moderate preference for
one dimension of the scale and will learn more
easily in a teaching environment that favours that
dimension.

Both questionnaires were given to all 45 engineers in
the Design Department in the company, of which 42
gave replies: 27 Design Engineers and 15 Project
Engineers

&

Team

Leaders.

Both

questionnaires

were left with each engineer for a period of two

Warwick Manufacturing Group

If the score is between -9 and -11, or 9 and 11,
then the person has a very strong preference for
one dimension ofthe scale. According to Felder
(1996). this may produce difficulty within an
environment that does not support that learning
preference for the individual.
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Table 1: Population Scofing Results Intetpreted for Questionnaire One (Honey & Mumford, 1992)
Verystrong
preference

Strong
preference

Moderate
preference

Low
pre rence

Activist

13-20

11-12

7-10
(Mean9.3)

4-6

0-3

Reflector

18-20

15-17

12-14
(Mean13.6)

9-11

0-8

Theorist

16-20

14-15

11-13
(MeanIZ5)

8-10

0-7

Pragmatist

17-20

15-16

12-14
(Mean13.7)

9-11

0-8

Verylow
preference

Two(Felder,1996)
for Questionnaire
Table2: PopulationScoringResultsInterpreted
ý* strongj-j
Moderate
preference I preference

Well
balanced
(Mean=O)

Moderate
preference

Vetystrong
preference

Active

-11to -9

-7to -5

3
to
-3

5 to 7

9 to 11

Reflective

Sensing

to
-11 -9

to
-7 -5

3
to
-3

5 to 7

9 to 11

Intuitive

Visual

to
-11 -9

to
-7 -5

3
to
-3

5 to 7

9 to 11

Verbal

Sequential

-11to -9

-7to -5

3
to
-3

5 to 7

9 to 11

Global
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Qualityof Results
All the engineers scoring results are collated into the

If they chose(a) realistic, did that meanthey were not
innovative and visa versa? Engineers by their very

from questionnaire one and questionnaire two

design
initial
during
innovative
be
the
nature will
stages and realistic when it comes to selecting

respectively. The 42 out of 45 replies collected,

materials and manufacturing processes for their

provides a good responseto the survey. By inspecting

design. These design activities are typical of the

the learning styl& results, the quality of the data and

engineersat the company.

learning preference ranges as seen in Tables 3&4,

distribution featurescan be observed.
The Reflector, Theorist and Pragmatist scores are
[Complete data analysis and statistical calculations,

skewed towards the strong learning style preferences.

the data

The Visual/Verbal learning style pair is bias towards

collected, can be obtained from the author (YJ-G) on

the Visual end, indicating this is a very strong

request.]

learning preferencefor all the engineers.

including

graphical representation of

The Activist and Reflector learning style scores from
questionnaire one should compare to the Active/
Reflective scores on questionnaire two. The very
strong learning preferencesrange for Activist is 13 to
20 and the Active learner is -9 to -11. The two same
Design Engineers do correspond to this. However,
the Reflector scores seemed to be marked much
higher than the corresponding Reflective learning
style scoresfor all the engineers.

The scores of the engineers learning styles are
representative, being within the professional people
Population scores. As the outliers in the learning
styles are feasible preferences,this tends to suggest
that these learning style distributions are skewed or
that error has crept in. The reasonsfor error may have
been because incorrect answers were given due to
ambiguity of sentences: During the period the
questionnaires were left at the company, many
engineers did contact the author (YJ-G)

and

complained that questionnaire two had a few
ambiguousand controversial sentences,e.g.
I would rather be considered:
(a) realistic or (h) innovative"
This

question

annoyed

many

engineers

as they

considered themselves to be both (a) and (b), and did
not want to choose one answer over the other.
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Table3: All the EngineersScoring Resultsfor QuestionnaireOne
Verylow
preferenc
(0-3)
5

Low
preference
(4-6)
11

(scorerange)
Activist

Verystrong
preference
(13-20)
5

Strong
preference
(11-12)
7

Moderate
preference
(7-10)
14

Reflector

(18-20)
10

(15-17)
16

(12-14)
9

(9-11)
4

(0-8)
3

Theorist

(16-20)
10

(14-15)
11

(11-13)
13

(8-10)
6

(0-7)
2

Pragmatist

(17-20)
6

(15-16)
11

(12-14)
17

(9-11)
6

(0-8)
2

i

Table4: All the EngineersScoring Resultsfor QuestionnaireTwo
Verystrong
preference

Moderate
preference

(-11to -M

(-7to -5ý

Well
balanced
(Mean=O)
(-3to 3)

Moderate
preference

Verystrong
preference

(5 to 7)

(9 to 11)

Active

28

25

7

0

Reflective

Sensing

39

22

8

0

Intuitive

Visual

20

17

5

0

0

Verbal

3

28

8

2

Global

Sequential
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Experimentationof Results

Figure 6: LearningStyle Meansfor the Populationand
All the Engineersfor QuestionnaireTwo

Test to establish if the Mean of each learning
for

the

all

engineers
different

Population

(professional

people

that

only

42.

Given

//4

in

working

and commerce in the UK): The statistical

size was

9

of the

calculations used the student's t-test method. as the
sample

ACTi (+) REF

was

company

or not from

significantly

industry

the

at

style

///-6
SEQ/
:
GLO

-01

the evidence

available, the significance test calculations indicated
that for the Visual/Verbal

(-) SEN1
(+) INT

learning style pairs there

was a highly significant difference between the Mean
score for all the engineers and the Mean score for the
Population
learning

(99.9%

confidence

level).

For

VIS

other

styles, the evidence suggested, with 95%

confidence,

there was not a significant

All Engineers

Population

-

difference

VRB

between the Means. This can be seen on the radar
diagrams in Figures 5&6.
Test to establish

Figure 5: LearningStyle Meansfor the Populationand
All the Engineersfor QuestionnaireOne

learning

styles

if
for

different

significantly

the

Mean

of each of the

Design

the
or

not

Engineers

from

was

Project

the

Engineers

&

calculations

used again the student's t-lest method.

Team

Leaders:

The

statistical

From the significance test calculations, the evidence
indicated, with 95% confidence, that there was not a
significant

difference

between

Mean score and the Project

Design
Engineers

Engineers
&

Team

Leaders Mean score for all the learning styles. This
can be seen on the radar diagrams in Figures 7&8.
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Figure 7: LearningStyle Meansof
DesignEngineersand
Project Engineers +Team Leaders
for QuestionnaireOne

Test to establish if the variance

of each learning

style for the Design Engineers

was significantly

different

or not from

Team Leaders:

the Project

Engineers

&

The statistical calculations used the

Plratio test method. From the available evidence and
the significance test calculations, this suggested with

20. - ACTIVIST

95% confidence.

p
R
A
G
m
A

R
E
F
L
E
c
T
0
R

there was a significant

difference

between the variances of Design Engineers and the
Project Engineer & Team Leaders for the Pragmatist
learning

and Sequential/Global

styles.

For

other

learning styles, the evidence suggested. with 95%
confidence,

there was not a significant

difference

between the variances. This can be seen on the radar
diagrams in Figures 7&8.

Project
Engineers

THEORIST
Design
Engineers

Team
Leaders

Discussionof Results
The quantitative analyses carried out that used the
did
produce reasonable
methods
statistical
standard
results. However, due to the small sample tested.
Engineers
Design
the
comparing
when
especially

Figure 8: LearningStyle Meansof
DesignEngineersand
Project Engineers + TeamLeaders
for QuestionnaireTwo

be
the
results
cannot
the
engineers.
managerial
with
taken as conclusive. Nevertheless.evidence suggests
that

9

ACT

REF

all

of

the

engineers investigated

predominately visual learners. Hence. their learning
is more effective from diagrams. sketches,
flow
schematics,
photographs,

SEQ
GLO

are

charts, pictures,

demonstrations.
By
and
graphics,
computer
videos.
the very nature of engineering design, these visual
learning techniques are used everyday. Computer(-) SEN1
(+) INT

VIS

\-/
VRB

Design
Engineers

Project
Engineers
Team
Leaders

aided design (CAD) is typical of this. CAI) uses
visual techniques such as icons to select commands,
3D parts are sketched, designed. assembled and
analysed using coloured graphics, with

more

advancedanimation and simulation techniques being
incorporatedinto the CAD's functionality.

The present CAI) training at the company does
satisfy the engineers learning style prellcrences,as
coursestake advantageof these visual aids by using
them in the training material. Demonstrations are

through a modelling example on the CAD system

given by the trainer to show the engineer what the
CAD system is capable of, and then he or she works

visual computer-basedhelp functions.

Warwick Manufacturing Group
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The Design Engineers after the CAD training learn

Stage

on thejob. According to Peter Senge(1992:23) "the

simulation

most

powerful

learning

direct

comes from

1: Run

a finite

element

analysis

(FEA)

on the CAD part to see where the high

areas of stresses are, in order to prove that the design
learning style where

experience". This is the preferred method of learning

is feasible. This is an Activist

at the company, as engineers become more skilled,

learning is achieved by doing and experiencing.

the more they use the CAD and still produced useful

Stage 2: Analyse

design work. A little more work time is given to the

Reflector

newly trained engineers to allow for their learning

gathered before conclusions are reached.

learning

FEA output
style

results. This is a

where

is

information

and familiarisation with the graphical user interface.
Stage 3: Use the CAD software to methodically
For all but the visual learning style, there is not a
significant difference between the Means for all the
engineers at the company and the Population.
Engineers due to their nature will automatically cycle

model a new part or modify the existing part, based
on the FEA results. This is a Theorist learning style
where the reason behind things, concepts and
relationships are important for understanding.

through all the learning styles and adopt their

Stage 4: Test the new CAD part in a CAD assembly,

characteristics.

to see if part fits. Other design considerationsto test
include

manufacturing

and

packaging

This iterative process, with reference to questionnaire

implementations. This is a Pragmatist learning style

one, is illustrated in Figure 9, and is fundamental to

by testing the practical application of what is learnt.

continuous learning. Experience gained adds to the
engineer's

own

knowledge

and

skill-base,

and

provides corrective feedback, for example:

I

StageI
Havean experience
Activist
Stage2
Reviewthe experience
Reflector

Stage4
Planfrom the experience
Pragmatist
Stage3
Concludefrom the
expedence
Theorist

Figure 9: TheLearning Cycle(Honey& Mumford,1992;DavidKolb, 1984
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From the experiencethe author (Y J-G) has with the
company, the organisation empowers all

their

Conclusions

engineersto take responsibility for their own learning

The evidence concludes the following outcomes of
the investigation at the automotive company:

and working practices. The Design Engineers have

Engineers in the design environment have a very

greater knowledge of their designs and developments

visual preferred style of learning. For all but the

than their Team Leaders. Design Engineers are self-

visual learning style, there is not a significant

motivated, adaptable and self-discipline working

difference betweenthe engineersat the company

along side and collaborating with

the Project

and the professional population.

Engineers & TeamLeader.
The present CAD training in the company does
Even though the sample sizes were small, the
available evidence suggests,there is not a significant
difference betweenthe investigatedDesign Engineers

satisfy the engineers' learning style preferences,
as it

incorporates visual

techniques and

graphically representsthe design.

Mean score and the Project Engineers & Team

There is not a significant difference in the

Leaders. All engineers are given the same leaming

Design Engineers or managerial engineers such

opportunities and tools in the automotive company,

as Project Engineers & Team Leaders learning

so it is feasible that they would have similar Mean

style preferences.Hence, there is no needto have

scoresfor their leaming style preferences.

different training and learning techniques for
them.

Given the available evidence and by inspecting the
results for the Pragmatist learning style, the Project

As all the engineersinvestigated have predominately

Engineers & Team Leaders investigated have less

a visual learning style preference, the company was

dispersed and higher scores than Design Engineers

recommendedto incorporate visual techniques when

do. This is possibly because the Team Leaders

developing future customised training material,

produce project plans for the Design Engineers in

learning aids, and work-based programmes. The

their team, which is a Pragmatist learning style

visual techniques can include diagrams, sketches,

characteristic.

photographs, schematics, flow

charts, pictures,

videos, computer graphics, and demonstrations, in
There are three extreme scores for the Sequential/

order to create an effective learning environment for

Global learning styles Project Engineers & Team

the engineers.

Leaders. The Project Engineer who has a very strong
Sequential learning style preference is the most
experience traditional engineer at the company. He
is the oldest engineerthere, having a structuredcareer
route and being methodical in his design cycle.
However, the other two Team Leaders have a very
strong Global learning style.
In today's engineering climate that has technological
advances to speed up design solutions and reduce
product lead times, engineers, especially Project
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Engineers & Team Leaders, need to adopt more
Global learning style characteristics.
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The Effects of Technology-based
Learning on Design Engineers&
the Organisation
YvefteJames-Gordon
& Jay Bal

Introduction
Design Engineers have the continual need to keep up
to date with current and new design information,
knowledge and technologies, such as new design
simulation tools, new prototype techniques, new
materials

UUMMI=
Yvette James-Gordonis on the EngineeringDoctorate
Programmeat WarwickUniversity,Coventry,UK.

Dr Jay Bal is a seniorresearchfellow at Warwick
University,
Coventry,
UK.

and

new

manufacturing

processes.

Periodically, design skills or techniques require
learning or renewing, such as with computer-aided
design (CAD), finite element analysis (FEA), or
product data management(PDM). Hence, technology
is an important part in their everyday engineering
design processes.

learning,
Technology-based
learning,Computer-based
leaming,Design
Web-basedlearning,Organisational
Engineering

The objectives of this investigation were to identify
the effects of technology-based learning (TBL) on
engineers in

a

design environment and the

Technology-based
learning(TBL) providesa flexible

organisationthey work for.

learning
to support
theknoWedge
andskillsbase
approach
TBL also createsan interesting
vAthinan organisation.

TBL in engineering design can include any of the

learning
learning.
to motivate
continuous
environment

following for the engineer:
Technology to increase design knowledge by its

dueto
Emphasis
is ontheengineering
designenvironment
the continuous
to keepupdatedwith
needfor engineers
current engineering information, knowledge and
technologies.
Withthe greaterworkdemandsplacedon
theengineer
andlesstimeto learnin, a moreseff-directed
learning
is required.
approach
learning
TBL tacklesthe increasing
needfor immediate
learning.By establishing
an effective
and self-directed
learningenvironment,
the engineerscan use their own
initiativeandtakeresponsibility
for theirowntrainingand
learningrequirements.
Thisis beneficial
to organisational
The
learningas wellas the individual's
self-development.
effectsof TBLontheDesignEngineer
andtheorganisation
areinvestigated.
4056

use to create a design solution, e.g. CAD or by
surfing the Web to find design information.
0

Technology to assist in the learning process to
create new design skills, e.g. computer-based
learning (CBL) or multimedia tools.
Knowledge of the design technology increases
with usage, e.g. the more the individual uses
CAD, the more experiencehe or shebecomes.
Technology involves the 'know-how' in people,
and

sharing

information

and

knowledge

increasesunderstanding(Petrovic et al, 1998).
Technology to

assist in

the

sharing of

information with peers, e.g. Web tools including
emailing facilities, conferencing, whiteboards,
and discussionforums.
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Effectsof TBLon the DesignEngineer

Concrete experiences: Run a simulation. such as
FEA on the CAD part to see where the high areasof

Besides technology being used in learning a nexv
skill, increasing knoNvIedge,and sharing information,

stresses are, in order to prove that the design is

the preferred learning style for the individual is also
important for learning to be more effective.

learning is achieved by doing and experiencing.

Engineersdue to their nature will automatically cycle

feasible. This is an Activist learning style where

0

Reflective

observation:

Analyse output results.

through all the learning styles and adopt their

such as FEA. This is a Reflector

characteristics during the design and development of

where

a product. This iterative process is fundamental for

conclusions are reached.

continuous learning and the design cycle.

*

information

Formulation

is

learning style

gathered

before

of abstract concepts: Use the

CAD software to model a new part or modify the
David Kolb, who has been particularly influential in

existing part, basedon the FEA results. This is a

management education, developed the theory of

Theorist learning style where the reason behind

experiential learning (Kolb, 1984, cited in Garratt,
1994). He described learning as following a cycle in

things, concepts and relationships are important
for understanding.

which there are four areas:

Test concepts on new situations: Test the new

Concreteexperiences

CAD part in a CAD assembly, to see if part fits.

Reflective observation

Other design considerations tested include
manufacturing and packaging implementations.

Formulation of abstractconcepts

This is a Pragmatist learning style by testing the

Testing conceptson new situations

practical application of what is learnt.
Figure I illustrates the connection of Kolb's cycle to

The above can be related to the learning cycle and

this typical design technology.

respective learning styles (Honey & Mumford. 1992;
Landen, 1997) using design technology, such CAD
and FEA software:

Figure 1: Learning Cycle with Design TechnoloýU (adaptedfrom

Kolb, 1984)

Run FEA Simulation
Concreteexperiences
Activist
Test New CAD Assembly
Testconceptson newsituations
Pragmatist
Redesign CAD Part
Formulation
of abstract
concepts
Theorist

War-wick Manufacturing Group

Analyse FEA Results
Reflectiveobservation
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environment is organisedto motivate individuals
to become actively immersed in their learning

This continuous learning cycle is typical of workbaseddesign engineering.The author (YJ-G) has
experiencedthis learning cycle at many engineering
in
is
learning
Each
experienced
style
companies.
order to optimise the design using technology-based

process (Landen, 1997), by providing scenesof
direct
learner's
the
that
allow
real-life situations
involvement and by using explorative ways

techniques.Each stageoutputs data for the next,

through hyperlink selections over the Intranet or

which in context is usedas information. The whole
cycle increasesthe individual's (and all those

Internet.
This recognises the value of

Alternatives:

involved) knowledge for the design.

testing and adapting resourcesto meet personal
learning needs. Choosing alternative methods of

Engineers and managersfrom many companieswere
interviewed, and the literature reviewed, to establish
how TBL can affect the individual and what it can
offer:

learning, by accessingonline tutorials, emailing
peers, forum discussions,and searchingthe Web
relevant literature. Access to relevant
information can be from company and global
for

(CBL): This can

databases,knowledge-basesand libraries. Access

easily be implemented using existing technology
CBL
in
infrastructure
IT
the
the
company.
and

to information for the Design Engineers is being

Computer-based learning

developed

companies

many

on

Intranet

Present

information

includes

catalogue literature,

engineering

formulae,

describes any computer delivering learning via
its hard-drive, a CD-ROM, the Intranet or the

webpages.

Internet in order to develop new skills for a

material specifications, drawing standards (e.g.
BS 308), company design procedures and best-

specific task or for self-development purposes
(Steed, 1999).
Web-based learning (WBL): This is a form of
interactive CBL, where the learning material is
accessed at a networked computer via an
interface called a web-browser, e.g. Netscape or
Microsoft Explorer, using the Internet or Intranet
as delivery channels(Ravet & Layte, 1997). The

practises, manufacturing processes, preferred
suppliers, product information, CAD tutorials,
This
details
project
personnel.
of
contact
and
knowledge-base saves engineers time obtaining
relevant

proj ect

information,

and

new

in
induction
this
their
use
graduates
engineering
programme.

called hypertext or

Personalised / Customised learning: Online

hyperlinks, where text or images are mouse-

courses and content can be tailored to suit

selected for linking to company or global
webpages(Steed, 1999). Here, the individual can

individual's previous experience and required
needs. The Internet provides the means for

collect additional information on the selected

academic distance-leaming courses, e.g. MSc
and MBA, and exploratory learning for

Web uses a facility

topic.
Techniques: Individual learning

Multimedia

styles can be catered for through using a variety
of multimedia techniques, such as text, graphics,

searchina for relevant work-based information.
e.g. material composition for the design criteria.
Self-directed

learning:

The individual can

and

organise time, place, and pace for learning

user-choice.

around work schedules. When individuals learn

Improved visualisation and interaction with the

at their own pace, information is more easily

learning material leads to better understanding
learning
experiences. The
and richer

remembered (Tarr, 1998). The TBL process

pictures,

videos,

simulations,

audio,

together

WarwickManufacturing
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Group

offers more flexibility
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come from a variety of sources, and time is

allow individuals to learn at anytime (French,

efficiently used. Self-pacedmaterial can provide

1999). Both of which are important for the

a non-threatening personalised and private

interactive learning experience to the individual

learning

and the group. The basic idea of collaborative
learning is that learning is improved by

environment

user-friendly
graphical interfaces. Self-directed TBL is a
individual's

interaction within a group. Individuals also have

knowledge current, especiafly if he or she cannot

prior experiences that they can share with the

attend conferences,lectures or meetings due to

group. One main assumption from this, is that

sickness,holiday or a heavy workload.

(Petrovic et al, 1998): Knowledge is createdas it

convenient way

0

with

Assessment: To

to

keep the

measure the

individual's

performance after a training module, a Web-

is shared, and the more it is shared, the more is
learnt.

based assessmentcan be introduced in order to
material. The assessmentcan involve a series of

TBL can assist CAD, IT, office software tools and
other instructional training that engineers need, by

questions in the form of a multiple choice type

using computerised tutorials, online assessments,

test, yes or no answers, or picture selections.

online help facilities and by using electronic books,

With this interactive approach, the feedback of

or manuals.
catalogues
standards

ascertain if he or she has grasped the new

the assessmentcan be instantaneously to the
user, stating their performance.Individual choice
and judgement about their performance are

Furthermore, TBL tackles the increasing need for

important. A

company encouragesall their engineersto engage in

post-assessment is useful to

immediate learning and refresher training. As the

identify what the individual has understood

self-directed learning, TBL seems an appropriate

before progressing to the next training level. A

method. By

pre-assessmentis useful as a refresher evaluation
to see how much the individual already knows.

environment, the engineers can use their own
initiative and take responsibility for their own

This can either be used for self-assessment

training and learning requirements.

purposesor for the Training Supervisor to adapt
further courses.

Groupware: This technology allows a group of
people to collectively work or learn on shared
information and documents over the Web:
Intranet or Internet (Ravet & Layte, 1997).
Groupware allows interactive working
learning
with
peers, supervisors

and
and

collaboration with other departments, sites,
suppliers and customers. The tools used can be
synchronous

or

asynchronous

tools:

Synchronoustools, including whiteboards, video
and audio conferencing, allow individuals to
interact in
real-time
over the Web.
Asynchronoustools, including email and forums,

Warwick Manufacturing Group

establishing an effective learning

Effectsof TBL on the Organisation
David Reay (1994)
organisation as:
"... a collection

defines leaming

in

an

of actions which enables the

organisation to achieve its goals through enabling,
empowering and developing to its fillest, the
potential of the individuals within that organisation'ý
The definition needs to include the provision of an
effective learning environment for its employees
(Senge, 1992), in

order for

leaming in

the

organisation to occur. The conditions that need to
exist in an organisation for the right learning
environment or Learning Climate as Mike Pedler et
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al (1997) and Bob Garratt (1994) describe it as,

The learning material must be of some relevance

include the following:

(i. e. be in context) to the company and to the

"

All employeesare encouragedto learn and share
what they have learnt to other employees.

"

"

Systems are established in

areas of

From

the

discussions

with

the

literature reviewed, the benefits to the organisation of
encouraging

Learning is valued and rewarded in

directed learners are as follows:

the

and from

companies,

organisationthat requires learning.

organisation.
"

employee's self-development.

all employees to become active, self-

Efficient learning time: There is minimal work

The organisation continually

evolves itself

time lost with just-in-time (JIT) learning and ondemand training. The user can learn anywhere

through learning.

and at anytime at their convenience.This can be
The Learning Climate promotes self-development in

described as: Self-paced, self-directed, self-

an organisation by aiming to generate,maintain and

managed,learning-on-demand,JIT training, just
enough training, distance learning, and open

value learning for its employees. This environment
through

learning. The individual can immediately apply

questioning, feedback and support. The learning

what he or she learns to the job, when learning

self-development create learning

opportunities in what has been termed as The

takes place in the work environment, e.g.
learning Microsoft Project in order to create a

Learning Organisation, or as Mike Pedler et al

required workload and time plan.

accommodates

climate

and

individual

learning

(1997) describe as "The Learning Company'ý He and
his co-authors (1997) describe the learning company

Cost-effective

learning:

WBL

provides

as:

inexpensive company or global distribution that

"... an organisation, which facilitates the learning of

can be delivered to any networked computer, to a
large number of individuals. By using the

all its membersand consciously transforms itself and
its context".
The importance about the learning company is that it
encouragesthe following:

Internet the organisation need only pay for
training required, i. e. pay-as-you-learn thus
reduced training costs. Programmes can be
delivered and re-used with fewer costs than with
traditional training methods. There are no

Awareness of learning and the development of

expenses required for the individual's travel,

potential in all the employees who work in the

subsistence,or accommodation as with off-site

company.

instructor led courses.

Development of the company as a whole
organisation, including the integration of each
employee's learning with that of the company.

Efficient

management:

The

self-managed

learner is a useful resource to the organisation,
given the right training and guidance (Pedler et

Responsibility of the organisation's members to

al, 1997). The empowered individuals can

keep up to date and adapt the learning methods

organise their

and material as required.

own

training

and learning

methods, thus freeing up their managers to do
other tasks.

Warwick Manufacturing Group
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0

be

"... employees who see themselves in a learning

customised to meet the organisation's specific

environment add value to the companies, increase

and WBL

productivity, are more accepting of change, and

Customisation:

Training

training needs.

courses can

Flexible CBL

environments can be departmental, product or
individual specific.

can adaptto movement within the company".
Accessible to current information

0

Knowledge and skills within

Knowledge exchange and sharing: Willingness

material:

and opennessto share new knowledge and skills
to others in the team and department (Dixon,

organisation are continually updated through

1998). This increasesthe comprehensionof other
employeesby integration and sharedinformation
with other departments, sister sites, suppliers,

andcustomers.
0

and new

is developed from achieving greater knowledge
retention by wanting to learn (Tarr, 1998).
Hence, fewer unproductive mistakes are made in
the organisation. Self-motivated, self-disciplined,
self-assessed,

self-directed learning. Hence, the organisation
can adapt quicker to the environment in which it
operates, due to better-informed employees
(Rosenfeld & Wilson, 1999). According to Steed
(1999), skills transfer and retention with selfdirected learning, in particularly WBL, is 30%

Job performance is increased: Understanding

self-reliant,

an

better-trained

employees are more autonomous and can
contribute better to the whole organisation.
performance(Pedler et al, 1997).
There is a lower turnover of staff. Employees
that are more confident, competent and valued
are more likely to stay in the organisation.
Organisations that offer ongoing education and
training have a higher rate of staff retention and
benefit from better skilled employees (Reay,
1994). The engineers interviewed by the author
(YJ-G) said that by having the latest technology
to use and learn was a deciding factor for them

more effective than instructor-led training.

Utilisation

of

existing

hardware

and

resources: A web-browser provides the interface
to the Internet or Intranet and this can accessthe
WBL environment on any platform such as
Windows, UNIX, Macintosh, or OS/2. A training
programme can be delivered to any networked
computer

without

authoring

a

different

programme for eachplatform.

Consistency and control of training material
and revisions: After the original implementation
of a WBL module with links to Web-based
information,

further

programme

changes,

additions, enhancements,and developments can
be made on the server where the programme
resides and

everyone company-wide

and

globally can accessthe latest updatedversion.

working for the company.
However, there are presently weaknesses of TBL
Acceptance of organisation change: Selfdirected individuals accept organisation change
more readily as they adapt by learning new

experienced by companies, and reviewed in the
literature:
Technicalproblenn:

techniques and processes(Reay, 1994). Howell
(1997, cited in French, 1999), a Training
Consultant, identifies the self-directed learning

Present bandwidth limitations for WBL means
performance for sound, video and complex

benefits to a company by:

graphics can be slow, causing long waiting times
for these files to download over the Internet,

Warwick Manufacturing Group
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affecting the flow of the learning process. This

Organisations,

problem is not so significant over the company's

experience,are reluctance to train and learn over

Intranet due to greater bandwidths and less

the Internet entirely. Distance-learning courses,

traffic. This does not affect standalone CBL,
which uses CD-ROMs or the computer's hard-

such as the part-time We and MRA coursesare

drive to accessmaterial.

books with

from

the

author's

(YJ-G)

more acceptable,where text-basedlearning is via
email

correspondence to

the

university supervisors.
Speed of interactive responsescan be slow due

Individuals need to adaptto new methodsof
working. Decreasinginstructor-ledtraining can

to the network traffic.

0

Internet connection can be lost or broken due to

make learnersanxious.Hence,this technology
needs to be introduced into the company

problems with either the internet service provider
(ISP), hosting, telephone exchange, or the

gradually.All affected individuals need to be
involvedat the startof anyTBL implementation,

organisation'sIT department.

0

in orderfor themto buy-intothetechnology.

The initial development time can be significant
for authoring customised webpages for the

*

Learning

about

and

implementing

new

working or learning environment and integrating

technology takes more time, money, resources,

the delivery environment, compared to an off-

and commitment than generally expected.

lhe-sheý'package.A large proportion of the costs
associatedwith WBL are the start-up costs.

Organisationshave a vast amount of knowledge,
information and lessons learnt in a wide variety

A technical infrastructure is required within the

of processes, procedures, company standards,

organisation. WBL development can be out-

databases,and locked away in individuals' heads

sourced, but a dedicated team needs to plan for

(Gupta et al, 2000). This diffused knowledge

its design and implement, and managethe WBL

needs to be managed properly, and be made

material. Adequate benchmarking is required to

accessible throughout the

establish the appropriate technologies, including

relatively notice users.

organisation by

hardware and software requirements for the
Managers should not feel they have reduced

organisation.

power from the empowered and educated
S

Present WBL

interactivity

is often too limited

and static. This is being improved, and when it
is, the impact on the performance

of learning

should also improve.

Managementproblems:

workforce,

technical parts of the organisation. TBL needs

they

themselves are

also

employees of the organisation and must also
keep their skills current and thus learn. The
manager's emerging role

in

the learning

organisation is to act more as facilitator and
support the

TBL approachcan be too innovative for the non-

as

employees through

coaching,

guiding, mentoring and encouraging continuous
learning.

appropriateunderstandingand commitment from
management and all those involved in the
organisation(Gupta et al, 2000).

Warwick Manufacturing Group
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The effective learning climate in an organisation
It is the organisation's responsibility and willingness

encourageslearning in all employees. Managers also

more

learn from the process by requesting feedback from

responsibility in their self-directed learning methods

employees and question their own assumptions and

and gain the appropriateknowledge.

behaviour (Pedler et al, 1997). Mistakes are viewed

to

empower their

employees to

take

as experiments that did not generate the desire
Most managers,experiencedby the author (YJ-G), do
encourage leaming and view it, not only for a

results. Learning by your mistakes or by trial and

requirement for the job, but also as part of the

philosophy is to blame someoneor somethingelse, or

HR

as Mike Pedler et al (1997) put it, "pass the buck".

employee's

personal development. Most

error is part of the learning process.The non-leaming

investigated

Managers feel that it is important to train all their

Thankfully

staff - permanent, contract and managerial staff.
There are overview courses(e.g. CAD) run in-house

encountering less of the latter in the Design

the

companies

are

Department.

for managers. This is beneficial to the organisation
as it gives the managersan appreciation of what the

According to Rosenfeld & Wilson (1999), "an

technology's capabilities and limitations are.

ongoing career development is possible when
initiatives bothfrom the managementas well asfrom

A problem observed in one company by the author

the employeehim or hersetf are brought into action".

(YJ-G) is that a few managersfind it hard to accept

The shared responsibility for leaming is thus by the

learning, especially their own. They accept that the

organisation and the employee. In the companies

Design Engineers have to have training (e.g. CAD)

investigated, yearly appraisalsand monthly meetings

but are not prepared to go on an overview course

are held, where each Design Engineer, on a one-to-

themselves.They do not see the benefit to their own
job "as they were not going to use the technoloD, and

one basis with their manager, is encouraged to
request his or her own training and further

did not have the time anyway" quoted one Project

developmentrequirements.The manageralso advises

Manager. Their HR Manager knows this attitude is an

the Design Engineer by making recommendations

obstacle and is looking

and suggestions for

into Management &

his or her training

and

Leadership Training courses.This problem is typical
of large bureaucratic companies,such as this, as it is

development.

harder and slower to change the learning climate

With

compared to smaller companies (Tobin, 1993, cited
in Denton, 1998).

managersstill needto co-ordinate and supervisethese

self-directed

technology-based

learners,

employees to ensure job requirements are meet.
However, employees who are better trained and

An

organisation learns and develops through

educated are self-supervising, self-disciplined, self-

employees learning and developing (Denton, 1998).
Besides the CAD training, Design Engineers in

motivated and more autonomous(Pedler et al, 1997).

Time

This is beneficial for any organisation as the
managershave more time to concentrateon strategic

Standards, Manufacturing

issues and do other important tasks, including

Awareness,and Team Managementcourses. Weekly
German courses are held in-house at many of the

facilitating learning in employeesand thus the whole

companies

regularly

Management, Design

attend

in-house

organisation.

companiesinvestigated.
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Organisation Journal, Volume 5, Number 4. pp. 161167. MCB University Press.

Conclusions
Organisations need to

facilitate the necessary

resources and technology to establish the right
teaming climate and value individual learning. All
employees, including managers. needto be aware of
and open to the various TBL methodsavailable.
By introducing the appropriate technology into the

French, D, (1999) "Internet Based Learning";
Publishing, Virginia, USA.
Garratt,
B; (1994) "The Learning
Harper Collins Publishers. London.

Stylus

Organization",

Gupta, B; 1yer, L; Aronson, J; (2000) "Knowledge
Management - Practises & Challenges". Industrial
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organisation's learning climate, the individual can
engage

in

self-directed

TBL.

The

learning

A; (1992) "The Manual of
Honey, P; Mumford,
Learning Styles"; Ardingley House. Berkshire.

organisation co-ordinates the work and learning
activities, and encourages all individuals to be
involved in learning and sharing information and
knowledge. TBL

supports individuals, and so

develops the organisational learning ability. These
issuesare summarisedin Figure 2.
Figure 2: TBL Supporting Individual
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The
Emerging Self-directed
Learning Methods for Design
Engineers
YvetteJames-Gordon
&JaySal

Introduction
Various learning methods exist in organisations to
cater for the different skills required for the job and
the individual learning needs.These methods depend
on the learning material, resources, and support
available within

the organisation. Work-relatcd

training and formal instructor-led courses only

Doctorate
YvetteJames-Gordon
is on the Engineering
University,
Programme
Coventry.
UK.
at Warwick
Dr Jay Bal is a seniorresearchfellow at Warwick
University,
Coventry,
UK.

Learning
Computer-based
Self-directed
learning,
methods,
learning,Web-based
learning,Design
learning,Individual
Engineers.
ME,
For learningopportunities
to exist in an organisation,
adequatelearningmethodsneedto be availablein the
This paperlooks at the variouslearning
organisation.
for engineers
in thedesignenvironment
methods
adopted
by two automotiveorganisations.
With greaterwork
demands
placedontheengineer
andlesstimeto learnin,
is emerging.
learning
a moreself-directed
approach

contribute to a part of the individual's learning, with
the increase now to more self-directed learning and
self-development methods. (Pearn et al, 1995).
Modem working practices place greater demands
upon the individual and as a consequence the
individual has less time to learn in (Landen, 1997).
Self-development encompasses self-directed and
flexible learning approaches,where individuals are
encouraged to take responsibility for their own
learning and development(Pedler et al, 1997).
The approach taken to investigate the various
learning methods was to focus on the design function
of two different automotive engineeringorganisations
X
Y
company
and
company
Both companies have an established learning
environment. However their management structure

Emphasis
dueto
is ontheengineering
designenvironment
thecontinuous
to keepupdated
needfor DesignEngineers

and

with currentengineeringinformation,knoWedgeand
techniques.

(OEM), medium sized (>50 employees<250) British

individual

responsibilities

are

different.

Company X is an original equipment manufacturer

company with an organic organisational structure.

Byhavingtherightlearning
available
climateandmethods
in the organisation,
the indiVidual
can engagein selfdirectedlearning.The effectsof whichare beneficial
to
learningand the DesignEngineer's
organisational
selfdevelopment

Company Y is a tier-one supplier, large

(>250

employees)international company with a mechanistic
organisational structure.
The design function was chosen due to the continual
need for engineersto keep abreastof current and new
design information, knowledge and technologies,
such as new design simulation tools, new prototype
techniques, new materials and new manufacturing
processes.Periodically, design skills or techniques
require learning or renewing, such as with computeraided design (CAD), finite element analysis (FEA),
or product data management (PDM).
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company X and company Y, this engineering design

interviewing both companies, the author (YJ-G)

function also has the most individual training carried

established that the CAD

out and the largest training budget allocation,

Administrator are trained off-site. Being offshe also

comparedto the other departmentsin eachcompany.

gives the CAD

and IT

Supervisor and IT
Supervisors training

experience of the latest hardware and software
Interviews, questionnairesand observations,together

available, and there are no interruptions from

both

computer issues, user problems, phone calls or

with

the author's (YJ-G)

experience of

companieswere combined to determine what training

meetings.

and learning methods are being used in these
instructor-led

organisations and to what extent self-directed
learning is practiced. The people interviewed in both

After

companies included the HR

Manager, Design

learning approach and learn on the job, putting their

Supervisor, Team Leaders,

newly acquired skills into context. The Design

Manager, Training

Project Engineersand Design Engineers.

the

training

course, the

employees are encouraged to adopt a self-directed

Engineers are still able to question the Training
Supervisor on uncertaintiesof the material taught and
on daily CAD problems. The Training Supervisor

Instructor-ledTraining

now acts more as a coach rather than an instructor.

Presently, the companies investigated rely on two
main modes of instructor-led training: lecturing to a
group and workshop laboratory sessions.The benefit
of

instructor

led-training

includes

continual

Self-directedLearning
The self-directed method of

learning involves

observation of the individuals by the Training

individuals using their own initiative and taking

Supervisor, in order to assess the level of user

responsibility for their own learning (Pedler et al,

understanding, and to respond to user difficulties.
Furthermore, this classroom environment provides
group discussionsand peer evaluations which assists

1997), instead of waiting for their organisation to tell
them what to learn and how to learn it.

in the individual's learning process. However, the

At company X and company Y, the methods of self-

traditional classroom has some inherent limitations

directed learning include work-based learning,

which self-directed learning addresses.

referencing books and manuals, asking peer and
Training Supervisorsfor assistance,using online help

Training Supervisors at company X and company Y

facilities and computer-based training media to

provide week-long, in-house instructor-led training

develop their understanding and experience. These

coursesfor specific technical skills, such as CAD, IT

methods often follow on from the instructor-led

and office software. in-house training is the norm for
the Design Engineers at both automotive companies.

training courses:

This proves cost effective for the organisations,as it
is less expensive to pay an in-house Training
Supervisor to teach four or more Design Engineers
than to send each Design Engineer off-site to be
trained.

Work-BasedLearning
Rosenfeld & Wilson (1999) remark that employees
learn best in their work environment. The author
(YJ-G) agrees with this, as learning in context
provides a good learning climate for the employee.

Week-long, off-site training proves effective if only
one or two employees need to be trained. By

Warwick Manufacturing Group
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Work-based learning can also be referred to as

researchingnew engineering processes,reading about

learning by doing or learning on the job. Design

the latest plastic fastenings, etc., or just checking

Engineers tend to work like this, by combining their

design uncertainties. Company X has a designated

experience, perception, cognition and behaviour.

library to house all the above literature in. Company

This can also take into account the differences

Y is considering having a library, in order to stop out-

between learners due to their existing levels of

dated reading material and duplicated literature being

knowledge and experience.Work-based learning, by

used in each project team.

its very nature, is self-directed and self-paced.

Peer& ExpertAssistance
After the CAD training, the Design Engineers learn
on thejob. This is the preferred method of learning in

Peer assistanceis generally required whilst engaging

both companies, as engineers become more skilled

in work-based learning. The individual requestshelp

the more they use the CAD and still produce useful

when reaching a stage where he or she can go no

design work. A little more work time is given to the

ftirther in their work or learning.

newly trained engineersto allow for their learning.
When the individual begins to learn a new skill, e.g.
Design Engineers also increase their engineering
knowledge and experiences by using the CAD

CAD, the Training Supervisor is often regarded as
the expert, the solver of all technical problems.
Design Engineers who are experiencedin the certain

software to model components. This is because
design considerations such as Design-For-

technologies, such as CAD

Manufacture (DFM), Design-For-Assembly (DFA),

classified as experts. This type of mentoring system

material selection, Finite Element Analysis (FEA),

finds individuals initially dependent on the experts

dimensional and geometric tolerances,etc., that need

for help. As the individual becomesmore competent,

to be continually

lesshelp is required from the expert.

investigated by the Design

or FEA, are also

Engineer.
The author (YJ-G) observed (also verified by the
Training Supervisor in both companies)that as soon

Book & ManualReferences

as a Design Engineer had a problem with the CAD

Books, manuals andjournals are the simplest form of

technology, he or she would turn to the nearest

self-directed learning. This method of learning is

engineer and ask for help. If they did not know the

private and self-paced.

answerthen an expert would be asked,or the relevant
book or manual was used if an answer could not be

CAD courses use training manuals. These allow the

found immediately. Finally the CAD Support Centre

engineers to work through examples at their own
pace, highlight any key points and make their own

was called if a solution could not be obtained. These
problems became less frequent the more the Design

notesto reinforce their learning. The manualsare also

Engineer became experienced with the technology,

referred back to at a later date if the engineershave

such as the CAD software.

problems with specific CAD features.
Design Engineers from both organisations combine
book, manual, journal, and catalogue reading with

Weekly project team meetings, held in CompanyX,

work-based

learning

for

finding

engineering

formulae, material specifications, drawing standards
(e.g. BS 308), company design procedures,

Warwick Manufacturing Group

have the presence of the Team Leader, all Design
Engineers, CAD supervisor, and a Manufacturing
Engineer. A different Design Engineer chairs the
meeting

with

project

milestones,

individual
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workloads, design, development and CAD problems
being

openly

discussed, with

peer assistance

encouraged to solve the problems. Company Y has

mouse-selected for linking to company or global
websites. Here, the individual collects additional
information on a selectedtopic.

similar weekly design meetings, except there are two
of them. One meeting includes the Project Engineers
and the Design Manager, and the other takes place

Both companies have an open mind regarding WBL.
An interest that both companies are pursuing is

after the former, which involves the Project Engineer

online self-assessments,as the methods at presentare

respective Design Engineers. These

different managementstyles are fundamental of the

limiting and not regulated. Company X plans to
develop Intranet webpagesthat will contains relevant

organic and mechanistic organisational structures

design information

within companyX and company Y respectively.

problems.

Computer-basedLearning

Discussion

Computer-basedlearning (CBL) is used to describe

The Oxford Dictionary (Hornsby, 1974) defines

any computer-delivered learning to develop new

learning as: "gainknowledge of or a skill in, by study,

skills for a specific task or for self-development

practice or being taught'ý Acquiring knowledge

purposes (Steed, 1999). CBL has been easy to
implement in both companies as the software uses

assumescertain known facts are transferred to the

existing technology and IT infrastructure in the

individual generates knowledge from the learning

organisations.

process. This means that the individual discovers

and their

and records CAD

learning

individual, understood and recalled. Hence, the

things and assigns meaning to information (Petrovic
Both Design Departments have access to CBL on
CD-ROMs to learn office tools software (e.g.

et al, 1998; Davenport & Prusak, 1998).

Microsoft Word, Excel, Access and Project) and to

In the organisation an individual needs to be
interested in the material he or she is learning and

online help with the CAD software. The latter
includes all the book material on the CD-ROM that is

find the relevance to their current work, or want to

available over the Intranet. However, both companies

learn for his or her own self-development. CAD

have attemptedto install online CAD help via a CDROM but this is slow and awkward to use.

training coursesare good examples of this. From the
author's (YJ-G) own experience as a Training
Consultant, she has found that many engineers want

Office tools software is learnt when required in the
companies. It is apparent from interviewing the

to learn the CAD software for self-development

Design Engineersthat Microsoft Word and Excel are
learnt on thejob without any prior CBL.

marketable as Design Engineers for possible future

Web-basedlearning (WBL) is an interactive form of
CBL, where the learning material is accessedat a
networked computer via an interface called a webbrowser, e.g. Netscape or Microsoft Explorer, using
the Internet and Intranet as delivery channels (Ravet
& Layte, 1997). The interactive facility is through

purposes, as well

as making themselves more

employment.
According to Charles Handy (1993): "For learning to
occur, the individual must want to learn". The main
obstacle to learning is the individual. This may be
due to one or more of the following reasons (Rae,
1995):

hypertext or hyperlinks, where text or images are

Warwick Manufacturing Group
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Perceptual: he or she may have limited vision to
his or her personal needsand what resourcesare

companies, the self-directed learning variables that

available.
Cultural: he or she, through passedexperience,
may expect to have traditional training methods.
Emotional / motivational: he or she may have a
fear of failure or being ridiculed.
Intellectual: he or she may not believe teaming
to be a continuous activity.
Environmental:

From interviewing the Design Engineers in both

he or

she may not

be

the individuals have some control and responsibility
over in the organisation include:

"

Pace

"

Time

"

Environment

"

Assessmentof learning needs

"

Appropriate sequenceof leaming

encouragedto take risks.

Appropriate experiences

Self-development and knowledge-based learning

"

Resources

issues broaden the individual's experiences and are

"

Leaming methods

long term in the organisations. Ibis requires
individual commitment on a continuous basis. Hence,

"

Evaluation methods

"

Leaming styles

individuals need to take responsibility for their own
learning to become empowered learners, rather than

Learning outcomes

primarily relying on the organisation. Gibbons
discussesthat employees need to be proactive and

When individuals

self-directed if they are to maximise the development
potential of their learning experiences(Gibbon, 1993,

information is more easily remembered(Tarr, 1998),
flexibility
learning
as the
more
offers
the
process
and

cited in Barclay, 1996).

information can come from a variety of sources(e.g.

Many Design Engineers at companyX and company

a combination of manuals, peer assistanceand workbased)and so time is efficiently used.

Y request the advanced CAD courses before being
asked to attend them, when they feel confident that

However, conditions need to exist in the organisation

they have masteredthe basic introductory course. By

learn

at

their

own

pace,

this action the engineersare taking responsibility for

for having the right learning environment, or learning
it
(1997)
describe
Pedler
Mike
as,
al
et.
as
climate

their own self-development.

which include the following:

After

the job-related

CAD

training

in

both

companies, the author observed that self-directed,
skills-based learning is ongoing. When a problem
needs solving, the Design Engineer uses his or her
initiative to solve it. This was illustrated when the
engineer had a design or CAD software problem, he
or she would ask their peers, then refer to books,
manuals or use the online help (this was shown by
the questionnaires and through interviewing the
Design Engineers).

Warwick Manufacturing Group

All employees are encouragedto learn and
share what they have learnt to other
employees.
Systems are established in areas of the
organisation that requires learning.
Learning is valued and rewarded in the
organisation.
The organisation continually evolves itself
through learning.
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The learning climate promotes self-development in

The employee has responsibility for everyday
decision making on learning needs, gathering

an organisation by aiming to generate,maintain and

learning information, resource selection and

value learning for its employees. This also includes

ways of learning.

having the right learning attitude, not only of the
The

individual, but also of their managers and peers to

employee's

manager

and

Training

of

Supervisor take responsibility for helping the

encouragement given to the individual by their

employee to reach the level of competencehe or

managersor peerscan also be an obstacleto learning.

she wants, acquiring the skills necessary to

These following related issues were observed in the

accesslearning resources.

encourage and

facilitate

learning.

Lack

organisations:

The employee, the employee's manager and

In company Y, a few Design Engineers that did

Training Supervisor,jointly evaluatethe learning

not have first degrees,but wanted to further their

outcomesand quality periodically.

education, were supported (financially

and

morally) by the organisation. However, their

By

immediate boss did not entirely encourage

organisation, with the individual having the desire

ftirther leaming, and as one Project Engineer

and the ability to learn, and the variety of learning

said, "he'll he after my job next! " The Project
Engineer interviewed did not value learning, but

methods available, the skills that the learner can

the organisation did.

having the right

learning climate in the

adopt include the following (French, 1999):
Openness

to

new

learning

methods:

In companyX, a few Design Engineers are on a

Understandthe value of self-directed learning.

part-time MSc Programmeand a Team Leader is
on a distance-learning MBA. In all cases the

Analyse learning options: Identify, evaluateand

individuals had instigated that they wanted to do

samecontent.

these second degrees and their managers
supportedand encouragedthem.

explore a wide range of resources to learn the

Handling rapid change: Continually identifying
and prioritising areasto updateskills.

The learning climate is developedmore at companyX

Tolerating ambiguity: Comfortable exploring

than company Y, as all employees are encouragedto
learn, share their knowledge with others, and value

alternatives and handling uncertainty.
Choosing alternatives: Recognisingthe value of

leaming. From observation and interviews, the
Design Engineers in company X have more control

testing and adapting resourcesto meet personal

and responsibility over their everyday engineering

learning, e.g. by book, ask peer, surfing the Web

tasks, self-development and their job-related CAD
training. Company Y's HR Manager has plans to

for downloading information, or CBL.

addresstheseproblems.

Self-reward: Rccognising the intrinsic value of
learning rather than being motivated by extrinsic

learning needs. Choosing preferred method of

The main levels of responsibility for self-directed
learning, experienced in company X and partly

rewards.

experienced in company Y, include (Pearn et al,
1995):

time schedules.

Warwick Manufacturing Group

Self-disciplined: Organise leaming and work
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Asking peers and experts for help: Accept that
collaborative

depends

learning

assistance, and seek help from

on

shared

foundation for the development of' organisational
learning.

experts when

required.

Conclusions

Help peers learn: Learn to value teaching others
as an effective way to learn and reinforce basic
knowledge.

By having the right learning climate and learning
methods available in the organisation, the individual
can engage in self-directed learning. The effects of'

Resilience to failure: Realising that setbacksare

which are beneficial to the organisation'slearning and

part of mastering new skills, especially when

individual's self-development. These are summarised

updating continually changing technology skills.

in Figure 1.

For example, a minor setbackis when the Design
Engineer cannot find a particular CAD command
after the training course. The engineer selects a

Organisational
Learning

few wrong icons until the desired one is found.
Hence, the Design Engineer leams by trial and
error so reinforcing the learning process.
From

the

latter

and discussions with

Self
Development

SelfDirected
Learning

both

organisations,the benefits of seff-directed learning to
the individual can include one or more of the
following:
0

Self-development, self-awareness.and personal
fulfilment.

"

Self-motivation due to being in control of the
above learning variables.

"

"

"

Learning ýI
Methods

Learning
Climate

Figure 1: Setf-Directed

Confident to work with others in the organisation
and boostsmorale.

Learning Summarised

Employees and managers need to be aware of' and

Opportunity for pay-incentives, promotion, and

open to the various self-directed learning methods

reward for achievement(Barclay, 1996).

available. Managers, Team Leaders and Training
Supervisorswill need to act more as facilitators, and

Self-worth. self-esteemand feeling of belonging
in organisation.

employees around them through

support the

coaching, guiding, mentoring and encourage sell'Learner's

ownership

of

the process ensures

directed learning.

learning is personally relevant to the employee's
role in the organisation (Tarr, 1998).

Company X. and Company Y to a lesser degree, do

Better equipped to contribute and better qualified

encourage their engineers to engage in sell'-directed

to do the work.

learning methods, by allowing them to take their own
initiative

From these benefits, the self-directed learning
approach for employees, including managers. is the

and responsibility

and working

practices. This is observed after the

CAD training courses when the Design Engineers are
encouraged

Warwick Manufacturing Group

for their own learning

to

use their

newly

acquired

skills
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straightway and learn on the job. If uncertainties
arise, the Design Engineers apply other alternative
self-directed learning methods such as referencing
books and manuals, asking peers and experts for
guidance, using

online

help

facilities,

or

a

combination of these. Online self-assessmentsand
Web-basedexploratory facilities are being developed

Training, Volume 22, Number 7, pp277-288; MCD
University Press.
Rae, L; (1995) "Techniques of Training"; Gower
Publishing, London.
Ravet, S; Layte, M; (1997) "Technology-Based
Training"; Kogan Page,London.

for both company Intranets. The learning climate,
especially at Company X, also encourages the
engineers to share their knowledge, including what
they learn, with their peers.
An organisation that facilitates self-directed learning
and is aware of the importance of self-development
of all its employeeswill develop the organisation as a
whole.
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External Environmental Forces
AffectingE-LearningProviders

Introduction
E-learning providers are likely to be more successful
in attracting customers,if they are more attunedwith

YveffeJames-Gordon
AndyYoung
JayEW

the marketplace.However, the environment changes
the marketplacedynamically over time. Forecasting,
understandingand assessingthe environment are the
greatest challenges and opportunities for e-learning

Yv9C*Ja=t-G"don is a Research
Engineer
atWarwick
Unive". Conntry,UK
Andy YOungis a SeniorTeachingFenow,
at Warwick
UniMS4,Comdry.UK
Dr Jay B41is a PfkxO Research
FeDow
at Warwick
UNW34Y.
Cow". UK

providers. Internet technology provides a new tool to
monitor and test this environment. The environment
consists of the following uncontrollable factors or
variables:

m1m.;
External
Environmental
Forces,
E-leaming
Providers,
Marketng
Demand.

BeforeanOfgartisabori
candevelopb marketingsbtegy.
Kfteds 10CarryWa twough marketingauVsis in order
b W&rstarldthematorremwJ bands.wid evaluate
e4wU WAronfferdalforces.Thispaperseeksto idenlify
andif-sats theCrWM environmental
forcesaffectinge18arniVPMvideMkdLdN
miet derrand,poEtical&
legalforces.social& eNcal inlkmces, tedviology,and

coff"ttm
The 64eaffirg PmMer has Eta.

or no. controlover the

e4errWawu*unenW forces&%,ctirg Me rnarketin Wiich
4 OPerWM&W so k is
forecast
necessaryto cDntnuaDy
monAorand as
hs enwonrnentand to adaptits eIPWý Productor SeNces
acoor6nglly

*

Market demand

0

Political & legal forces

9

Social & ethical influences

*

Technology

Competition

1jese factors need to be measured,monitored and
analysed using market research and forecasting
techniques. The information collected becomes
essential to the decision making of the marketing
strategy for a company such as an e-learning
provider. The factorsare discussednext.

Market Demand
17hedemandfor products and servicesrelies on the
economic and behavioural aspectsof the consumer.
behavioural aspect such as lifestyle trends
indicates
demands
new
market
and
creates
opportunities for new product development. This
Ite

influences the direction of an e-learning provider's
marketing strategy. An example of lifestyle trends
includes individuals working longer hours with
greaterdemandsimposedon them, giving lesstime to
keep up-to-date with information and to learn in.
(Pearnet al, 1995).Also the geographiclocationsof

IýVarwickManufacturingGroup
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an organisation increases global business travel for

for off-the-shelf training required, i. e. pay-as-

the individuals which creates problems for them
keeping informed, trained and educated.The Internet

you-learn

provides the means for e-learning, not only to satisfy

fewer costs than with

the economic and social change, but also the
accessibility to the individual for learning, by

methods. There are no expensesrequired for the

learning

accommodation as with off-site instructor-led

promoting a self-directed and flexible

thus

training

reducing

costs.

Programmes can be delivered and re-used with

individual's

travel,

traditional

training

subsistence,

or

approach.

courses.

Demographic changes affect market demand and

Efficient

therefore the market strategy. There is an increase in

learner is a useful resource to the organisation,

the number of people that are self-employed and

given the right training and guidance (Pedler et

working from home, especially in the service sector

al, 1997). The empowered individuals can

(Bickerton et al, 1996). The fastest growing group in

organisetheir own training and learning methods

higher education is working, part-time studentsolder

with the e-learning environment thus freeing up

than 25 years of age (WEE, 1999). This group tends

their managersto do other tasks.

management:

The

self-managed

to seek education to advance their careers, increase
their salaries and/or increase their self-development.

Customisation:

For universities and business-to-consumer (B2Q

customised to meet the organisation's specific

training

providers, these individuals

are ideal

training

E-leaming courses can be

needs.

This

flexible

learning

candidates for having e-leaming delivered to their

environment can also be department, product or

home or offices.

individual specific.

The market demand for e-learning can include the

Knowledge exchange and sharing: Individuals

following

can share their new knowledge and skills to

benefits to an organisation and the

individual:

others in the team and department.This increases

Efficient learning time: There is minimal work
time lost with just-in-time (JIT) learning or ondemand training. The user can learn anywhere
and at anytime at their convenience: Sey-paced,
set(-directed,

sel(-manageg

demand JIT training, just

the comprehension of other employees by
integrating and sharing information with other
departments,

suppliers,

and

customers.

learning-on-

enough training,

distance learning, and open learning. The
individual can immediately apply what he or she
learns to the job when this takes place in the
working environment.

Job performance is increased: Understanding
is developed from achieving greater knowledge
retention by wanting to learn (Tarr, 1998).
Hence, fewer unproductive mistakes are made in
the organisation. Self-motivated, self-disciplincd,
self-reliant,

Cost-effective learning:

sister-sites,

E-learning provides

inexpensivecompany and global distribution that
can be delivered to any networked computer, to a

self-assessed,

better-trained

employees are more autonomous and can
contribute better to the whole organisation
performance (Pedler et al, 1997).

large number of individuals. By using the
Internet learning the organisation need only pay

Warwick Manufacturing Group
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0

There is a lower turnover of staff. Employees

of an e-learning module that links to Web-bascd

are more confident, competentand valued, due to

information,

the learning climate and are more likely to stay

additions, enhancements,and developments can

in the organisation (Reay, 1994). Organisations

be made on the server where the programme

that offer ongoing education and training have a

resides and

higher rate of employee retention and benefit

globally can accessthe latest updatedversion.

further

programme

everyone

changes,

company-wide

and

from a better-skilled workforce. Organisations
are becoming aware of the importance of

Political & Legal Forces

continual training.

The political and legal processesin society affect the

0

Acceptance of organisation

change: Self-

way in which an e-learning provider operates.

directed individuals accept organisation change

Changes in legal regulations and requirements give

more readily as they adapt by learning new

rise to many new opportunities and threats, and

techniques and processes (Reay, 1994). The

influence the way in which products and services are

author French (1999), identifies the self-directed

marketed.

learning

benefits

to

a

by:

company

"... employeeswho see themselvesin a learning

Legal requirements that regulate the

marketing and advertising products and services over
the Internet include:

environment add value to the companies,
increase productivity, are more accepting of

0

Pricing legislation

0

Trade Descriptions Act

0

Sale of Goods Act

0

Government Standards

0

ConsumerRights

change, and can adapt to movement within the
company".

0

Accessible to current information
material:

and new

Knowledge and skills within

an

organisation can be continually updated through
e-learning. The organisation can adapt quicker to
the environanent in which it operates, due to
better-informed employees. According to Steed
(1999), skill transfer and retention with e-

There are accredited standards being created for e-

learning is at least 30% more effective than

learning creation. Both e-leaming providers and

instructor-led training.

standards committees are recognising the need to
encouragedevelopmentof Web-basedcontent similar

0

Utilisation

hardware

and

to that of computer software programming. The

resources: A Web-browser provides the
interface to the Internet and this can accessthe e-

Sharable Content Object ReferenceModel (SCORM)

learning environment on any operating platform,

Department of

such as Windows, UNlY,

Learning Network (ADL)

of

existing

Mac or OS/2. A

standards under development by the United States
Defence's Advance Distributed
address the need for

training programme can be delivered to any

modular, reusable e-learning content in universities

networked

and companies to teach procedures and skills. Other

computer without

authoring

a

different programme for eachplatform.
Consistency and control of training material

and revisions:After the originalimplementation
Warwick Manufacturing Group

accredited standards include development from the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Enzineers'
Learning
Learning Technology
TechnologyStandards
StandardsCommittee
Committee(IEEE
(IEEE
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Global Learning Consortium; Aviation Industry CBT

courses, such as for further or higher education,
where learning is via books, videos and email

Committee (AICC);

correspondenceshas been more acceptable by

LTSQ;

Instructional Management System (IMS)

and ARIADNE, a European

Union project, that focus on the creation of standards

organisations.

for e-learning content, managementand technology.
The IEEE LTSC has also initiated the move of this

Individuals need to understand before accepting

work to the full International StandardsOrganisation

any new methods of

learning. Decreasing

(ISO) standardsby establishing ISO Joint Technical

instructor-led

can

Committee I (JTCI) Sub Committee 36 (SC36) on

anxious. Therefore all affected employees need

Learning Technology. Over twenty different working

to be involved at the beginning of the e-learning

groups are each creating a separate but related

implementation with the e-learning provider.

standard within IEEE LTDC. Further information on

Also e-learning needs to be introduced into an

each of these groups can be obtained at the IEEE

organisation gradually and combined with

LTSC website is htt12:
//1tsc.ieee.orjz.

instructor-led training. This is termed blended

training

learners

make

learning and is more likely to be tolerated by
individuals and the organisation.

Social & Ethical Influences
Active involvement by consumerand pressuregroups
has forced the need for social responsibility and
protection of the company's reputation to be
important for marketing and operation decisions. In
order to maintain a good image and reputation among
the customers,e-leaming providers must avoid:
0

0

0

Understanding and implementing new WBL
technology takes more time, money, resources,
and commitment than can be expected.

havea vastamountof knowledge,
Organisations
information,and lessonslearntin a wide variety
of processes,procedures,company standards,
databases,and in individuals' heads. This

Misleading ambiguousadvertising

diffused knowledgeneedsto be managedand
integratedwith the e-learningsystemsproperly

Inadequateproduct and service information

(Guptaet al, 2000).

Hidden financial charges

The following points can present threats to
the organisation wanting to implement eleaming:

Managers should not feel they have reduced
power

from

their

self-directcd continually

learning workforce, as they themselves are also
employees of the organisation and must also
keep their skills current and so learn. The

E-learning approach can be too innovative for
non-technical

customers. E-learning

needs

manager's emerging role

in

the learning

organisation is to act more as facilitator and

appropriate understandingand commitment from

support the

the customer's management and all those
involved in the organisation (Gupta et al, 2000).

guiding, mentoring and encouraging continuous
learning

Organisations can be reluctant to train and learn

Ethical concerns,including learner privacy, are a

over the Internet entirely. Distance-learning

concern to the customer. Internet tools can track
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website visitors, and many customers can

using the synchronous and asynchronoustools (Ravet

provide extensive personal information. This

& Layte, 1997).

many leave customersopen to information abuse
if the e-learning providers make unauthorised
use of the information in marketing their

Customers can use search engines to rind any
information regarding the e-learning provider and

products or exchange electronic lists with other

their e-learning products and services offered. The e-

businesses.

learning provider needs to embedded keywords,
meta-tags and page titles into their webpages using
the Web authoring systems, in order for the search

Technology

engines to retrieve a description of e-leaming

Internet technology has a direct impact for the e-

provider's website (Hanson, 2000). However, there

learning providers and for the establishments using

are problems affecting search engines. A search will

their products and services. The Internet is an

sometimesreturn thousandsof successes.Facing this,

supports and is

most users will abandon the search if their desired

supported by the traditional marketing activities.

information is not found in the first or secondscreen.

With e-learning, the Internet provides the technology

E-learning providers must therefore make sure their

element that makes up the product and its delivery as

important webpages are listed with all major search

well as providing the distribution channels and a

engines and use their webpage content to place

means to promote the e-learning product or services
by.

important webpages high on the return list in

additional

dimension, which

keyword searches.Portals can provide the customer
with concentrated access to information from many

Web-basedtools and technologies provide the means

sourcesby combining, hosting and linking e-learning

for designing, developing and delivering e-learning
content. The technology includes Web browsers that

information (Hall, 2000; Ravet & Layte 1997; Steed,
1999).

provide the user interface to the Internet, and HTML
(Hypertext Markup Language),the standardlanguage

Currently there are limitations related to the network

that webpages are written in, that is supported by

capacity of

the Internet, the bandwidth. The

Web browsers. Web authoring systems assist Web
designers to develop the e-learning environments.

bandwidth is the rate at which information moved

These consist of either HTML editors or webpage
layout programs like Microsoft FrontPage or

transmission can be relatively slow over the Internet

Macromedia Dreamweaver, and Web development

acrossthe Internet. The reason why video and audio
is that the bandwidth cannot cope with the large file
sizes (Steed, 1999). Solutions to this are presently

programs like Authorware and ToolBook. Internet

being

tools used can be synchronous or asynchronous

industries. One solution is ADSL

communication tools: Synchronous tools, including

Digital Subscriber Line), which uses the existing

whiteboards, video and audio conferencing, allow
individuals to interact in real-time over the Web.

copper telephone wires to the local POTS (Plain Old

Asynchronous tools, including email and forums,
allow individuals to learn at anytime (French, 1999).
Groupware is the technology that allows a group of
people, or student and tutor, to collectively work on
shared information and documents over the Web

developed

by

the

telecommunications
(Asymmetric

Telephone System) exchange. However, ADSL is
commercial new and its availability depends on the
local POTS exchange. In the meantime a technology
called streaming is alleviating the problem for
transmitting video, audio and animation sequences,
where an application or file is broken down into
small chucks and delivers the beginning of the
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application while concurrently sending the other

The initial development time and costs can be

compressedchunks.

significant for authoring customised webpages
for the learning environment and integrating the

Security is an important area associated with e-

delivery environment, compared to an off the

leaming and a major areaof concem with consumers.

shelf package

If corporate training involves sensitive corporate
information, or if payment is necessary over the
Intemet, then a greater amount of security should be

Internet connection can be lost or broken due to

used. The following are the main areas related to

provider (ISP), hosting, POTS exchange, or the

Intemet security (Hall, 2000; Steed, 1999):

organisation'sIT department.

0

Access control: There are techniques to control
which users have access to the network.
Corporate Intranets are often protected through
the use of firewalls. This is hardware and/ or
internal
between
is
the
that
software
a gateway
Intranet and the external Internet. The processof
authenticating users by issuing them with
username and passwords is another type of
accesscontrol.

0

Information confidentiality:

Encryption is the

technology used to insure information passing
through the Internet remains private. It does this
by basically scrambling the information from the
sender and unscrambling the information for the

problems with

either the Internet service

Present e-learning interactivity level can be too
limited, and the interactivity responsespeedscan
also be too slow from the network capacity and
traffic. These are being improved, and when they
are, the impact on the performance of learning
should also improve.

A technical infrastructure, i. e. networked PCs,
and resourcesare required within the customer's
design,
Therefore,
the
organisation.
development, implementation,

security

and

managementof the e-leaming content may need
to be maintained by an e-leaming provider.

receiver only. Web-browsers and Web-servers

Competition

are being developed with encryption technology

Competitionis probablythe mostdynamicof all the
environmental factors affecting the marketplace

built in.

The following points can present technology threats
to an organisation wanting to implement e-leaming:

(Bickertonet at, 1996).A marketingstrategymust
take into considerationthe competitivesituationof
the environmentin which the e-leamingprovider
operates.Successfule-leamingprovidersmustsatisfy

means performance for

the needsof the customersbetterthanits competitors
do in order to win market share. Understanding

waiting times for these files to download on the

marketshare
competitors'strengthsand weaknesses,
andpositioningare essential.Carefulmonitoringand

Present bandwidth limitations for e-leaming
sound, video and
complex graphics can be slow, causing long
Internet, affecting the flow of the learning
process.This problem is not so significant over

evaluationof the competition,enablesthe e-leaming
providerto makebetterdecisions(Kotler et at, 1996).

the company'sIntranet due to greater bandwidths
and less traffic.

Not only does the Internet provide access to elearning for many customers, but also to the
competition. It is easy for a competitor to see what
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other e-learning providers are trying to achieve as
well as view their website and e-leaming products
offered. Currently a strong market growth and
relatively low barriers to entry are attracting new e-

Hall, B; (2000) "Web-based Training Cookbook",
Wiley Computer Publishing, USA
Hanson, W; (2000) "Principles of Internet
Marketing"; South-Westem College Publishing, USA

learning providers, including competitors from other
related businessareassuch as the consulting industry.

Conclusion
The e-learning provider has little, or no, control over

Kotler, P; Armstrong, G; Saunders, J; Wong, V;
(1996) "Principles of Marketing"; Prentice Hall
Europe, UK.
Pearn, M; Roderick, C; Mulroonry C; (1995)
"Learning Organisations in Practice"; McGraw-Hill
Publishing Company, London.

the external environmental forces affecting the
market in which it operates,and so it is necessaryto
continually

forecast, monitor

and assess this

Pedler, M; Burgoyne, J; Boydell, T; (1997) "The
Publishing
Learning Company"; McGraw-Hill
Company, London.

environment and to adapt its e-leaming product or
services accordingly.

A thorough market analysis involves understanding
e-leaming trends and customers, and evaluating the

Ravet, S& Layte, M; (1997) "Technology-Based
Training"; Kogan Page,London.
Reay, D G; (1994) "Understanding the Training
Function"; Kogan Page,London.

external environmental forces affecting e-leaming
providers, including the market demand, political &
legal forces, social & ethical influences, technology

Steed, C; (1999) "Web-based Training"; Gower
Publishing Ltd, Hampshire, UK.

and competition.

Tarr, M; (1998) "Distance learning - Bringing out
the best in training"; Industrial & Commercial
Training Journal, Volume 30, Number 3, pp. 104-106;
MCB University Press.

From conducting a thorough market analysis, a clear
marketing strategy can be developed that identifies
which customers the e-leaming provider is to target
and where their product or services will be best
positioned against the competitors in the marketplace.
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Combining Traditional Learning Theories for E-Learning
YvetteJames-Gordon is a ResearchEngineer at the University of Warwick. CoN,
entry, UK.

Abstract
The current trend for learning enýironments is to
alloA the studentto have more control of his or her own learning.
However, the self-directed discoverý
individuals
have
learning
that
research and
assume
experiences
-based
exploratory skills. which they may not have. Therefore, instructional designers need to combine the appropriate
parts of both objectivism and constructivism learning theories to facilitate guided and manageddiscovery learning
for an effective learning
environment. The individual would have control in discovering knowledge with multiple
opportunities to create, organise, and structure information, and contribute to his or her own resources and
experiences. The instructor (human or computer) would provide the guidance, support, and feedback to the
individual. This paper investigatesthe
for
instructional
design
learning
these
technology
of
approaches
non-tangible
enhancing the e-leaming experiences.

Introduction
Technology in education. training or learning is often thought of as tangible computer-basedtools. and past work has
often focused on these important hard technologies. However, there are non-tangible soft technologies, such as
learning theory approachesthat
learning
The
deliver
than
content.
learning
or
manage
rather
the
experience
enhance
learning theories discussed
instruction
from
design
of the
instructional
programmed
ranging
strategies
cover
objectivism approach, to discovery-based learning of the constructivism approach. This paper provides an
understanding of the differences between the objectivism and constructivism learning theory approachesand the
benefits of integrating their
E-learning
representsall
environment.
e-learning
to
methodologies provide an effective
forms of electronic learning. including
computer-basedand Web-basedlearning.

Non-tangible

Learning Technology

in Mitcham &
Philosophers of technology. such
Skolimowski
(cited
Mesthene,
Jarvie.
Bunge.
Feibleman.
and
as
Mackey, 1983), tend to
view technology as the organised application of knowledge to solve practical problems. An
example of this is the agricultural practice of the three-field crop rotation. In this process, farmers typically plant a
field with corn
in
fallow
field
lie
third
the
order to preserve the soil's
let
year.
the
one year, peas the next, and
nutrients. This concept is a non-tangible technology comprising of ideas and strategies. Some ofthe most effective
soft learning technologies are instructional strategies. Authors such as Merrill and Gagne, (cited in Wild & Quinn,
learning
1998) define instructional
design
the
in
and
involved
activities,
decisions
the
of'
those
strategies as
presentation and sequencing of the learning content. One of the most important decisions for developing educational
material is how the instructional designer can assist learners to process new information and to produce meaningful
learning from it, whether
done
by
is
This
the presentation and
is
normally
present.
or not a teacher or trainer
sequencing of content. How the learning content will be presented and sequenced is generally determined bý what
type of learning is required, and how the instructional designer's believes an individual learns. The learning approach
adopted by an instructional designer will have an impact on the instructional design strategy selected. At one end of'
the range is objectivism. programmed instruction and at the other end is construciivism, discoverN learning as
illustrated in Figure I (Phillips, 1997: Ravet & Layte. 1997).

Programmed
Instruction

1ý

Instructional
Design

Objectivism
Figure 1: Objectivism & Constructivism
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Behavioural Psychology
Historically, teachers and trainers have used objectivist methods where students are presented with information,
which they repeat back to the teacher or trainer. The underlying model of objectivism is behavioural psychology.
This psychology uses resulting behaviours, which can be modified by consequences based on rewards and
punishments. The following list summariesthe main learning approachesof objectivism:
0

The teacheror trainer controls the learning process.

"

Standardpresentationof content

"

Question is put to student.

"

Student is told if answer is right.

"

Positive reinforcement for right answers.

"

Negative reinforcement for wrong answers,and cycle is repeated

"

External knowledge exists for learnersto memorise.

"

Progressfrom general to specific content.

"

The studentlearns meaning.

Hence, the respective behavioural psychology can be surnmarisedas the following (Skinner, 1938,1974, cited in
Phillips, 1997):
"

The psychology is basedon observablebehaviour.

"

The behaviour is determinedby outcomesor consequences.

"

Knowledge is manifestedin behaviour, such as achieving correct answers.

Objectivism in E-learning
The first c-learning systems, notably computer-basedtraining (CBT), were designed to be stand-alone and selffunctioning, with little or no human expert intervention- One of the pioneers in computer-basededucation was Dr.
B. F. Skinner from Harvard University. His behaviourist philosophy helped form the development and design of
these first learning machines.CBT was seenas a way to standardisetraditionally delivered instructor-basedtraining.
This objectivist training approach used the computer as the "instructor in a box", to deliver Iccture-based
instruction. The stagesof the CBT focused on drill andpractice to master the content presented,and the learner
absorbed the content delivered by the CBT. This supported objective assessmentand assignments, and used
instructor prepared material and a sequencedcourse. Since this approach is how most education is delivered, the
objectivist approach is to put the teaching process online by using multimedia capabilities to imitate books and
videos. This traditional method of delivering instruction is in most e-leaming environments currently, including
Web-basedlearning and distance learning programmes(Khan, 1997;Ravet & Layte, 1997; French, 1999).
CBT often focuses on tasks that produce easily quantifiable errors, like exams, which can be analysed by the
computer system and corrected quickly. Content is seenas a stimulus that produces desirable behavioural changes,
i. e. learning in the student. It is thought that given enough iterations, studentswill eventually make no more errors,
and so know the information contained within the CBT.

Cognitive Psychology
Constructivism, which is basedin cognitive psychology, is an alternative approach of how individuals learn, absorb
knowledge, and are viewed as active processorsof information. People are knowledge-searcherswho transform and
interpret experiencesusing developed biological and mental structures.They absorb new knowledge by producing
Cognitive structures that are similar to the experiencesthey engaged. They then adapt themselves to these newly
developedknowledge structuresand usethem within their collection of experiencesas they continue to interact with
the environment (Piaget, cited in Ryan et a], 2000; Wild & Quinn, 1998).
Constructivists believe that knowledge is not separatefrom, but embeddedwithin experiencesand interpreted by the
learner. Hence, knowledge is about interpretation and making senseof the environment, and each person conceives
it in different ways based on their prior experiences,belief structures, and perspective. From the constructivism
view, interpretation can include different types of knowledge construction and not memorisation of factual
knowledge or procedures. The aim for the learner is to build and re-invent knowledge; order and re-ordcr
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knowledge, test it out, and justify this interpretation. These are the underlying principles of constructivist practices
(Eysenck & Keane, 2000; Wild & Quinn, 1998). Kolb (1984) provides a useful model of processesinvolved in
constructivist learning. Kolb proposes that learning is a cyclic activity with four stages: concrete experience,
reflective, abstract conceptualisation, and experimentation. The following list summaries the main learning
approachesof constructivism:
"

The student controls the learning process.

"

The studentconstructsknowledge, basedon his or her own perspectiveand experience.

"

The learning processis different for each student.

"

Encouragementof discovery learning and self-directed exploration.

"

Construction of concepts,schema,and mental models.

"

The teacheror trainer observes,coaches,facilitates and guides.
Progressfrom specific to general content.
The student createsmeaning.

Hence, the respectivecognitive psychology can be summarisedas the following (Phillips, 1997):
"

The learner is an active processorof information.

"

Emphasisis on internal mental situations.

"

Consideration is given to perspective,learning styles, experienceand knowledge of learner.

A important aspect of constructivism is providing a rich self-directed interactive learning environment.
Constructivists feel students should be able to independently explore information to obtain content, concepts,
relevance,and learn how to learn. According to Ryan and his co-authors(2000):
"The learner is not apassive recipient of knowledge but an activeparticipant in the process of learning"
The author agrees with this important statement made by Ryan and his co-authors. With this shift from giving
information to the passivestudent sitting on the other side of the screen,to engaging the student in becoming a part
of the learning environment, the entire concept of online learning has changed.Constructivist learning environments
should provide multiple ways for studentsto explore, together with multimedia that combines text, graphics, sound,
pictures and videos to enhancetheir interactive learning experiences.

Constructivism in E-learning
E-learning providers are beginning to use the qualities of constructivism as well as objectivism. By integrating Webbased tools and techniques into the training process, a constructivist approach to learning emerges. Constructivist
models have the instructor, tutor or trainer as facilitator and coach, and focuses on constructing assessmentand
assignmentsduring the learning process.This begins with a leamer-centred design and directs discussion through
questions and group communication, evolving and reinforcing the learning experience. The instructor's role is to
provide guidance, suggest resources, provide questions, and use outside experts for particular learning tasks.
Assessmentis focused on the process of collaboration and producing of suitable materials. The introduction of the
Web as an enabling technology for learning has allowed the constructivism approach to be more acceptable to
academicsand corporatetrainers.

Integration of Constructivism & Objectivism
It is not the aim in this paper to provide a complete understandingof objectivism and constructivism learning theory
approaches. The author views these not as competing instructional methodologies, but rather an evolving
progression in the development of e-learning environments. In general, objectivist methods cmphasisepresentation
of the learning content and replication by the students. Students are characterisedas information-receivers, and
tutors as the information-givers. Alternatively, constructivism emphasises the interpretation and creation of
knowledge. Students are self-directed, and the role of teachers or computer programs is to support the students'
Processof individual discovery of knowledge.
It is the authoesbelief that e-leaming systemsin the future will succeedonly if they enable the learner to learn
more
effectively and efficiently. The constructivist approach is to ensure that the learning environment is as rich and
Warwick
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interactive as possible. However, discovery-basedlearning assumesthat individuals have researchand exploratory
skills, which they may not have. Therefore, instructional designers or training developers need to combine other
technologies, such as human factors, user interfaces, multimedia, systems and telecommunications, to design and
deliver the most appropriatelearning solutions. Guided and manageddiscovery learning can be an effective learning
environment, which incorporatesthe appropriate parts of both objectivism and constructivism learning theories. This
balance will be different for each learning application. The individual would have control in discovering knowledge
with multiple opportunities to create,organise, and structure information, and contribute to his or her own resources
and experiences. The tutor (human or computer) would provide the guidance, support and feedback to the
individual, with well-defined learning objectives in terms of expecteduser performance, assessmentto measureuser
performance and understanding,and relevant practice for the required knowledge or skills from tutorials and drill
andpractice exercises.The development, delivery and managementof learning content with the associatedlearning
activities can incorporate the guided-discovery learning approachin activities such as self-assessments,self-directed
synchronous and asynchronouscommunications,online help facilities, and interactive e-leaming tutorials.

Conclusion
The learning theories of constructivism and objectivism approachesare important soft technologies that need to be
considered when developing a learning environment. An effective solution would be to have a learning environment
that guides and manages discovery learning, by incorporating the appropriate parts of both constructivism and
objectivism learning theories. The individual would have control in discovering knowledge and the tutor (human or
computer) would provide the guidance with support and feedback.
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Designing E-Learning Environments for Engineers
YvetteJames-Gordon is a ResearchEngineer at the University of Warwick, Coventry, UK.

Abstract
The purposeof this poster presentationis to illustrate the various integrated factors that impact on the design of elearning environments for engineers.Central to this, are the different learning principles, theories, and domains that
need to be considered when designing e-learning content. General e-leaming design issues are surnmarised,with
specific topics highlighted for the engineeringenvironment.In developing e-learning environments, the focus can be
directed too much on the technology with the actual content being considered and added afterwards. E-learning
providers need to be aware of the fundamentalissuesthat should be consideredto produce and maintain an effective
e-leaming environment. As the factors cannot be compared directly, a framework is developed that groups
associated issues together as philosophy, content, delivery, management,or technology categories, in order to
provide guidancefor designingsuccessfule-learningenvironments.

Introduction
Technology providers often overstatethe importance of technology in the development of e-learning environments,
and emphasisthat a complete Learning ManagementSystem(LMS) can provide all that is required to implement elearning. Often in developing e-leaming environments,the processends up as a technical one, resulting in expensive
implementations, essentially untouched by the uninformed potential users. The e-learning providers, especially the
instructional designersor training developers,should be aware that the technology needsto align to the content and
not the other way round, but at the sametime they do need to appreciatethe technological capabilities. Therefore,
the providers need to recognisethe basic componentsthat contribute to produce an efficient and effective e-leaming
environment. A way to achieve this is to develop a framework that consolidatesand integratesthe various factors
that affects the e-learning environment. This framework includes instructional principles, methodologies, theories,
approaches,techniques, processes,models and guidelines that relate to the design of the e-learning content. This
should guide and facilitate the decisions of e-learning providers with regard to choice and design of each e-leaming
componentfor an engineering departmentor organisationprogramme.

Categorising E-learning Factors
The purpose of this poster presentation is to outline the various factors that impact on designing e-learning
environments for engineersfrom the author's research.The factors cannot be compareddirectly with each other, but
as they are expressedin a fi-amework,associatedissuescan be groupedtogether in categories,and include:
a)

Philosophy.- In this context, philosophy includes the learning principles, objectives, styles and
domains for e-learning.
The learning theories, a sub-set of learning principles, underlie the methodologies and
approachesfor the design of e-learning content. These range from the programmed instruction of the
objectivism approach,to the discovery learning of the constructivism approach.
The karning ohjectives, which describe how the instruction is to be designed and how the
learningoutcomesneedto be assessed,
as well as assistthe learnersorganisetheir learning efforts to meet
the objectives.
The learning domains, which representthe different motivational, knowledge, understanding,
or communication levels of the learners. The representation of e-learning content is important for
matching againstthe different learning styles.

b)

Content: The structure of e-learning components includes a model of learning activities to be
performed; reusable manageable learning objects; a process map of the activities for the model; the
knowledge within the activities; and the resourcesand guidance available. Navigation paths in and between
activities need to maintain consistencyin their design and use, in order not to confuse the learners.

C)

Delivery: This essentially is the user interface with its usability issuesaffecting the e-learning design.
This can include navigation structure, readability, and multimedia application.

d)

Management: This includes instructor and learner tools for tracking, assessing,grading, document
managing, and administration facilities. Tracking leamer performance can be based on participation and
performance in activities, simulations or complete lessons, as well as collaborative work with peers and
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sharing information, and not just multiple-choice or true/false testing. Managing an e-learning programme
takes account the evaluation issues of training effectiveness,measuring leamer achievement, and cost
effectiveness.
e)

Technology: The enabling tools and techniquesprovide the infrastructure for the e-learning content,
from its philosophy and managementcomponentsto the delivery environment of the content.

The technology needsto fit content, especially with the delivery and managementtechniquesneedingto be designed
with the content in mind and to suit the learning objectives. However, consideration does need to be given to the
capability of the technology when designing and developing the content. The e-learning delivery environment
contains and managesthe user interface and it delivers the content to the e-learning environment. Depending on the
specific learning requirementsand associatedlearning philosophy and management,the relative mix of content can
vary. The role of the learning delivery environment is to integratethe learning content together in a transparentway,
enabling the learner to navigate effortlessly betweenactivities. Thesecan include accessing,using and interpreting
the content, collaborating on activities involving the content, and assessingor testing the knowledge or skills
acquired from the content. A feature of the e-learning environment is that the content can be custornised to the
learner's specific requirementsby taking into accountthe learner's prior knowledge, skills, and experiences,

Designing E-learning Content for Engineers
Designing effective e-learning; content is also important for ensuring participation of the learners. Building
instructional principles into the design of e-learning helps facilitate learner satisfaction, motivation and confidence
with the e-learning activities. Here, the emphasis for designing e-learning content is for the engineering
environment, and so this researchpredominantly focuseson engineers' learning. There are areasin e-learning that
are limited in providing effective e-learning solutions for engineers.The author's previous researchhas assistedin
addressingthe following under representedlearning preference:
a)

Learning content presentation: Engineershave a significant visual learning style, and so best learn by what
they see. Therefore, the presentation and usability of the e-learning content, and the user interface are
important for this professional group.

b)

Experiential learning: This is often referred to as learning by doing. Engineers tend to work and learn
experientially, by combining their experience,perception,cognition and behaviour, and so learning activities
needto reflect this. Experiential learning also takes into account the differences betweenlearnersdue to their
existing levels of knowledge and prior experiences.
Self-directed discovery-based learning: Generally, engineers take responsibility for their own learning
processand are self-directed learners.The discovery-basedlearning approachis important for engineersdue
to the nature of their work in using exploratory skills to establish optimum solutions to problems.
Collaboration features as well as the problem solving features are necessaryfor engineers and should be
included in learning activities. A learning environment evolves differently for each engineering learner based
on his or her individual discovery-based learning experiences and shared information from peer
collaboration. Tracking and recording learning experiences is not only beneficial for the tutors and
instructional designers but also for the self-directed engineer to monitor his or her own progress and
performance.

C)

Conclusion
In summary, this researchillustrates the important factors that influence and contribute to the design of effective elearning content for the engineering environment. These factors comprise of various principles, methodologies,
techniques, approaches,and guidelines that cannot be compared directly with each other. Therefore, a framework
has been developed that groups associatedfactors together under philosophy, content, delivery, management,or
technology categories. The framework helps to organise and structure these issues in the categories, with the
technology selected fitting to these issues.The purpose of the framework is not only as an academic tool but it
provides practical assistance for guiding e-learning design, evaluating an e-learning programme including its
effectiveness, and assisting in the selection of its enabling tools and techniques. However, the framework is not
supposedto be complete, but it will evolve through its application to produce a more effective framework for
designing e-learning content for engineersin subsequente-learningprojects.
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APPENDIX B
&LEARNING

FRAMEWORK

APPLICATION

Appendix B presentsan overview of the e-learningframework's application. This is achievedby
identifying the path through the framework which is madeup of stagesfor developing specific elearning activities. The framework is applied to two exampleacademiclessonsand the activities
within them. The lessonsare taken from the Information & CommunicationsTechnologies(ICT)
Module which forms part of the Electronic Engineering Business Management(E2BM) MSc
Programme.However, these have been adaptedto illustrate a complete e-learning environment
or a blended approach,for an introductory lesson and a syndicategroup lesson on the topic of
'networks'. Section 3.4 identified the generic path through the framework, and appendix B
illustrates this with the examples to identify how the framework can operate to provide
assistancefor e-learningproviders.

The framework guides e-learning providers through its categories to select, link and order
relevant learning factors to develop e-learningactivities for improving the basic learning content.
Not all factors need to be considered,but they can be added later as the e-learning activities
evolve. The intention of appendix B is not to go into the detail of the development of the elearning activities in the examples,but to identify the selection, integration and sequenceof the
learning factors. From this, the e-learning providers can identify what factors need to be
examined further to proceed with the e-learning development. Specific details on the learning
factors and further examplesof their application can be obtainedfrom chapter4.0.

The complete e-leaming framework is illustrated in figure B-1, and its guide is presentedin
figure B-2. These figures can be referred to in the stagesthrough the framework's categories
with the two examples,which are describednext.
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Stage 1- Learning Content & Requirements
LessonA- Introduction to Networks
0

Learning Content: Structuredfundamentalnetwork informationthat is contentcentric. Examples are given of how networks operate.

0

Learning Requirement:

To familiarise students with network terminologies, types,

interaction and selection. Outcome to be a self-assessmentand studentscan revisit
)
be
(Self
to
after
pilot
running.
added
assessment
weak areas.
Lesson B- Network Design Case Study

0

Learning Content: Structured case study information that will become learnercentric as existing knowledge brought into lesson will shape the group activity.
Learning

Requirement:

To collaborate on the design & testing of a complex

network and the final outcomeis to presentwork to the other syndicategroups.

Stage 2- Philosophy

Aspects

Lesson A- Introduction to Networks
0

Instructional

Principles

= Pedagogy Approach

& Objectivism

Theory:

The

Module Tutors decide what the studentslearn and the samecontent is presentedto all
students. Learning is by acquisition.
0

Learning Domains = Attention:

The motivational level of the learning domain is at

the first stage of achieving and maintaining the student's 'attention' and interest.
0

Learning

Styles = Theorist

& Visual: The reason behind network concepts and

relationshipsare learnt. A visual representationof the Module Tutor with a strearned
commentary can be consideredfor introducing the topic of networks and stating the
objectives of the lesson.
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Lesson B- Network Design Case Study
Instructional
Experiential
previous

Principles

= Andragogy

Approach,

Constructivism

Theory

&

Learning: The case study is task-oriented and experiences gained from

lessons are brought

into the syndicate group work.

Students take

responsibility for how they progress and share their knowledge with the group.
Learning is achieved by iteratively creating and testing a network design. Learning is
by participation.
0

Learning

Domains = Relevance, Confidence:

The *relevance' of the network

learnt
is
related to the case study. The 'confidence' grows as students
content
I
demonstrate their newly acquired knowledge and have feedback from their peers in

the syndicatework.
0

Learning Styles = Pragmatist & Visual: Students pragmatically test what they have
learnt before in the case study. (The 'activist' and 'reflector' learning styles are more

likely to be adopted in the post-module work.) Graphical representationscan be
incorporated in the network design using diagrams and icons.

Stage 3- Initial

Technology

Selection:

Lesson A- Introduction to Networks
For

publishing

initial

learning

content

online:

Investigate and select the

appropriate authoring tools or dedicated Content Management Systern. A Web
publishing toot developed by E-Lab and used at WMG is 'SiteBuilder'.

which can

author, edit and manage the learning content. SiteBuilder also has the Iacility to
encompass Web languages such as Java, JavaScript and raw I ITML.
0

For viewing

& accessing content online:

Web-browser, hyperlinks and search

enginesto be utilised.
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0

For providing

visual, interactive

& animated activities:

Examine other Web

formats such as Plugins, video streaming and media files. 'Macromedia' Web
development products can be considered for this and then incorporated within
SiteBuilder.
Lesson B- Network Desi2n Case Study
0

For publishing

case study online: Again investigate and select the appropriate

authoringtools or dedicatedContent ManagementSystemsuchas SiteBuilder.
0

For viewing and accessing case study discovery learning activities: Web-browser,

hyperlinks, searchenginesand virtual libraries to be utilised.
For providing

group communication:

Asynchronous communications for group

discussion forums & email. Consider synchronous communication for groups such as
dedicated and timed chat-rooms.
0

For group Web-based interactive

working:

Develop a VLE for the group to

for
drop
icons
Drag
&
build
the
their
cost.
estimate
and
study
network
visually
case
the network equipment and text/ numerical inputs for working out real-time costing

for the casestudy can be createdfor this.

Stage 4- Initial E-learning Delivery:
Lesson A- Introduction
0

to Networks

Learning Modes = Presentation and demonstration:

Streamed video of instructor-

led classesfor the e-learning environment or face-to-face instruction for the blended
approach. Online animations, demonstrations and power-point

presentations for

conveying the basic network functionality.

0

Usability Issues: Templates can be consideredto provide a uniform look & feel to
the user interface. Readability and layout of the interface needs to be appropriately

consideredwith the stakeholders.
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0

Learning Objects:

Modular lessons to be reused in other lessons. The introduction

on networkscan be utilised in a programme'soverview lesson.
Lesson B- Network Design Case Study
41

Learning Modes = Guided & Self-directed:

Syndicate group work on case study

activity involves assistance from peers in the group, as well as prior experiences

brought into the group.

"I V
IV

Stage 5- Management Factors:
LessonA- Introduction to Networks

Learner Assessment:
An onlineself-assessment
canbeaddedaftertestingthe initial
running of the introduction lesson, once the learning content is evaluated.
Record each learner's progress using SiteBuilder.

0

Administration:

0

Security: Unique access privilege for each student doing the self-assessment.
Support: Provide online support from Module Tutor.

0

E-learning Evaluation: Measurethe individual's knowledge of networks from the
self-assessment.This is level 2 of Kirkpatrick's evaluation model.

Lesson B- Network Design Case Study
Administration:

Monitoring

syndicate group work activity.

SiteBuilder enables

learnersto be tracked and provides statisticson their activities.
0

Security: Access privilege for only group members and Module Tutor. SiteBuilder
allows permissions to be edited and users to be added.

0

Support: Provide online support from peers and Module Tutor.

0

Peer Assessment: An online peer-assessment can be added to comment on presented
work from other syndicate groups.
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E-learning Evaluation:

Measure how each group felt about the case study activity

using online 'smile sheets'.This is level I of Kirkpatrick's evaluation model.

Stage 6- Further

Technology

Selection:

Lesson A- Introduction to Networks
0

For Self Assessment: An assessment management system can be incorporated into

the e-learning development.WMG uses 'Questionmark Perception. This enableselearning providers to author, schedule,deliver and report on developedtests. Tests
also can be developedusing Microsoft Excel.
For viewing & accessing further

0

content online: Consider hyperlinks and virtual

libraries for accessingfurther backgroundreading on networks in weak areas.
Lesson B- Network Design Svndicate Group Case Study

0

For recording group work: Group 'Weblogs' or 'blogs' can be usedto post results
and record the group's interactions and discussions with each other. A virtual library

can be createdto allow the group to add hyperlinks to shareuseful links with peers.

Stage 7- Further

E-learning

Delivery:

Lesson A- Introduction to Network
*

Learning Modes = Self-directed: This is a consequenceof the self-assessment
added.

Lesson B- Network Desi2n Case Study
0

Feedback: Comments by peers and instructor after group presentation.

*

Collaboration:

This can be achieved online by discussion group forums, or group and

individual blogs.
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Table B-I presentsa matrix identifying learning factors that can be considered for developing
different engineeringe-learning environmentsthat were casestudied in the research.The WMG
StandardEducationalLessonincorporatesthe two examplesin this appendix, and is highlighted
in the matrix. The sectionnumbersare shown on the matrix's left-hand side for further reading.

The matrix presentsa selection of the framework's learning factors that can be mappedagainst
learning activities which contribute to the content's development.Not all factors need to be
initially consideredbut can be addedor changedaslthe e-leaming content evolves. The different
weightings in the matrix representthe different level or type of featureswithin the framework's
factors. This helps define the characteristics of the underlying e-leaming approach and to
determinethe appropriatetechnology infrastructurefor a particular combination of factors within
the framework. Thus, the matrix illustrates different features within the factors and different
combinationsof factors within the framework, which contributesto the developmentof different
engineeringe-leaming applications.
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Table B-1: Matrix of Different Engineering E-learning Applications
Learning Factors

z
0

E-LEARNIN G APPLICATIONS
CAS E STUDIES

FRAMEWORK
LEARNING
FACTORS

e1i

COMPANY X

Immediate
Task Specific

Learning Requirement

C
C

-ou
UC
E- ;i

M

against Framework

1. rICU

WMG

Cisco
SYSTEMS

Structured
Knowledge

Immediate
&
Structured

6
C
101;
'1

-9
0

r

W

=R

Learning Activity

r.

0
0

LA

f

0

Instructional
Principles:
rIr
Leaming Theory
Learning Domain:
Affective
Learning Style

I

CS

0, CS

0

0, CS

Cs

CS

CS

il

1,2

1 to 4

1 to 3

1 to 3

2 to 4

1 to 4

2 to 4

T,Pg,V

T,A,R

T,Pg,V

Learning Mode
Feedback /Collaboration
Usability
(inc. customised media)

T,Pg,A,R,V

3 to 5

1 to 5

1 to 4

4,5

3to5

1to5

P

1,P

1,P

1,P

I

P

1,P

1,2

3

1,2

1,2

1

3

3

P, C

1,C

1,C

I, P,C

1,P,C

P, C

I, P,C

Now

1 to 3

5

5

30

Now

Cont.

S, P

I'S

I'S

1, S,P

I

S, P

S, P

Nii

1,2

1to4

I to 3

1,2

2 to 4

3

2 to 4

N'l

S

I'S

1,S, P

1, S, P

S

S, P

1, S, P

Assessment
Evaluation
(Kirkpatrick)
1
I
Stakeholders

T,Pg,A,R,V

4,5

[ Support
I
T
Timeframe (days)

I

7;

KEY:
0)
00
(iii)
OV)
(V)
(Vi)
(vii)

O= Objectivism, Cs= Constructivism.
1ýAttention, 2=Relevance, 3= Confidence, 4=Satisfaction
T= Theorist, Pg= Pragmatist, A= Activist, R=Reflector, V= Visual
]=Presentation, 2=Demo, ')=Guided, 4=Self-directed, 5=Problem-solving
I= Instructor, P= Peer, S= Self, C=Computer-based
I =low, 2=medium, 33=high
.
I=Reaction, 2=Learning, 3= Behaviour, 4=Results
Cont. = Continuous
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